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Foreword

Solomon Islands is one of the largest countries in Melanesia, with a popula-
tion of over 510,000. Its average per capita gross domestic product of around 
$700, which has remained largely unchanged since 1980, makes the country 
one of the least developed in the world. Almost a quarter of its population lives 
below the national basic needs poverty line. Most of the labor force works in 
the agricultural and fishery sectors. Although its economic growth has been 
steady in recent years, Solomon Islands is now facing great challenges due to 
adverse impacts from the global economic crisis in 2009 and its dangerously 
overexploited natural forests.

One of the core challenges to the country’s economic and social devel-
opment lies in governance. Improving public sector management is needed to 
ensure a more effective delivery of essential services. The growth of the private 
sector has also lacked dynamism and Solomon Islands remains a high-cost and 
challenging place in which to conduct business. To reduce constraints to private 
sector development and improve the business environment, further efforts are 
needed to: (i) improve infrastructure through contracting out and the greater 
use of public-private partnerships; (ii) continue to open up the telecommunica-
tions market to competition; (iii) reform state-owned enterprises; (iv) simplify 
the licensing and tax systems; and (v) strengthen land reform.

This report, a part of the Pacific Studies Series, was prepared under the 
Asian Development Bank regional technical assistance project Strengthening 
Pacific Economic Policy Analysis and Policy Development, with generous sup-
port from the Government of Australia. The team comprised Bruce Knapman 
(team leader and macroeconomist), Derrin Davis (private sector development 
specialist), and Michael Heppell (public sector management specialist), and 
conducted fieldwork in Solomon Islands from 11 October to 11 November 
2008. Portions of the report were subsequently updated for publication by 
Paul Holden (Chapter IV—Private Sector Development) and Eleanor Lin Ye 
and Milovan Lucich (Chapter II—The Economy). Valuable contributions 
were also received from Laure Darcy, Terry Reid, Winfried Wicklein, and 
Eugenue Zhukov.

Robert Wihtol
Director General
Pacific Department 
Asian Development Bank 
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Executive Summary

Economic and social progress in Solomon Islands has been limited since the 
country’s independence, primarily because of poor economic and natural  
resources management as well as the erosion of integrity and professionalism 
in public service. Almost 23% of the population lives below the national basic 
needs poverty line.

Economic growth in 2003–2008 was strong, yet it was mostly driven 
by unsustainable harvesting of forests and a surge in aid flows. In 2008, the 
economy exhibited slower growth and fiscal expansion, higher inflation, some 
loss of international competitiveness, and a weakened balance of payments 
position. 

The global economic crisis has placed immediate pressure on the 
country’s economy. Its impact on demand for timber exports in 2009, the 
deferment of gold mining, and the almost complete forest depletion will cause 
lower growth during 2009–2013 and place pressure on the government budget. 
The resulting fiscal crunch and emerging balance of payments pressures thus 
demand a coordinated macroeconomic policy response. In the short term, the 
policy mix of the Government of Solomon Islands should include recurrent 
expenditure restraint and prudent monetary policy. In addition, resolution of 
the crisis is likely to require external assistance while efforts to lay a stronger 
foundation for medium- to long-term economic growth are intensified. Grant-
funded infrastructure will need to play a key role in supporting growth and 
employment, given the decline in exports and the need to reduce government 
expenditure. Infrastructure projects, especially labor-intensive projects, should 
be brought forward where possible. A number of donors have provided or are 
in the process of providing additional budget support to help preserve expen-
diture on essential services.

The following recommendations, which are intended to help achieve 
the government’s aims for public sector reform, are presented in greater detail 
in the concluding chapter of this report. There is a pressing need for a whole-
of-government change management program aimed at further improving the 
governance environment and strengthening public sector management. The 
program needs to focus on three strategic areas:
(i) Address the systemic problem of politicians putting constituency inter-

est before national interest. While this is true of other countries, the 
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problem is much more pronounced in Solomon Islands. The problem 
could be addressed in part by supporting the Integrity Group Forum 
and by developing the capacity to audit and investigate the affairs of 
suspected tax evaders, concentrating first on those who impede good 
governance. The Inland Revenue Division needs to be provided with 
expertise on complex audits and investigations and with access to legal 
specialists to prepare cases for prosecution. 

(ii) Progressively build the concepts of nationhood, good governance, 
and affordable public service delivery. To do this, a broad-based public 
affairs program should be developed. It would be most appropriate for 
this program to operate from the Office of the Prime Minister, as this 
would serve as an indicator of the Prime Minister and the government’s 
commitment to change. The program should include components to 
educate children and parents on the nature and benefits of good gov-
ernment, to provide information to the public about service delivery 
standards, and to build the capacity of independent organizations to 
evaluate government performance.

(iii) Strengthen management capacity in the public service. A proposal sup-
ported by the Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI) 
to develop a graduated scheme should be emphasized; it would be 
enhanced by the establishment of a fast-track system for developing a 
pool of competent managers. A parallel scheme targeting talented public 
servants should also be created. These staff development initiatives could 
be attached to the existing Public Service Improvement Program, which 
would provide a mechanism to get the programs underway and support 
them over time.

Further, private sector development is essential to the generation of 
employment and income-earning opportunities for a fast-growing population. 
Solomon Islands is a high-cost, risky place in which to do business. Many 
constraints to private sector growth exist in its economy; thus, government 
policy should focus on removing these constraints. 

To improve the business environment in a way that promotes private 
sector development—as well as encourages rural development—urgent action 
is needed. Part of the problem is the role of the state in the economy. Although 
government action is needed to reduce constraints, the intrusive role of the 
state crowds out private business and increases costs and risks for investment 
and entrepreneurship. The main policy focus should be on (i) improving 
infrastructure through contracting out and greater use of public–private 
partnerships; (ii) opening the telecommunications market to competition; 
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(iii) reforming state-owned enterprises, using the private sector to the maxi-
mum extent feasible; (iv) simplifying the licensing system and making the tax 
system more conducive to business success; (v) improving access to credit by 
establishing a secured transactions registry; (vi) advancing, as rapidly as pos-
sible, the commercial legal reform that is under way; and (vii) strengthening 
land reform, including increasing coordination among the various agencies 
dealing with the issue. 

Executive Summary
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Introduction

This report seeks to address what actions the Government of Solomon Islands 
can do in the medium to long term to improve the economic and social well-
being1 of its rapidly growing population. It aims to create awareness of issues, 
generate frank and constructive discussions, and contribute to dialogue between 
key stakeholders. It does not provide in-depth coverage of all issues but rather 
presents policy advice at a general level. 

This report was written by independent consultants. The authors  
attempted to comment independently on critical development issues, not to 
produce an all-encompassing report or to repeat the discussions contained in 
other reports. The contents and overall structure of the report are based on 
requests by and discussions with the government. A 2008 fact-finding mission 
included several interviews with key stakeholders and a review of all relevant 
reports. Validation visits and a presentation of recommendations to the gov-
ernment followed in early 2009. 

The global economic crisis, which has had significant negative effects on 
Solomon Islands, unfolded during the period in which this report was prepared. 
Because of the crisis, Solomon Islands now faces pressing short-term threats to 
macroeconomic stability, in addition to the medium-term challenges originally 
envisaged by the authors before the report was prepared. Chapter II describes 
relevant macroeconomic issues in detail and discusses a range of policy measures 
that the authors believe can help Solomon Islands maintain macroeconomic 
stability. The report also addresses key medium- to long-term policy issues 
related to government effectiveness and private sector development. 

1 Well-being is defined by the ability to afford basic needs (i.e., food, clothing, and permanent shelter), 
access basic services (i.e., health, education, and transport), and work together in a community where 
there is law and order. M. L. Legu. 2007. Participatory Poverty Assessment Report, Solomon Islands. Manila: 
Asian Development Bank (ADB).
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An Overview of Post-Independence Development

Economic and social progress has been limited, primarily because of poor 
economic and natural resources management as well as the erosion of 

professionalism and integrity in the public service. 

The well-being of the vast majority of the country’s population has im-
proved little since political independence in 1978, despite the rapid depletion 
of a major resource—the natural forest. Real per capita income has trended 
downward (Figure 1), because population growth (3.1% per annum from 1980 
to 2007) has outpaced economic growth (2.5% per annum from 1980 to 2007). 
These trends have left Solomon Islands, whose population is over 510,000, 
with the second-lowest average income in the Pacific region (Figure 2). 

Further, job creation has not kept pace with increases in the  
labor supply. The open unemployment rate rose to 11% in 1999. It has 
been reported that, in recent years, only one in every six school leavers 
has found paid employment, leading to a youth unemployment rate of 
45%.2 Many of those who have not found formal sector jobs have become 

2 BJS Agencies. 2008. Solomon Islands 2008 Trade Directory. Honiara. www.bjs.com.sb.

Figure 1: Real Gross Domestic Product per Capita 
(1985 prices)
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underemployed in the subsistence sector. So far, the work of women has 
managed to feed the growing population, although population pressure 
on arable land has become evident in some areas. In Malaita, for example, 
“steep slopes or hilly non-arable land are increasingly being cultivated.”3 

Income distribution is unequal, both overall and by geographic region. 
In 2005/2006, for example, the national Gini coefficient was 0.39, while the 
ratio of the expenditure share of the poorest 20% of households to the richest 
20% of households was 6.9 at the national level,4 meaning that the wealthiest 
20% of households spent 6.9 times as much as the poorest 20% of households 
(Table 1). During this same period, expenditure levels of rural households 
were well below expenditure levels of urban households. In a further mea-
sure of inequality, the provinces of Choiseul, Makira, Malaita, and Temotu 
contained a disproportionately large share of households in the lowest three 
deciles (Table 2). 

3 Government of Solomon Islands. 2002. Solomon Islands Human Development Report: Building a Nation. 
Vol. 1: The Main Report. St. Lucia: University of Queensland Printery.

4 Millennium Development Goals Indicator 3 of Target 1, Goal 1.

Figure 2: Gross National Product per Capita, 2008 
($)
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Table 1: Distribution of Household Expenditure, 2005/2006 
(%)

Adult Equivalent per Capita  
Household Expenditure Deciles National Honiara

Provincial– 
Urban Rural

1st Decile 2.6 4.2 3.8 3.1

2nd Decile 4.1 5.9 5.7 4.9

3rd Decile 4.7 6.2 5.8 5.8

4th Decile 6.0 5.9 7.0 6.8

5th Decile 6.6 8.1 7.6 7.9

6th Decile 8.1 8.0 8.3 8.8

7th Decile 9.8 9.2 9.7 9.9

8th Decile 11.7 12.2 11.4 13.0

9th Decile 15.6 14.6 13.8 14.4

Top Decile 30.9 25.8 26.9 25.4

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Q1:Q5 Ratio 6.9 4.0 4.3 4.9

Total Expenditure  
(SI$ million) 2,607.98 749.33 124.04 1,734.62

Note: The higher Q1:Q5 ratio at the national level reflects the impact of aggregating Honiara households, which are 
biased to the higher deciles, with rural households, whose expenditure is generally lower as a result of the valuation 
of own production.

Source: Solomon Islands Statistics Office and United Nations Development Programme Pacific Centre. 2008. Solomon 
Islands. Analysis of the 2005/06 Household Income and Expenditure Survey: Final Report on the Estimation of Basic 
Needs Poverty Lines, and the Incidence and Characteristics of Poverty in Solomon Islands. Honiara.

Table 2: Location of Rural Households in the Lowest Three Deciles  
of Household Expenditure 

(%)

Province
Rural  

Households

Households in  
Lowest Three 

Deciles Rural Population

Households in  
Lowest Three 

Deciles

Central 5.4 3.5 5.2 3.5

Choiseul 6.7 9.7 6.9 9.7

Guadalcanal 18.6 12.8 17.6 11.3

Isabel 6.1 4.7 5.2 4.4

Makira-Ulawa 9.9 15.3 10.8 16.4

Malaita 29.4 33.5 30.9 34.5

Rennell and 
 Bellona 0.9 0.3 1.0 0.4

Temotu 5.7 8.4 5.2 8.0

Western 17.3 11.8 17.3 11.9

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Solomon Islands Statistics Office and United Nations Development Programme Pacific Centre. 2008.  
Solomon Islands. Analysis of the 2005/06 Household Income and Expenditure Survey: Final Report on the Estimation 
of Basic Needs Poverty Lines, and the Incidence and Characteristics of Poverty in Solomon Islands. Honiara.
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The Human Development Index in Solomon Islands remains compara-
tively low (Figure 3), with notable variations in human development levels 
in the nine provinces and Honiara (Figure 4). In addition, social indicators 
generally fall short of the targets set for the Millennium Development Goals 
(Appendix Table A2). Females have less access than males to secondary and 
tertiary education, resulting in lower literacy rates. Women’s access to health 
and family planning services is particularly poor in rural areas, and infant and 
child mortality rates are the highest in the Pacific region, although they have 
fallen since 1990 (Table 3). 

Figure 3: Human Development Index, 2007
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Figure 4: Human Development Indices by Province, 1999
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Table 3: Social Development Indicators

Indicator 1970–1975 1990 2000 2005 2006

Life expectancy at birth  
 (years) 58 61 63 63 …

Infant mortality rate  
 (per 1,000 live births) 70 38 36 24 55

Under age 5 years mortality 
 rate  (per 1,000) 97

63 (IMF)
121 (UNICEF) 60 29 73

Maternal mortality rate  
 (per 100,000 live births) … 550 130 220 …

Incidence of malaria  
 (per 1,000) … 450 152 196 …

Access to an improved 
 water source (%) … 69 71 70 …

Access to improved  
 sanitation (%) … … 30 31 …

Adult literacy rate (%) …
62

(1991 survey)
76

(1999 census) 77 …

Net enrollment ratio  
 in primary education … 83 74 80 …

... = data not available, IMF = International Monetary Fund, UNICEF = United Nations Children’s Fund.

Note: Data on any given social indicator for a particular year often vary considerably from source to source and 
therefore should be used with caution. 

Sources: Asian Development Bank. 1998. Solomon Islands 1997 Economic Report. Manila; H. Hughes et al. 2008. 
The Bipolar Pacific. Issue Analysis. 98 (August). Sydney: Centre for Independent Studies; International Monetary 
Fund. 2007. Solomon Islands: 2007 Article IV Consultation—Staff Report. Washington, DC, Table V.1; United  
Nations Children’s Fund. 2008. The State of Asia-Pacific’s Children 2008: Child Survival. New York; and United Na-
tions Development Programme. 2007. Human Development Report 2007/2008. Fighting Climate Change: Human 
Solidarity in a Changing World. New York: Palgrave Macmillan. 

The gains that have been made in the Human Development Index have 
been underpinned by substantial external financial and technical assistance. 
Official development assistance rose from 22% of gross domestic product 
(GDP) in 1990 to 66% in 2005, when aid reached $415 per head.5 

The Solomon Islands Statistics Office recently conducted an analysis 
of relative poverty, using 2005/06 household income and expenditure data. 
This analysis suggests that about 11% of the population is experiencing hard-
ship in meeting the costs of a minimally nutritious diet, and that almost 23% 
faces difficulties in meeting basic food and essential nonfood needs (including 
housing, transport, education, clothing, and utilities). Moreover, the poverty 
analysis states that there are “many more households and individuals who have 
expenditure only just above the basic needs poverty line and who are therefore 

5 United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 2007. Human Development Report 2007/2008. 
Fighting Climate Change: Human Solidarity in a Changing World. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
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vulnerable…to rising prices and/or declining incomes/expenditure.”6 House-
holds with female heads are disproportionately represented among households 
falling below the basic needs poverty line. Compared to children in the provinces, 
children in Honiara are more likely to be living in the poorest households. 

Often, to meet family commitments and community obliga-
tions, households living below the poverty line borrow from moneylend-
ers regularly and at high rates of interest. Consequently, many of them 
are in debt, sometimes constantly. Many of these households also live in  
low-quality housing with poor, if any, access to safe water and sanitation. 
Children miss school because of health problems or nonpayment of school 
fees; adults have low levels of education and therefore rely on low-paid, casual 
employment—if it is available. The government’s poverty analysis concluded 
that breaking the cycle of poverty will require employment and income-earning 
opportunities to be increased in both urban and rural areas and basic education 
to be improved (footnote 6). 

In seeking to generate economic opportunities, Solomon Islands—like 
other small island states—faces many disadvantages: (i) it is faraway from major 
world markets, (ii) there are diseconomies of scale in the production of goods 
and in the provision of public services, and (iii) risks are heightened by a narrow 
economic base and by vulnerability to natural disasters.7 Natural shocks have 
included cyclones Namu in 1986 and Nina in 1993, as well as the April 2007 
tsunami. Economic shocks have ranged from commodity price declines to the 

6 Solomon Islands Statistics Office and UNDP Pacific Centre. 2008. Solomon Islands. Analysis of the 
2005/06 Household Income and Expenditure Survey: Final Report on the Estimation of Basic Needs Poverty 
Lines, and the Incidence and Characteristics of Poverty in Solomon Islands. Honiara.

7 Commission on Growth and Development. 2008. The Growth Report: Strategies for Sustainable Growth 
and Inclusive Development. Washington, DC: World Bank.

Table 4: The Incidence of Poverty 
(% below food and basic needs poverty lines)

Households Population

Food Basic Needs Food Basic Needs

National 8.6 18.8 10.6 22.7

Honiara 1.7 24.6 2.6 32.2

Provincial urban 0.6 11.2 0.8 13.6

Rural areas 6.4 15.2 8.7 18.8

Note: In 2005/06, the weighted average food poverty line for the country as a whole was estimated to be SI$32.59 
per capita adult equivalent per week. For Honiara households, the weekly food poverty line was estimated to be 
SI$62.17. For provincial urban households, it was SI$42.33, and for rural households, it was SI$27.48. The basic needs 
poverty line was estimated as a national average expenditure of SI$47.37 per capita adult equivalent per week. It was 
SI$139.04 for Honiara households, SI$79.11 for provincial urban households, and SI$39.59 for rural households.

Source: Solomon Islands Statistics Office and United Nations Development Programme Pacific Centre. 2008. Solomon 
Islands. Analysis of the 2005/06 Household Income and Expenditure Survey: Final Report on the Estimation of Basic 
Needs Poverty Lines, and the Incidence and Characteristics of Poverty in Solomon Islands. Honiara.
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1997 Asian financial crisis, resulting in rising oil and food prices. Solomon 
Islands, among other developing member countries (DMCs), has also been one 
of the most adversely affected by the recent global economic crisis in 2009.

As noted by the governor of the Central Bank of Solomon Islands 
(CBSI), however, the country’s poor post-independence development perfor-
mance is largely attributable to “self-inflicted injuries or things that the country 
could have avoided by prompt action.”8 For example, the government allowed 
dominant foreign investors to exercise undue political influence, thereby 
undermining domestic governance and introducing corruption (footnote 7). 
Further, the legislative and executive arms of government have underperformed, 
as discussed below.

Public sector management has been weak. This is obvious in many areas, 
including revenue administration; public expenditure management; and public 
administration, including policy development and coordination. A lack of fiscal 
discipline during a period of export-led growth in the late 1980s and into the 
1990s drove the economy into crisis by 1995, leaving it with an unsustainable 
public debt burden. Simultaneously, under-taxation and under-invoicing of 
log exports caused a loss of revenue in 1990–1997; this loss was more than 
double the cumulative recurrent budget deficit during this period.9 The failure 
to capture a reasonable domestic share of the resource rent from logging has 
continued into the 21st century. 

The decade leading up to 1997 “was a period when public sector institu-
tions and principles of good governance were systematically undermined while 
the economic and social infrastructure was left to deteriorate” (footnote 8). The 
foundation of a good governance environment—that is, a skilled, motivated, 
and efficient civil service—was eroded. Therefore, the quality of service delivery 
deteriorated, which remains evident today. A 2004 Transparency International 
report concluded that “the public service has become corrupt” and that “political 
interference in administrative matters within the public service has…escalated 
since independence to the point where it is unremarkable.”10

Successive governments have not established an effective forest resources 
management regime. This has occurred despite considerable technical advice 
over 2 decades.11 New forest legislation has been in the pipeline for years, yet 
it languishes while the forest continues to be exploited. These outcomes are 

 8 Central Bank of Solomon Islands. 2008. Statement by Governor Rick Hou on the occasion of the 
launching of the 2007 Annual Report of the Central Bank of Solomon Islands. Honiara.

 9 ADB. 1998. Solomon Islands: 1997 Economic Report. Manila. 
10 P. Roughan. 2004. National Integrity Systems Transparency International Country Study Report: Solomon 

Islands 2004. Blackburn: Transparency International Australia.
11 World Bank. 1996. Pacific Island Economies: Building a Resilient Economic Base for the Twenty-First Century. 

Washington, DC; and footnote 9.
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associated closely with corruption in the executive arm of the government, 
which, according to Transparency International, “...is the one institution most 
deeply compromised with respect to integrity, ethics, and even lawfulness” 
(footnote 10). 

The government has failed to provide a transparent, predictable regulatory 
framework that protects the public interest while encouraging private sec-
tor development by minimizing the transaction costs of doing business. An  
inefficient state-owned enterprise (SOE) sector has also added to the difficulties 
of doing business in Solomon Islands, most notably by providing power, water, 
and telecommunications services that are expensive and unreliable. 

Successive administrations were unable to provide leadership and establish 
effective policies to address the underlying causes of the 1998–2003 civil 
conflict. Once conflict erupted, the government proved incapable of imposing 
law and order, resulting in hundreds of deaths and the displacement of over 
20,000 people. The underlying causes of the conflict included uneven regional 
development, maldistribution of public resources, land issues, and a growing 
youth population with little education and no job prospects. Another major 
cause was the government’s lack of attention to escalating claims for compen-
sation by “indigenous Guadalcanal people,” culminating in a final protest in 
1998. This protest led to armed threats by groups from Guadalcanal Island 
and to expulsions of Malaitans in and around Honiara.12 (Malaitans with few 
opportunities on their own islands had moved to Guadalcanal and illegally 
squatted on land there).

A major public sector reform program was terminated as a result of the 
civil conflict. This program, which began in August 1998, was funded by the 
Asian Development Bank (ADB). It supported four main areas: (i) macro-
economic and fiscal reforms; (ii) public sector management, including public 
sector reform, reorientation of the public sector, and movement toward per-
formance-based management; (iii) SOE reform, including regulatory frame-
works, corporatization, and privatization; and (iv) strengthening governance 
institutions to improve accountability and transparency in the government. 
An early review of the program concluded that “...progress has been made in 
difficult circumstances and against considerable resistance from opponents of 
reform.”13 However, violent conflict in mid-1999 resulted in a new govern-
ment taking over in mid-2000, which did not support the program objectives. 

12 UNDP. 2004. Solomon Islands Peace and Conflict Development Analysis: Emerging Priorities in Preventing 
Future Violent Conflict. Honiara. 

13 B. Knapman and C. Saldanha. 1999. Reforms in the Pacific: An Assessment of the Asian Development Bank’s 
Assistance for Reform Programs in the Pacific. Manila: ADB. 
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The ADB program loan was thus cancelled.14 A further 3 years of economic 
contraction and lawlessness followed, leading to the July 2003 arrival of the 
Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI). 

RAMSI military and police forces have restored and generally main-
tained civil order since mid-2003. An exception was mob riots in Honiara in 
April 2006, during which the Parliament House was surrounded by protesters 
who did not support the nominated Prime Minister, who was believed to have 
used bribes from Chinese businessmen to buy votes from Parliament members. 
As a result, the resentment led to mass rioting and some Chinese-owned busi-
nesses were damaged or destroyed. Following the riots, the Prime Minister 
resigned when it became clear he would receive a vote of no confidence.

Government finances have been brought under better control since a 
relatively large number of officials from Government of Australia departments 
were installed in (and continue to occupy) advisory and line positions in the 
Ministry of Finance and Treasury. Business confidence, especially among trad-
ers and retailers, has increased now that RAMSI has restored law and order. 
Although economic growth slowed down because of the global financial crisis, 
positive growth occurred during the 2004–2008 period, although in large part 
the growth was due to unprecedentedly high, unsustainable rates of logging 
and to a surge in aid flows. Although it slowed, positive economic growth 
continued in spite of the global economic crisis throughout 2008–2009. In 
a long term, achieving sustained economic growth will be more problematic. 

The task of rebuilding the machinery of the government has begun. 
RAMSI is providing technical assistance to strengthen Parliament, key gov-
ernance institutions (such as the Office of the Auditor General [OAG]), the 
public service, and provincial governments.15 This task is both long-term and 
daunting, because by the time RAMSI arrived, there had been “...an almost 
complete disintegration of state capacity, structures, and powers” (footnote 
10), and because it is inherently difficult to ensure that capacity development 
actually occurs and is durable. 

At the end of 2008, 9 in 10 Solomon Islands citizens supported RAMSI’s 
continued presence as a means of keeping the peace. The majority also expressed 
substantial levels of dissatisfaction with the performance of the government and 
even higher levels of dissatisfaction with provincial governments.16 Government 
remains largely absent from the daily lives of most people.

14 ADB. 2002. Completion Report: Public Sector Reform Program in Solomon Islands. Manila.
15 RAMSI. 2007. RAMSI Brief. Honiara.
16 ANU Enterprise. 2008. People’s Survey 2008. Canberra: Australian National University. 
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The Challenges Ahead

To improve the economic and social well-being of the country’s population, 
Solomon Islands will need to reestablish honest, competent, and stable 

government; develop a coordinated macroeconomic policy response to the 
fiscal and emerging balance of payments pressures; and promote private 

sector development.

Solomon Islands needs specific competencies in economic management to avoid 
(or better adjust to) macroeconomic instability. The skills of those responsible 
for public financial management and monetary policy will be severely tested in 
the future if, as expected, tax revenue and foreign exchange receipts from log 
exports dry up before substitute sources have developed. Chapter II discusses 
the short- to medium-term economic outlook and addresses macroeconomic 
policy issues. 

Reestablishing honest, competent, and stable government—at both the 
national and provincial levels—is essential if Solomon Islands is to follow a 
more successful path than the one taken during the first 30 years of indepen-
dence. Chapter III of this report makes some suggestions on how this process 
might be initiated. 

Only the private sector, both formal and informal, can generate the 
sustained, and diversified economic growth needed to (i) create jobs and 
income-earning opportunities for a working-age population that is projected 
to approximately double in size over the next 25 years (assuming population 
growth continues at 2.8% per annum), and (ii) reduce the country’s high 
level of donor dependency. While some economic reforms and infrastructure 
developments have been initiated—and some improvements made to the legal 
and institutional framework—the country’s unfavorable business environment 
deters potential investors. Changing this situation will require political com-
mitment and a sense of urgency. Chapter IV discusses high-priority measures 
and infrastructure requirements to promote private sector development.

The report’s final chapter outlines policy recommendations considered 
to be of prime importance.
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The Economy

Economic Growth

The economy experienced strong growth from 2003 to 2008, yet this was 
largely due to unsustainable harvesting of forests as well as a surge in 
aid flows. Achieving sustained, long-term economic growth will be more 
problematic, as the global economic crisis brings forward the expected 

medium-term decline in logging.

The economy of Solomon Islands emerged from recession in 2003 and expe-
rienced strong growth over the next 5 years (Figure 5). From 2004 to 2006, 
the major contributor to growth was the largely aid-driven services sector, but 
in 2007 and 2008 the primary sector dominated (Figure 6). The 2007–2008 
growth reflected substantial expansion of agricultural activity (i.e., palm oil, 
palm kernel, copra, and cocoa), fishing (in 2008), and above all forestry 
production. The growth reduction from 2008 to 2009 was largely due to 
weakened external demand, reduced log production and commodity prices, 
lower agricultural output due to floods in the first quarter of 2009, and slow 

Figure 5: Real Gross Domestic Product 
(2004 prices, %)
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growth in other sectors including public administration, as government revenue 
became constrained. Forestry production has been above the sustainable level 
since 1992; it reached five times the sustainable level in 2007 (Figure 7).17 The 
industry sector’s modest contribution to growth reflected some expansion in 

17 R. Andrewartha. 2008. Forestry Sector Overview: Challenges and Opportunities within the Solomon  
Islands Sector. Paper presented at the Solomon Islands Forestry Sector Forum. Honiara. 22 September.

Figure 6: Sector Contributions to Growth
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Figure 7: Recorded Log Export Volumes
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manufacturing, construction, and electricity and water, with no significant 
growth in mining. Figure 8 presents the composition of gross domestic product 
(GDP) in 2006.

Demand-side contributions to economic growth have primarily been 
the result of government consumption, supported by private consumption 
and investment (i.e., gross fixed capital formation, construction, and inventory  
accumulation). Net exports have made a negative contribution (Figure 9). Real 
investment increased—from 9.3% of gross domestic expenditure in 2003 to 
13.9% in 2006—but was still well below the rate needed to ensure significant 
growth in future productive capacity.

Reliable, comprehensive employment data are unavailable, but it appears 
that formal sector employment increased from 50,890 in 2002 to 59,161 in 
2006.18 The services sector accounts for 6 in 10 jobs, the industry sector for 1 
in 10 jobs, and the primary sector for 3 in 10 jobs. 

18 International Monetary Fund (IMF). 2007. Solomon Islands: Tax Summary and Statistical Appendix. 
Country Report No. 07/303. Washington, DC.

Figure 8: Composition of Gross Domestic Product 
(current prices, 2006)
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Fiscal Developments

The quality of public financial management has improved, but significant 
weaknesses remain. Although locally raised revenue grew strongly from 

2003 to 2008, growth in recurrent expenditure kept pace with local revenue 
growth. This has left the government’s finances vulnerable to the decline in 

revenue due to the global economic crisis.

In August 2003, an 18-person RAMSI budget stabilization team began work-
ing with the Ministry of Finance and Treasury (MFT) staff to impose tight 
expenditure control, undertake a payroll audit, prepare a budget plan for the 
fourth quarter, and begin formulating a medium-term debt management 
strategy. The 2004 and 2005 budgets focused on aggregate fiscal discipline 
and on providing line agencies with greater certainty about resource availabil-
ity. Four-year forward budget estimates were introduced in the 2006 budget, 
although appropriations continue to be made on an annual basis. In 2008, 
the recurrent and consolidated development budgets were presented together. 
However, donor-funded development spending—in an amount equivalent to 
total government expenditure—still occurs off-budget. Donor funds provide 
crucial support for public service delivery and for development projects and 
programs.19 As the 2009 budget papers observe:

19 Government of Solomon Islands, MFT. 2008. Solomon Islands Budget 2009: Budget Strategy and Outlook. 
Honiara.

Figure 9: Real Gross Domestic Expenditure 
(2004 prices)
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It should be noted that the Solomon Islands Government Budget only 
partly addresses the cost of maintaining current government services. In 
a number of cases, much of the cost of the delivery of recurrent services 
is met by donor support such as the contribution RAMSI is making to 
delivering police services for Solomon Islands. Were this donor support 
to reduce (sic), the funding challenge facing the Government is very 
much larger than the forward estimates would suggest. Continued donor 
support will clearly remain essential if Solomon Islands is to sustain the 
current level of services and economic development (footnote 19). 

Public Financial Management

A recent joint donor–government assessment of the quality of public financial 
management acknowledged achievements in 2004–2008, including (i) elimina-
tion of the backlog of central government financial statements, (ii) introduc-
tion of transparent and rigorous auditing, (iii) payment of debt interest and 
trade creditor arrears, and (iv) increased revenue collection. The assessment 
also acknowledged that reforms—designed to address remaining weaknesses 
in public financial management—are ongoing. These weaknesses adversely af-
fect public service delivery and threaten aggregate fiscal discipline and strategic 
allocation of public resources. They include (i) the budget’s lack of credibility 
as an indicator of actual expenditure; (ii) a lack of accounting and reporting 
on special funds and SOEs; (iii) poor transparency in intergovernmental fiscal 
relations; (iv) weak adherence to budget timetables and limited policy-based 
budgeting in a medium-term framework; (v) a range of shortcomings with 
regard to predictability and control in budget execution (e.g., a lack of recon-
ciliation between payroll and personnel records and a lack of cash flow and 
revenue forecasting); (vi) deficiencies in accounting, recording, and reporting; 
and (vii) limited use of government systems in aid management.20 

In October 2008, RAMSI initiated the process of formulating a public 
financial management strengthening plan. The 2009 budget presents a range 
of short- and medium-term reforms aimed at simplifying and improving 
budgeting and reporting processes and presentations, starting with a reduction 
in the large number of individual line-item appropriations and proceeding to 
the introduction of new payroll and financial management systems (footnote 
19). Public financial management is further discussed in Chapter III of this 
report.

20 Ecorys. 2008. Solomon Islands Public Financial Management Performance Report. Rotterdam.
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Revenue and Grants

From a low base during the period of civil conflict, the government’s domes-
tically raised (or “local”) revenue grew strongly from 2003 through 2008  
(Figure 10). As previously stated, the impacts of the global economic crisis have 
slowed this growth in 2009, but domestically sourced revenue is expected to 
have increased by 3.1% from 2008. However, this is a 13.5% decrease from 
the 2009 budget forecast. This was largely driven by lower-than-expected 
collections as a result of falling price of fuel. In addition, collection across all 
areas of revenue was low due to the impacts of the crisis and resulting slower 
growth. The overall expansion in local revenue collections has been a result of 
rapid growth in nominal GDP, improvements in tax compliance, and reduc-
tions in tax exemptions as directed by a goods tax exemption committee in 
2007–2008. 

The governments of Australia and New Zealand have provided budget 
support to the health and education sectors of Solomon Islands, respectively, 
since 2005. Taipei,China has also provided recurrent budget support for na-
tional debt servicing, and donors have provided a fairly steady level of on-budget 
grant funding for development spending, in addition to the donor-funded ex-
penditure that occurs off-budget. Total revenue and grants managed through the 
government financial system in 2009 will be over three times the 2003 level. The 
2010 budget is based on a projected 10% real increase in revenue, which is at 
the upper end of plausibility given the GDP forecast. Several donors, including  

Figure 10: Government Revenue and Grants
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ADB, the European Commission, and the governments of Australia and New 
Zealand, have provided or are providing additional budget support to help 
preserve expenditure on essential services. Additional budget support is factored 
into the 2010 Budget, including a grant of SI$40 million (around $5 million) 
to be provided by ADB, and an additional SI$35 million (around $4.5 mil-
lion) in sector budget support provided by the governments of Australia and 
New Zealand in early 2010.

Recurrent Revenue

Figure 11 shows the sources of recurrent revenue in 2008. Log export duties 
continue to provide a significant percentage of revenue, although most of the 
benefits of logging over the years have gone to foreigners, as a result of duty 
exemptions and underreporting of log volumes and values. The determined 
value of logs for tax purposes has always been well below the international 
price, and, while there was an increase in the determined value in May 2008, 
a second planned increase was not implemented. The 2007 auditor general’s 
report, which summarized 10 special audit reports covering 2001–2004, noted 
that “significant” export duty on logs had been lost and that royalty payments 
had not been fully captured.21 

21 Government of Solomon Islands, OAG. 2007. An Auditor-General’s Insights into Corruption in Solomon 
Islands Government. National Parliament Paper No. 48 of 2007. Honiara.

Figure 11: Composition of Recurrent Revenue, 2008
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The delayed adjustment in reference prices of logs to reflect market values 
has resulted in lost tax revenues, estimated at about 3.00% of GDP in 2006 
and 3.75% of GDP in 2007. Rough estimates show that foregone revenues 
would have been as high as 10% of GDP in 2008.22

The 2007 auditor general’s report also noted that there were major 
shortfalls in the collection of fishing license fees. The report conservatively 
estimated that SI$433 million had been lost through foregone revenue and 
corruptly or fraudulently disbursed public monies. In 2008, customs revenue 
lost through relatively casual and nontransparent duty exemptions and weak 
compliance was believed to be significant.

Recurrent Expenditure

Growth in recurrent expenditure kept pace with growth in local revenue from 
2003 to 2008 (Figure 12). Government spending on public service wages barely 
increased during 2002–2004, but there were large jumps in 2005 (34%), in 
2007 (42%), and again in 2008 when a supplementary budget was introduced 
in part to cover a wage increase granted in May. Thus, the share of the recurrent 
expenditure spent on public service wages reached 31% in 2008. 

22 IMF. 2008. Solomon Islands: 2008 Article IV Consultation—Staff Report. Washington, DC. 

Figure 12: Government Expenditure
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Expenditure on goods and services rose relatively rapidly throughout 
2003–2008, in response to the need to restore and improve public service  
delivery. Development expenditure was entirely donor-funded until 2006, when 
government funding for development expenditure began; in 2008, development 
expenditure was around three times the 2003 level. A revenue shortfall emerged 
over 2009 as the economy slowed. The weakening in revenue, combined with a 
government committed to not borrowing, necessitated widespread expenditure 
cuts to both recurrent and development spending. With wages prioritized, 
goods and services spending was cut sharply, affecting service delivery in key 
areas such as health, education, and maintenance. 

A 15% real increase in recurrent expenditure is projected for 2010. 
The 2010 Budget was crafted to support the delivery of essential services by 
reinstating cuts to goods and services in 2009. Priority was given to funding for 
education (notably for implementation of a fee-free policy for basic education), 
health, law and order, funding of the 2010 election (e.g., via funding for the 
Ministry of Home Affairs), and income-earning activities. The government’s 
contribution to the development budget has also increased substantially.

Budget Balance

The overall budget surplus has declined since 2004, with an estimated 2008 
budget deficit of SI$100 million (Figure 13). This decline reflects a substantial 
rise in government-funded development spending and a lower-than-expected 
recurrent budget surplus, which resulted from payroll expenditure and other 
fees and charges being 21.9% and 11.1% (respectively) above original budget 
estimates. The 2008 deficit reportedly was funded entirely out of the gov-
ernment’s cash reserves, in keeping with a fiscal policy commitment to avoid 
new borrowing. This commitment was maintained in the 2009 budget, which 
was effectively balanced as the government introduced a variety of measures 
such as a hiring freeze and reservations on goods and services expenditures 
to rein in spending as revenue fell below forecast levels. An overall deficit of 
SI$80 million is expected in 2010, which will be financed from cash reserves 
accumulated at the end of 2009.

The level of official public debt has dropped from its 2004 peak. It 
continued to fall in 2007 due to major debt relief from the Government of 
Australia in October of that year, the clearing of domestic debt arrears, and the 
recommencement of debt repayments to some external creditors. At the end of 
2007, the stock of official debt stood at SI$1,573 million, or 38.7% of GDP. 
There was an additional SI$95 million in informal debt, mainly contingent  
liabilities and guarantees involving SOEs. The 2008 budget continued to allocate  
15% of government revenue to debt servicing, as required by the 2005 Honiara 
Club Agreement, a debt forgiveness agreement between the government and 
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some of its main international creditors. The total debt stock in December 
2008 was SI$1.50 billion, of which 73.5% was external (including SI$26 mil-
lion in arrears). The commercial banks, the Central Bank of Solomon Islands 
(CBSI), and the National Provident Fund each held about one-third of public 
domestic debt, with the public holding 4%. Total government debt levels at 
the end of 2009 were expected to be around SI$1.55 billion (SI$1.45 billion 
in official public sector debt and SI$0.10 billion in other debts).

The 2009 budget reduced the allocation of government revenue to debt 
servicing from 15% to 10%, on the premise that the government’s debt burden 
is now manageable. However, the debt burden—although lowered—still leaves 
the Solomon Islands economy in a vulnerable position, especially because 
a medium-term decline in logging will adversely affect export earnings. As 
noted by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Solomon Islands remains 
at moderate risk of debt distress, and medium- to long-term debt sustain-
ability continues to depend on developing new sources of export earnings to 
replace logging.23 

23 IMF. 2009. Solomon Islands: 2009 Article IV Consultation—Staff Report. Washington, DC.

Figure 13: Budget Balance
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Balance of Payments and the Exchange Rate

From 2002 through 2008, the Solomon Islands dollar depreciated against 
the currencies of major trading partners, but appreciated in real terms, 
leading to some loss of competitiveness. The current account surplus 

widened in 2009 as logging exports fell, but foreign reserves have been 
bolstered by a number of one-off factors.

Since independence, the economy of Solomon Islands has been dependent on 
a narrow export base. Export performance since 2001 (Figure 14) has been 
increasingly reliant on growth in timber exports, which are largely destined for 
the People’s Republic of China. In 2008, timber exports accounted for 60% 
of total export value, and fish for 8%. Emerging exports of palm oil products 
contributed 11% to total exports; cocoa exports contributed 5%. Import 
growth in 2001–2008 outpaced export growth (Figure 14), reflecting RAMSI 
intervention, aid flows, and the rapid expansion of government spending. The 
composition of imports in 2008 is shown in Figure 15. 

The current account has widened since 2005, reflecting rapid import 
growth from 2005 to 2008 and weaker export growth in 2009 (Figure 16). 
The current account has been financed through high levels of aid and increases 
in foreign direct investment. Official foreign reserve levels fell below CBSI’s 
target of 4 months of import cover in early 2009 (Figure 17). Since then, 

Figure 14: Main Exports
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however, the bringing forward of foreign aid, an allocation of special drawing 
rights (SDRs) by IMF, and a one-off internal transaction by a commercial bank 
helped lift reserves from below CBSI comfort levels to 5.0 months of imports 
by the end of 2009.24

24 ADB. 2010. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Program 
Cluster and Asian Development Fund Grant to Solomon Islands for the Economic Recovery Support Program 
(Subprogram 1). Manila.

Figure 15: Import Composition, 2008
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Figure 16: Current Account Balance
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The Solomon Islands dollar is effectively pegged to the US dollar. During 
2002–2008, it depreciated against the currencies of major trading partners, 
as indicated by the movement in the nominal effective exchange rate index 
(Figure 18). After a rise in 2003, the real effective exchange rate has been 

Figure 17: Gross Official Reserves
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Figure 18: Exchange Rates and Terms of Trade
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relatively stable, and in mid-2008, it was adjusted to be broadly in line with 
its estimated medium-run equilibrium value (footnote 23). 

Over the course of 2009, the Solomon Islands dollar remained almost 
unchanged against the US dollar. However, mainly due to the weaker US dol-
lar, the Solomon Islands dollar has depreciated by more than 30% against the 
Australian dollar and New Zealand dollar. IMF has noted that a depreciation 
in the Solomon Islands dollar is likely to have a larger impact on exports than 
on imports, and thus could lead to improvements in the country’s external 
balance. 

Money and Prices

The financial system has recovered from the travails of the 1990s and from 
the 1998–2003 civil conflict, but high, erratic inflation has had a negative 

impact on macroeconomic stability. 

For 3 decades, the economy of Solomon Islands has been characterized by high 
and erratic inflation, reinforced by offsetting currency devaluations, which has 
added to uncertainty in the business environment. From 2003 to September 
2008, the annual inflation rate fluctuated between 7.0% and 19.1%, with 
the inflation rate for imported items exceeding that for local items in 4 of 
the 7 years (Figure 19). In 2009, inflation decreased significantly throughout 
the year. The 3-month moving average inflation rate declined to 3.4% by the 

Figure 19: Inflation
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end of September 2009, down from the highest peak of 23.5% in the same 
quarter of 2008.25

The acceleration of inflation in 2008 reflected the impact of rising prices 
for imported fuel and food, as well as fiscal expansion and private sector credit 
growth (Figure 20). Commercial bank credit to all sectors grew rapidly from 
2002 to 2008 (Figure 21). The fastest growth was in credit to the services 
sector, particularly personal loans and (from a small base) tourism, transport, 
and communications.

CBSI removed some excess liquidity in the banking system during 
June–September 2008 by (i) permitting the National Provident Fund to make 
further overseas investments (up to 30% of its investment portfolio), (ii) intro-
ducing standing deposit facilities, and (iii) effectively raising the liquid assets 
ratio applied to commercial banks’ deposit liabilities by excluding cash in vault 
from eligible liquid assets. As a result of these initiatives, the average interest 
rate on bank deposits rose, and the spread between interest rates on commercial 
bank loans and deposits narrowed in 2009 after peaking in 2008 (Figure 22). 
However, the spread remained large by regional standards because of the risk 
premium attached to doing business in Solomon Islands. Considerable excess 
liquidity remained in the system (SI$105 million in September 2008). The 

25 Government of Solomon Islands, MFT. 2009. Solomon Islands Budget 2010: Budget Strategy and Outlook. 
Honiara.

Figure 20: Money Supply and Domestic Credit
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situation prompted CBSI to undertake open market operations in October 
2008, when short-term central bank securities (known as “Bokolo bills”) were 
reintroduced after an absence of 9 years.

Since early 2009, a fall in credit growth and inflation has allowed CBSI 
to pursue a more expansionary monetary policy. Across the last 6 months of 
2009 and into 2010, CBSI allowed reserve money to increase by 85%. The 

Figure 21: Sectoral Distribution of Commercial Bank Credit
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Figure 22: Interest Rate Spread
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objectives of this policy have been to boost the supply of money into the 
economy and to ease the constraints on commercial lending.

The financial system has recovered from the travails of the 1990s, when 
commercial banks were heavily exposed to nonperforming government debt 
instruments. It has also rebounded from the disruptions of the 1998–2003 civil 
conflict, including the Bank of Hawaii’s departure from involvement with the 
National Bank of Solomon Islands, which was purchased by the Papua New 
Guinea-based Bank South Pacific in 2007. In 2008, CBSI assessed the three 
commercial banks operating in Solomon Islands—ANZ, Bank South Pacific, 
and Westpac—as “well-capitalized and profitable” and as holding portfolios 
with few nonperforming loans.26 

However, the Development Bank of Solomon Islands remains insolvent; 
the liquidation process that commenced in 2004 under the administration of 
CBSI is still incomplete. Although substantial progress has been made in loan 
recovery, asset sales, and repayment of most deposit liabilities, at the end of 
2007, the Development Bank of Solomon Islands owed SI$21.7 million to 
outside creditors. 

The Economic Outlook 

The global economic crisis is placing immediate pressure on the economy of 
Solomon Islands. The 2009–2011 decline in log exports and the absence of 

gold exports have led to a fiscal crunch and emerging balance of  
payments concerns. 

The economy of Solomon Islands has been among the most affected in the 
Pacific by the global economic crisis. The crisis brought forward the sharp 
economic slowdown that was expected between 2009 and 2015 because of the 
end of logging. Preliminary estimates are of zero economic growth in 2009.

In 2010, the economy is expected to grow, albeit at a low 2%. The 
improvement in international commodity prices should see a small recovery in 
export-based agriculture in 2010, and a recent pick-up in building approvals 
point to a likely improvement in construction. The real value of government 
expenditure is expected to rise, helped by the provision of additional donor 
support, which should lift aggregate demand. In addition, a lower rate of 
decline in logging will reduce the industry’s drag on the economy. However, 
inflation is expected to remain relatively high in 2010 due to the recent increase 
in world oil prices and is forecasted to average 7.0% and 7.5% in 2010 and 
2011, respectively.

26 IMF. 2008. Solomon Islands: 2008 Article IV Consultation—Staff Report. Washington, DC.
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Contributions from the Forestry Sector

Forestry accounted for an estimated one quarter of economic growth in 2007; 
it generated 66% of export earnings and 16% of the government’s recurrent 
revenue. In 2008, the sector contributed an estimated 12% of GDP, sup-
plied about 1 in 10 formal sector jobs, and provided income to customary 
landowners.

However, the sector’s important economic contributions cannot be 
maintained at current levels, since commercially exploitable natural forests are 
expected to be fully depleted by the end of 2013. This depletion is the result 
of continuous harvesting at unsustainably high levels since the early 1990s; 
the 2005–2008 period, in particular, saw record harvest levels (Figure 23). The 
plantation subsector will provide relatively small volumes of timber from 2014 
to 2038. After this, harvesting of regrowth forests might generate some timber, 
but only if no premature reentry logging occurs in the interim. This assump-
tion does not appear to be realistic, given reports of extensive reentry logging 
of smaller, lower-value timber stands in 2007 and 2008, which undermines 
forest regeneration and leads to biodiversity loss and soil degradation. 

Both the IMF and this report have modeled the effects of the decline 
in logging on the economy of Solomon Islands. The results of these modeling 
exercises are summarized in the following two sections.

Figure 23: Official Logging Projections
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International Monetary Fund Projections

The IMF 2009 Article IV Report documented a weakening of economic  
performance in 2009 in Solomon Islands with negligible growth in its GDP, 
as the global recession and depleting forestry reserves adversely affected export 
earnings. The fiscal situation deteriorated, because declining revenue and 
weak spending controls led to cash shortages and forced the government to 
adopt several expenditure-cutting measures. The Article IV report presents 
a medium-term baseline macroeconomic scenario for 2010–2014 in which 
growth is expected to remain below trend over the next few years. For 2010, 
growth of 2.0%–2.5% is projected, as conditions among Asian trading part-
ners improve, palm oil and copra production increase, and new foreign direct 
investment occurs in mining and telecommunications. However, the decline 
in logging is expected to act as a drag on income and employment, fiscal 
revenues, and export receipts. Growth of 2.8% is forecast in 2011 before the 
anticipated commencement of large-scale gold production leads to a growth 
acceleration in 2012. Under the baseline scenario, the current account deficit 
will widen in 2010, and foreign reserves will come under increasing pressure 
in 2010–2011 (footnote 24).

The alternative scenario involves more development expenditure, more 
robust policy framework, more ambitious tax measures, and more public 
financial management reforms (footnote 23).

The report concludes that large and potentially destabilizing macroeco-
nomic imbalances could emerge in 2010–2011, necessitating sizable policy 
adjustments and new exceptional financing. A budget financing gap equivalent 
to 4% of GDP a year (around $25 million in 2009) and an external financing 
gap of around $25 million a year are identified (footnote 26). 

Diagnostic Macroeconomic Scenario

The authors of this report prepared a medium-term diagnostic macroeconomic 
scenario for 2009–2011.27 This scenario assumes a situation without policy, 
structural, or forced adjustments (it assumes, in other words, “business as 
usual”). It is summarized in Appendix Table A18. This scenario differs from 
IMF projections in that it models a decline in forestry sector activity beginning 
in 2009 and assumes no commencement of gold exports. It reinforces the IMF 
conclusion that “gold mining operations…are critical to sustaining exports and 
foreign reserves once logging declines” (footnote 26). The scenario also dem-
onstrates how, in the absence of expenditure restraint and/or revenue-raising 

27 The figures in this section are illustrative of the scenarios described. For the latest actual data and projec-
tions, see Appendix Table A1.
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initiatives, the loss of revenue from export taxes on timber exports threatens 
fiscal sustainability. Gold mining, even if it commences, would add relatively 
little to government revenue because of the carryover of tax concessions granted 
to the previous owner. 

Figure 24 demonstrates the impact that the absence of gold mining 
would have on total exports from 2010 to 2013 as illustrated by IMF data. 
Figure 25 shows growth projections based on the national accounts data  
officially released in October 2008.28 The growth projections in Figure 25 
are based on the following assumptions: (i) forestry output will begin a 30% 
demand-induced decline in 2009, and will decline at annual rates of 5%–10% 
thereafter; (ii) Gold Ridge Mining Limited will not commence operations 
in the medium term, and no other sizeable mining projects will occur; and  
(iii) real output in most other sectors will grow at 2.5%–4.0% per annum. In 
this scenario, there will be virtual stagnation in aggregate economic activity 
in 2009, and growth deceleration will cause a drop followed by stagnation 
in real per capita income, which in 2013 will be 3% below the 2008 level 
(Figure 25). 

28 Solomon Islands Statistics Office. 2008 Statistics. 

Figure 24: Projected Merchandise Exports
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The projected growth slowdown has serious implications for the govern-
ment budget. The medium-term fiscal scenario shown in Figure 26 assumes 
that (i) the contribution of export duties on logs diminishes at the same rate 
as the fall in the forestry sector’s value added, given that duties are calculated 
as 25% of a determined value that remains below a (possibly declining) export 
price; (ii) non-log domestic revenue grows at the rate of nominal GDP (as 
determined in the growth projections); (iii) budget support and external grants 
are maintained in nominal terms at the budgeted 2009 level as donor countries 
confront their own economic difficulties as a result of the global economic 
crisis; and (iv) recurrent expenditure grows at the same rate as nominal GDP 
after 2009. Under these assumptions, the recurrent budget balance moves 
into increasing deficit from 2009 to 2011, breaking the medium-term fiscal 
strategy’s commitment to recurrent budget balance. 

Emerging Balance of Payments Pressures

Serious short- and medium-term balance of payments difficulties are created 
by the anticipated 2009–2011 decline in log exports and the absence of gold 
exports. At full capacity, the output of Gold Ridge Mine was forecast to be 
125,000 ounces (3,543 kilograms) per year for 7 years, with silver as a by-product  
and royalties paid to landowners (1.2%), Guadalcanal Province (0.3%), and 
the government (1.5%). Given a conservative gold price of $700 per ounce, 
annual exports would have been SI$694.75 million (at the December 2008 

Figure 25: Growth Projections
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exchange rate of SI$7.94 to $1.00), compared to a 2007 log export value of 
SI$765.15 million.

IMF concluded that before gold production commences in 2012, 
modest growth is expected for 2010 and 2011 before the economy boosted 
and the current account position and balance of payments improved (footnote 
23). Figure 24 presents the impact that indefinite postponement of the Gold 
Ridge mine would have on total exports, in the context of declining log exports 
(using IMF projections). In this scenario, the current account would blow out 
as shown in Figure 27, and foreign reserves would come under severe pressure 
in 2010. Import cover would reach zero at some stage during the year, forcing 
“difficult economic adjustments” (footnote 26).

As 2009 unfolded, many of the adverse developments shown in this 
diagnostic scenario occurred. As of late 2009, logging exports were on track 
to decline by around one-third from 2008 levels. This has shown itself most 
strongly in the decline in revenues relative to forecast levels. The major dif-
ference from the scenario described above is on the balance of payments 
side. The expected decline in foreign reserves over 2009 has not occurred, as  
reserves have been bolstered by a number of one-off factors, including valuation  
effects and an increase in special drawing rights held with IMF. Nevertheless, 
the medium-term decline in logging and associated deterioration in the trade 
balance may place reserves under pressure again in 2010–2011, particularly 
if oil prices also rise.

Figure 26: Projected Recurrent Budget Balance
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Policy Responses

The fiscal crunch and emerging balance of payments pressures requires 
a coordinated macroeconomic policy response. The mix of policies should 
include recurrent expenditure restraint and prudent monetary policy; and 

external grants, especially for infrastructure projects.

As previously stated, the global economic crisis is placing immediate pressure 
on the economy of Solomon Islands by reducing government revenue, and 
balance of pressures may also reemerge over the next 2 years. This threat is 
not a macroeconomic abstraction: balance of payments crisis require difficult 
economic adjustments and threaten the well-being of people in both rural and 
urban areas. Box 1 discusses the adjustments that may be needed to combat 
such a crisis and describes the effects of these adjustments on economic and 
social welfare.

The external economic shocks experienced by Solomon Islands created 
short-term macroeconomic difficulties through the impact of declining log 
exports on the fiscal situation and the balance of payments position. A key  
issue is whether policy actions are taken early and in an orderly way, or whether 
belated adjustments are forced in the context of a crisis. While policy actions 
taken now will involve some pain, if the situation is allowed to deteriorate, 
even more painful actions are likely to be forced on the government. 

Figure 27: Projected Current Account Balance
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Coordinated Macroeconomic Policy Response

The government is encouraged to maintain its close monitoring and appraisal of 
economic indicators during 2009–2010, in the context of a medium-term view 
of prospects, and to prepare for a coordinated macroeconomic policy response to 
emerging balance of payments difficulties. The government and the Central Bank 
of Solomon Islands (CBSI) must focus their efforts on maintaining macroeco-
nomic stability, while doing as much as they can to support aggregate demand 
and contain the effects of lower logging output on growth, employment, and 
poverty. As the situation evolves, the government must develop a policy mix 
that combines some of the following elements: restraints on recurrent expendi-
ture, prudent monetary policy, accumulation of external arrears, imposition of 
administrative controls on imports, and special external grants and/or loans.

Box 1: The Economic and Social Impact of a Balance  
of Payments Crisis

Balance of payments difficulties are evident when a country cannot obtain af-
fordable finance to meet its international payments obligations. The difficulties 
may develop into a crisis that forces large currency devaluations and creates 
major disruption to the domestic economy. Balance of payments difficulties can 
be caused by many factors, including (i) large and persistent monetized fiscal 
deficits, (ii) high levels of external public and/or private debt, (iii) pegging the 
exchange rate at a disequilibrium level, (iv) external shocks in the form of lost 
export markets and rising fuel and food prices, and (v) a loss of international 
investor confidence in the country’s growth prospects.

When faced with a rapid depletion in foreign reserves, a government is 
forced to adopt a combination of demand- and supply-side policies aimed at 
reversing the decline. These policy actions may include (i) fiscal and monetary 
contraction to reduce spending on imports, (ii) administrative controls on import 
spending, (iii) exchange controls on capital movements, (iv) currency devaluation 
to stimulate the production of tradable goods, and (v) a tightening of incomes 
policy as an anti-inflationary measure. As a temporary “solution,” a government 
may also accumulate external arrears, which could signal a coming debt default 
unless special external grants or loans are arranged. 

Forced fiscal austerity may require serious reductions in spending on 
infrastructure maintenance. It may also require major cutbacks in the delivery 
of education and health services, with consequent lengthening of health clinic 
and hospital waiting lists, increased risks to women in childbirth, and restricted 
access to and reduced quality of schooling. Monetary contraction reduces the 
private sector’s access to credit, thus constraining investment in future produc-
tive capacity and job creation, adding to social pressures emanating from rising 
youth unemployment in urban areas. Currency devaluation adds to inflationary 
pressures and increases the price of imported foodstuffs and other essential 
supplies, while administrative controls reduce their availability. In such a situ-
ation, there is an overall drop in consumption as the economy undergoes a 
period of medium- to long-term structural adjustment to ease the balance of 
payments constraint. 

continued on next page
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The experience of Papua New Guinea is instructive. As described in a 
1995 report prepared for the Australian Agency for International Development  
(AusAID) by ANUTECH, Papua New Guinea experienced an erosion of foreign 
reserves in the late 1980s, which culminated in a balance of payments crisis that 
was triggered by a major deterioration in the terms of trade in 1988–1990 and by 
the 1990 closure of the Bougainville Copper Mine. The drop in foreign reserves 
was temporarily stemmed by currency devaluation, external financial support, 
and fiscal adjustments in the context of a structural adjustment program. In the 
early 1990s, however, foreign reserves fell at an accelerating rate as a result of  
(i) fiscal deficits funded by domestic borrowing, (ii) repayment of external loans, 
and (iii) capital flight resulting from a loss of investor confidence in macroeco-
nomic management. Despite foreign loans and currency swaps with the Reserve 
Bank of Australia, reserves were almost depleted by September 1994. The report 
noted that “this crisis…threatened to jeopardise Papua New Guinea’s standing 
in the international financial community and to erode the country’s ability to 
attract and retain domestic and foreign savings to finance investment.” A new 
government was forced to devalue the currency by 12%, suspend convertibility 
for a time, and finally to float the currency. A new structural adjustment pro-
gram was initiated, supported by the Asian Development Bank, Government of 
Australia, International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and other donors.

Source: ANUTECH. 1995. Papua New Guinea: Improving the Investment Climate. Canberra: Australian  
Agency for International Development. 

Box 1: continued

Fiscal Discipline 

Aggregate fiscal discipline must be imposed from 2009. Planned improvements 
in tax administration and compliance will need to be pursued with vigor to 
minimize revenue loss and, over the medium term, to increase the elasticity 
of the tax revenue take with respect to economic growth rates (i.e., to ensure 
that a given amount of GDP growth results in more revenue being collected). 
For example, the authors’ diagnostics scenario would project recurrent budget 
surpluses if the elasticity of tax revenue with respect to nominal GDP growth 
moves from 1.00 to 1.05, if recurrent expenditure growth is kept to 8% per 
annum in 2010–2013 (compared with 28% in 2003–2009), or if there is some 
combination of improved elasticity and greater expenditure restraint. 

In addition, government recurrent spending needs to be restrained. 
Actions should go beyond administrative measures; a reprioritization of govern-
ment expenditure will probably be needed. A public expenditure review being 
carried out in conjunction with the World Bank may assist in this process. The 
government needs to (i) reexamine the quality and composition of government 
spending needs; (ii) reduce unproductive spending; (iii) exercise public service 
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wage restraint; and (iv) shift expenditure from the recurrent budget to the 
development budget, where possible, which would help support employment 
and growth, particularly in rural areas.

Monetary Policy

Macroeconomic stability will require CBSI to commit to maintaining inflation 
at moderate levels. A loose monetary policy while international commodity 
prices spiraled in 2007–2008 contributed to increasing inflation to very high 
levels, severely aggravating economic hardship for most of the population. As 
inflation fell over 2009, the room for easing monetary policy increased. In 
this context, the loosening of monetary policy over 2009 was appropriate in 
supporting economic activity. CBSI should, however, carefully monitor price 
developments, particularly fuel and food prices, and review its monetary policy 
settings if inflationary pressures reemerge or if foreign reserves come under 
renewed pressure. In addition, the government must stay away from central 
bank financing of deficit spending to avoid undermining tighter monetary 
policy. Monetary financing of a budget deficit, which has not yet occurred, 
would exacerbate inflationary and balance of payments pressures. 

Instead, the government should focus on the actions identified above: 
(i) controlling public expenditure in 2009–2010 to ensure a recurrent budget 
surplus, (ii) ensuring that medium-term expenditure growth is consistent with 
fiscal sustainability, and (iii) increasing the elasticity of tax revenue with respect 
to GDP growth by implementing planned improvements in tax administra-
tion. Recent budgets have targeted improvements in tax administration but 
did not fund sufficient additional staff to work in this area. The government 
should employ more, not fewer, public servants to collect taxes, especially 
export and import duties. In addition, it should accelerate efforts to broaden 
the tax base, by reducing exemptions and ensuring that increases in revenue 
are as nondistortionary as possible.

External Assistance and Infrastructure Investment

While expenditure-reducing and -switching policies are essential components 
of a response to the external economic shock caused by the global economic 
crisis, external assistance will be needed to resolve the fiscal crisis and emerging 
balance of payments pressures in Solomon Islands. The government has held 
discussions with donors and other multilateral institutions about bringing for-
ward the already programmed infrastructure projects. Policy advice and other 
assistance has also been requested and provided by organizations such as ADB 
and IMF. As previously stated, several donors, including governments of Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, ADB, and the European Commission, have provided 
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or are in the process of providing additional budget support to help preserve 
expenditure on essential services. A joint Solomon Islands Government-Donor 
Core Economic Working Group has been established in 2009 that will provide 
the basis for dialogue between the Solomon Islands Government and donors 
on the Solomon Islands Government’s program of reform actions.

Poor medium-term export prospects should stimulate more urgent 
implementation of structural reforms aimed at encouraging foreign and domes-
tic investment and improving the enabling environment for the private sector. 
Grant-funded infrastructure development is crucial; it will need to play a key 
role in supporting growth and employment, given the decline in exports and 
the need to reduce government expenditure. Infrastructure projects, especially 
labor-intensive projects, should be brought forward where possible. 
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The Government  
and Governance

This chapter examines the governance environment in Solomon Islands as 
a necessary preliminary step in identifying key actions that could be taken 
to improve government performance. It is written against the backdrop of 
a unique historical, political, and cultural context and a major program of 
government reform being underwritten by the Regional Assistance Mission 
to Solomon Islands (RAMSI).  

After just 30 years of political independence, nationhood remains a 
fleeting concept in Solomon Islands.29 The country has all the trappings of a 
Westminster government,30 but the country’s parliamentarians may have a dif-
ferent view of Parliament and government than some other nations. In Solomon  
Islands, leadership is often a function of wealth and the ability to use that wealth 
to raise or reinforce local political standing through the wantok system of kin-
ship and allegiance. Successful parliamentary candidates often confine their 
focus to a narrow base of support, rather than emphasizing broader representa-
tion of a constituency or working toward the good of the nation. Sustainable 
improvements in government performance will require a sense of nationhood 
to be developed and entrenched in Solomon Islands politics. A more robust 
civil society could also demand improvements of its government.

In small electorates such as in Solomon Islands, where there is no restric-
tion on the number of candidates, an electoral system of “first-past-the-post” 
operates. Under this system, a candidate can be elected without receiving a 
majority of votes by relying predominantly on kin-based support. The elec-
toral system thus produces a “...highly unstable mixture of weak parties and 
independent parliamentarians, who then negotiate the creation of coalition 
governments that divide the political spoils between them” (footnote 29).

29 F. Fukuyama. 2008. State-Building in the Solomon Islands. Unpublished.
30 The Westminster system is a democratic parliamentary system of government modeled after the politics 

of the United Kingdom.
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The RAMSI intervention, which began as a response to the government’s 
lack of efficient management, is now operating with the goal of “...a peaceful, 
well-governed, and prosperous Solomon Islands.”31 RAMSI operates a major 
government reform initiative with three broad supporting programs: (i) law 
and justice, (ii) machinery of government, and (iii) economic governance. 
Ultimately, the sustainability of the first and third of these programs depends 
on the effectiveness of the second. A Partnership Framework between the 
Government of Solomon Islands and RAMSI was approved by Solomon  
Islands Cabinet in May 2009, endorsed by Pacific Island Leaders at the Forum 
in August and tabled in the Solomon Islands Parliament in November 2009. 
The framework sets out mutually agreed objectives for RAMSI’s work and 
milestones or targets for achieving these. In addition to providing a detailed 
list of targets under each of RAMSI’s three pillars, the Partnership Framework 
also has three cross-cutting themes, which are capacity development, anti- 
corruption, and gender equality.

The Machinery of Government program focuses on six key areas of sup-
port: (i) National Parliament Office, (ii) Electoral Commission, (iii) account- 
ability institutions, (iv) provincial government financial management,  
(v) public service human resource management, and (vi) women in government. 
In principle, these could be combined into the single objective of efficient and 
effective government, since such a government would be both accountable 
and responsive. In practice, however, a separate specification for accountable 
government is needed to highlight the importance of improving government 
conduct, which has been a major focus of RAMSI initiatives. Pursuit of this 
objective will require changes in the behavior of outside commercial interests, 
which exercise considerable influence and seek to divert government from the 
national interest that is outside the agreed remit of RAMSI as it focuses on 
the key institutions of the state. Left unaddressed, these influences will make 
it difficult to achieve the “well-governed” element of RAMSI’s goal. 

Until the mid-2008 commencement of the RAMSI-funded Public 
Service Improvement Program (PSIP), RAMSI support for the machinery of 
government program was restricted to a number of short-term advisors in the 
Ministry of the Public Service (MPS), two short-term advisers in the Institute of 
Public Administration and Management (IPAM) focusing on human resource 
management and development. These advisers provided assistance to MPS and 
IPAM while the longer term program of human resource management was being 
designed. The reform agenda is projected to last 10 years; PSIP started with three 
expatriate advisors in MPS. There are currently five expatriate advisers working 
in the program within the MPS on timing and sequencing of reform and more

31 RAMSI. www.ramsi.org
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sustainable approaches to capacity building. The pace of change and reform 
needs to align with the priorities and resources of the government to imple-
ment change.

An Overview of the Governance Environment

Government effectiveness is poor, despite the implementation of a large 
number of donor-funded governance projects. Combating corruption is  

also a priority. 

Since 1995, the World Bank has assessed and ranked countries’ governance 
performance according to six attributes.32

(i) Voice and accountability. This indicator measures the political process, 
civil liberties, and political and human rights. It focuses on the extent 
to which citizens are able to participate in selecting governments. 

(ii) Political stability and absence of violence. This indicator measures the 
likelihood that the government in power will be destabilized or over-
thrown by possibly unconstitutional and/or violent means (including 
domestic violence or terrorism). 

(iii) Government effectiveness. This serves as a proxy indicator of govern-
ment capacity. It measures the quality of public services, the degree to 
which public service is independent from political pressures, the quality 
of policy formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the 
government’s commitment to its policies. 

(iv) Regulatory quality. This indicator measures the government’s ability 
to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit 
and promote private sector development. 

(v) Rule of law. This indicator measures the extent to which members of 
society have confidence in and abide by the rules of society. It takes into 
account the incidence of crime, the effectiveness and predictability of 
the judiciary, and the enforceability of contracts. 

(vi) Control of corruption. This indicator measures the extent to which 
public power is exercised for private gain. It considers both petty and 
grand forms of corruption, as well as capture of the state by elites and 
private interests.

32 D. Kaufmann et al. 2008. Governance Matters VII: Aggregate and Individual Governance Indicators, 
1996–2007. World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No. 4654. Washington, DC: World Bank. http://
ssrn.com/abstract=1148386
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Figure 28 shows the values of these six indicators for Solomon Islands for  
selected years since 1998. The scores for voice and accountability and for political  
stability have yet to recover to their 1998 levels, but they have increased since 
2004 and are now positive. Scores for other indicators remain low, although 
there have been signs of improvement since 2004 in all areas except control of 
corruption. This chapter focuses on the indicators for government effectiveness 
and control of corruption, with a particular emphasis on the national govern-
ment as the major service provider. The chapter on Private Sector Development 
discusses regulatory quality. 

The country’s score for government effectiveness has improved since 
2003 (Figure 29), although it remains below the scores of its neighbors Papua 
New Guinea and Vanuatu, and of Samoa, which could serve as a regional 
benchmark.33 Its 2007 score remained the third-lowest among Pacific devel-
oping member countries (DMCs), ahead only of the Marshall Islands and 
Timor-Leste. It is a matter of concern that the country’s score in this area 
has declined slightly since 2005 despite donors’ huge investment in capacity 
development.

The annual ADB country performance assessments provide a second 
proxy indicator of government effectiveness in Pacific DMCs. These assessments 

33 The top five countries globally were Iceland, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, and Switzerland, all of which 
had scores above 2.00.

Figure 28: World Bank Governance Indicators
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rate five criteria for public sector management and institutions, including one 
for the quality of public administration. In 2007, Solomon Islands rated below 
average (Figure 30), while Samoa was a high achiever among Pacific DMCs. 
The 2008 score for Solomon Islands was unchanged.

These proxy indicators illustrate the assessments by ADB and the 
World Bank of government effectiveness. The RAMSI People’s Survey 2008 
demonstrates a local perspective on satisfaction with government administration 
in Solomon Islands (footnote 16). The survey asked about the performance of 
the national government, and a surprisingly high 16% of respondents answered 
“do not know.” Of the respondents, 25% said performance was better, and 45% 
indicated that service remained the same. On the question of efficiency, fairness, 
and independence of the government, 26% said they did not know. 34

The country’s scores for control of corruption compare unfavorably with 
those of Samoa and Vanuatu (Figure 31), but are better than those of Papua New 
Guinea, Timor-Leste, and Tonga. A 2004 Transparency International report on 
national integrity systems in Solomon Islands stated that corruption “...occupies 
a unique position in the country, being both a cause of serious problems and 
an effect of even deeper ones, and recognizing this dual nature is critical to 
understanding the nature of corruption in the country” (footnote 10). 

34 The three criteria might have demanded separate questions.

Figure 29: Comparison of Government Effectiveness 
(World Bank Indicators)
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There is a perception that corruption in Solomon Islands has been on the rise 
since 2005. This is of particular concern given the number of governance-
related projects being implemented there. In answering a question about 
dishonest behavior or misuse of power by senior members of the community, 

Figure 30: Quality of Public Administration, 2009
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Figure 31: Comparison of Control of Corruption
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81% of respondents to the RAMSI People’s Survey 2008 believed that there 
was misbehavior, while only 14% believed there was not. This figure was 
considerably higher than in 2007, when 54% of respondents believed there 
was misbehavior (footnote 16). It is unquestionable that the climate remains 
conducive to corruption, which is relevant to the observations above about 
the current political system and the influence of commercial interests on the 
government. As combating corruption remains a priority, this chapter includes 
a discussion of promising actions underway in this area.  

Branches of Government: Legislative, Executive, 
and Judiciary 

There are weaknesses in the legislature and executive branches, but the 
judiciary has a reputation for probity and integrity. There do not appear to be 

adequate safeguards to protect the independence of the three branches.

Under the Solomon Islands Constitution, there are three branches of  
government.
(i) Legislative. An elected, unicameral legislature has 50 members, whose 

terms are 4 years. The Parliament, to which the government is account-
able, enacts laws. It is required by the Constitution to sit at least twice 
a year. Parliament has one permanent committee—the seven-member 
Public Accounts Committee—whose secretary is the auditor general.  

(ii) Executive. The executive branch carries out laws and implements the 
policies and programs that the legislature has voted to be funded through 
the annual budget.

(iii) Judiciary. The judiciary adjudicates on the law and provides a forum of 
appeal to ensure that the government acts predictably within the law. 

Conventionally in the Westminster system, each of these branches is indepen-
dent to ensure proper safeguards, particularly against any abuse of power. In 
Solomon Islands, however (as in other Pacific DMCs), there is evidence that 
this is not necessarily the case.

Both legitimate interests and unscrupulous operators compete for access 
to revenue flows from natural resources development. The unscrupulous are 
prepared to offer personal inducements. Taxation authorities are currently try-
ing to improve procedures for granting exemptions; if they succeed, it should 
reduce abuses through one area of executive discretion.

Efficient, effective service delivery requires a merit-based public service 
that employs honest, competent officials. Yet appointments to public service 
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positions in Solomon Islands are frequently based on kinship or other forms 
of allegiance. Incoming governments have the power to appoint all permanent 
secretaries. When a government’s own supporters are appointed, the inde-
pendence of the public service is eroded. Promotions based on connections, 
rather than merit, discourage competent officers from pursuing a career in 
the public service. An additional problem stems from the lack of continuity 
of senior personnel over time, which is a vital, prior condition for effective 
capacity development. When this condition is not met, prospects for effective 
capacity development are bleak. 

Further, Westminster convention is for ministers to be responsible for 
policy while their agencies are responsible for the implementation of that policy. 
This principle has been eroded in Solomon Islands, where ministers habitually 
interfere in the day-to-day running of agencies. The 2008 auditor general’s 
report is replete with examples of the political sphere becoming engaged in 
the administrative sphere.35 

A caucus was recently institutionalized to sit between the Cabinet and 
Parliament. It may have been originally intended to help consolidate parlia-
mentary support for the Cabinet and the government in the absence of strong 
party policy platforms in the ruling coalition. Now, however, evidence suggests 
that the caucus may be wielding undue influence, as an intervening political 
rallying point, over the Cabinet’s decisions.

The only standing committee of Parliament, the Public Accounts 
Committee, has had mixed success in carrying out its responsibilities. With 
the present acting auditor general as its secretary, it has had the necessary 
sittings to meet its responsibilities. Nevertheless, the timetables of the execu-
tive branch do not always allow the committee enough time to carry out its 
responsibilities in a satisfactory manner. It has not been unusual for the com-
mittee to be given less time than it needs to review the annual appropriations 
bill and to report to Parliament early enough to influence the debate. In the 
case of the 2008 supplementary estimates, for example, the Public Accounts 
Committee did not receive the relevant reports until after the first reading of 
the appropriation bill.

The Taipei,China Rural Constituency Development Fund provides 
payments to members of Parliament for constituency development purposes. 
Public perception is that not all of these funds are spent on constituency 
development. 

A parliamentary strengthening project is currently in place, aimed at 
improving Parliament’s capacity to perform its oversight, accountability, leg-
islative, and representative functions efficiently and effectively. Although this 

35 Office of the Auditor General. 2008. Status of Audits of Solomon Islands Government Entities as of 
30 June 2008. National Parliament Paper No. 18 of 2008. Honiara. 
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project seems to have achieved success in the short term, there is still work to 
be done to convince the electorate. The 2008 People’s Survey found that the 
percentage of people who thought their current member of Parliament was 
performing very well had dropped from 15.3% in 2007 to 13.8% in 2008 
(footnote 16). Only 34% thought that their member of Parliament was not 
performing well, but if the responses of those who answered “do not know” 
were distributed pro rata, that figure would rise to 43.4%.

While there are deficiencies in the legislature and executive branches of 
government, the judiciary enjoys a reputation for probity and integrity. Magis-
trates and judges (other than those serving on the High Court and the Appeal 
Courts) are appointed by the Judicial and Legal Services Commission. This 
commission is comprised of the Chief Justice, the chair of the Public Service 
Commission, the Attorney-General, and two other appointees. Political office-
holders are barred from being appointed to the commission. Judges cannot be 
removed for grave misconduct unless such cases are examined by a tribunal of 
retired Commonwealth judges. This system remains impartial and is effective.

The judicial system is at risk mainly because of inadequate attention 
to career planning in the past. There is a shortage of experienced lawyers and 
a dearth of qualified candidates for appointment to the senior magistrate 
level. There is no retention policy to prevent the departure of good, qualified 
lawyers. A 2004 Transparency International report noted that a lack of career 
development options in the judicial system results in a loss of magistrates and 
fewer new entrants (footnote 10). No scholarships have been recently awarded 
for people to study law overseas, and the Ministry of Law and Justice has had 
difficulties in promoting the opportunities it offers. There are 40 expatriate, 
RAMSI-supported lawyers in the Ministry of Law and Justice. 

Oversight of Integrity

Despite some recent progress, government institutions with a mandate to 
monitor and promote integrity remain weak and underfunded. 

In addition to Parliament, the Solomon Islands Constitution establishes two 
offices and one commission to oversee various aspects of government activity: 
the Office of the Auditor General (OAG), the Office of the Ombudsman, 
and the Leadership Code Commission. The Integrity Group Forum has also 
been formed recently to coordinate activities related to integrity. All of these 
organizations are supported by the RAMSI machinery of government program, 
which—through its efforts to encourage a more accountable government—is 
having an observable, beneficial impact on governance. 
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Office of the Auditor General

For a long time, OAG was starved of the funds it needed to fulfill its responsibili-
ties effectively. In 2003, it had only three staff members, including the Auditor 
General. It also lacked necessary equipment and facilities. A recent capacity- 
building program, however, has led to significant improvements. By 2007, OAG 
had recruited 33 staff members and has now undertaken a major succession plan-
ning and competency-based training program. As a result, teams of auditors can 
do simple audits with minimal supervision. The OAG capacity-building program 
still faces major risks, however, as salary levels are uncompetitive, and the central 
agencies responsible for personnel take a long time to respond to OAG requests 
for staff appointments and promotions. The office recently lost its most senior 
and experienced local auditor, who was being groomed for a management posi-
tion, to the private sector. Until its budget is determined by Parliament or by an 
independent commission—rather than by the Ministry of Finance and Treasury 
(MFT)—OAG will continue to face the risk of being starved of funds.

Over the past 3 years, OAG has effectively addressed a huge backlog of 
audits. It has been assessed as having “...a rigorous and transparent audit process 
in place” (footnote 20), as evidenced by the 2008 OAG report (footnote 35). 
As a result of these improvements, agencies now prepare transparent action 
plans to address issues raised in audit reports. OAG has also authored a separate 
report naming public officials who might have engaged in corrupt acts, and 
has given the report to the Director of Public Prosecutions. 

OAG reports are publicly examined by Parliament’s Public Accounts 
Committee. The Auditor General serves as secretary of this committee and 
provides advice on issues and recommendations. Each year, the committee has 
had new members, although there is no requirement for the membership to 
change. The training courses for committee members, therefore, need to be 
repeated each time the government changes. As a result, there is no capacity 
to transfer knowledge and culture to new members. 

While newspapers report the more salacious parts of OAG reports, 
the office’s public profile remains modest. The RAMSI 2008 People’s Survey 
found that 58% of respondents had never heard of OAG; a further 28% had 
heard of it but had no idea what it did. These percentages have declined since 
2007, however (footnote 16). 

Office of the Ombudsman

The role of the Office of the Ombudsman is to investigate abuses by public 
servants. Like OAG, this office has been the victim of serious neglect by suc-
cessive governments. In 2002, the office had only five staff members. In 2003, 
the ombudsman symbolically closed the office, since the government had 
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not provided it with any location for conducting its business. In 2007, the 
establishment was increased to 21 staff members, but the actual staff number 
only increased to 12. 

The office lacks staff members with legal experience and suffers from 
systemic weaknesses. It has no investigative guidelines nor procedures manual 
to manage investigations, and no tracking and reporting system to monitor 
the progress of investigations. Starting in 2006, the Office of the Ombudsman 
was effectively nonfunctional because the government refused to endorse the 
proposed nominee for ombudsman, but in 2008, the Court of Appeals decided 
in favor of the nominee, thus allowing the office to function normally. 

Unlike such offices in most countries, the majority of complaints 
handled by the Office of the Ombudsman come from within the public 
service, rather than from the public about inappropriate actions by a public 
servant or agency. About 60% of complaints are from teachers unhappy about 
promotions not being settled by the Teaching Service Commission. The  
second-largest number of complaints comes from police officers dissatisfied 
with decisions made by the Police and Prison Officers Commission. Normally, 
an ombudsman’s consideration of such cases is limited to determining whether 
due process was followed. There might be grounds for reducing the office’s 
caseload by restricting its consideration of cases concerning promotions.

Leadership Code Commission

The Leadership Code Commission has a mandate to investigate abuses by 
politicians. Like OAG and the Office of the Ombudsman, the commission 
has been starved of the resources needed to meet its workload. Currently, the 
commission has a staff of four investigating officers, as well as Director of Legal 
Services, to prosecute offenders. Its budget is determined by the Prime Minister, 
not by Parliament, which implies reduced certainty of funding.

The actual powers of the Leadership Code Commission to investigate 
and prosecute are not completely clear. A 1999 act enunciates the actions that 
it should take upon receiving a complaint. It is silent, however, about whether 
the commission itself can initiate such action. The commission itself considers 
that it cannot act until it receives a formal complaint. In contrast, Transpar-
ency International believes that the 1999 act provides the Leadership Code 
Commission with “significant scope for direct action” and does not require a 
complaint to be made before an investigation can be initiated (footnote 10). 
On prosecutions, the act is quite clear that proceedings for misconduct in  
office should commence in the High Court. Questions remain, however, about 
whether disciplinary issues are within the jurisdiction of the High Court, which 
believes that it can only hear criminal and civil cases. Partly as a consequence of 
this uncertainty, the commission resists hearing corruption complaints, which 
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it sees as criminal matters that should be investigated by the police. The com-
mission has not yet, however, referred any such cases to the police.

The adequacy of the Leadership Code Commission’s present comple-
ment of staff is borne by its current caseload of 60 cases dating from 1997. 
Given that a simple case takes from 3 to 4 months to prepare, each investigating 
officer has a current workload of at least 2.5 years. While the record of actual 
versus potential prosecutions suggests that the commission has not exercised 
its powers fully, it is currently investigating at least two serious cases of abuse 
of senior office, which is a hopeful sign for the future.

Integrity Group Forum

Recently, an informal forum was established to coordinate efforts to promote 
integrity. It consists of representatives from the anticorruption unit in the  
police force, Central Bank of Solomon Islands, corrections service, Customs and 
Excise Division, Director of Public Prosecutions, Leadership Code Commis-
sion, MFT’s Inland Revenue Division, OAG, Office of the Attorney General, 
and Office of the Ombudsman. The Integrity Group Forum is providing the 
momentum to investigate the cases identified in the 2008 OAG report. Because 
the forum’s numbers provide an additional level of security for the participants, 
it might also provide an effective way to address the difficult issue of prioritiz-
ing the investigations of officials in the current environment, in which there 
are many who would be implicated. 

Machinery of Government

The machinery of government contains several agencies, which imposes a 
substantial cost and human resources burden. In addition, the government’s 
lack of capacity in crucial areas hinders its ability to deliver services effectively 

and efficiently.

Organization and Function

Governments perform four essential activities: making policies, raising revenue, 
providing goods and services, and regulating behavior. To carry out these 
functions, the executive branch of government is usually organized into two 
important administrative levels—central agencies and line agencies. These 
levels, and the interactions between them, constitute an overall system, or 
machinery, of government. The Solomon Islands machinery of government is 
unconventional in two respects. 
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(i) The Prime Minister is not responsible for the public service. He has 
delegated this authority to the Minister of the Public Service, who is 
responsible for the terms, conditions, and performance of the public 
service. 

(ii) The machinery of government is made up of several agencies. In 
the 50-member Parliament, there are 24 ministers (including the 
Prime Minister). There are four central agencies, two of which report  
to the Prime Minister. There are 21 line agencies, each with its own 
ministerial apparatus and senior bureaucratic offices. There are also 
a number of employees considered “political appointees.” Their 
roles with respect to core functions and policy implementation are  
ambiguous, although they reportedly receive excessive salaries. These 
positions, unsurprisingly, create resentment among public servants. 
The sheer number of agencies and the existence of political appoin-
tees create a relatively large cost burden that the government can  
ill-afford.  

There are also subnational levels of government that play an important role 
within the machinery of government. They include nine provincial govern-
ments and one municipality, Honiara.

Past capacity-development programs in Solomon Islands have not ad-
dressed the machinery of government as a whole. Instead, they have operated 
in individual agencies without also addressing systemic problems. Where 
improvements are needed across the whole of government, central agencies 
are best placed to drive a change program, which is most effective if it oper-
ates under a well-managed overall plan. The central agencies may be able to 
do this through budget and personnel management, and by acting directly 
on ministry heads. 

The Roles of the Office of the Prime Minister  
and the Office of the Cabinet 

For most of the post-independence period, the overall management of the 
government’s legislative and policy program was organized in a conventional 
manner. The head of the Office of the Prime Minister was also the official 
secretary to the Cabinet; a deputy was responsible for day-to-day administra-
tive arrangements to process Cabinet papers. These arrangements provided a 
strong office at the center of the executive arm, reflecting the position of the 
Prime Minister and his authority over the government’s whole legislative and 
policy program. 

These organizational arrangements were recently changed. A separate 
Office of the Cabinet has been established, with its own permanent secretary. 
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The secretary is the titular head of the public service, responsible for the 
performance of the permanent secretaries. The head of this office also chairs 
fortnightly coordination meetings of permanent secretaries, which take their 
cues from the corporate plans and annual management plans prepared by each 
agency.36 The Office of the Cabinet does not have enough personnel to moni-
tor both the performance of government and the individual performance of 
permanent secretaries. This risks making the office’s authority more symbolic 
than realistic.

The Office of the Cabinet has been augmented by a Cabinet Policy 
Unit, which was founded to help establish policy. In practice, however, it 
seems likely that this unit will give priority to reviewing Cabinet papers. As a 
consequence, the government’s overall policy development and implementation 
agenda will receive less emphasis. However, the Cabinet Policy Unit has been 
strengthened: its staff was increased to three members, and it is participating in 
a donor-funded, capacity-development program. In addition, recently recruited 
graduates are being trained to prepare the summary coordinating notes that 
accompany each Cabinet submission.

This reorganization leaves the Prime Minister with an office that has been 
reduced to administering the honors and awards system, providing adminis-
trative services to the various commissions and offices in the Prime Minister’s 
portfolio, attending to the “welfare” of ministers, and liaising with the Office 
of the National Parliament over sittings. There is a consequent danger that the 
new organizational arrangements will reduce the ability of the Prime Minister 
to lead a whole-of-government change management program. 

Policy Formulation

There is general agreement within the public service of Solomon Islands that 
it has little internal policy capacity. A situational analysis carried out by the 
Ministry of the Public Service (MPS) listed a number of weaknesses, including 
programming weaknesses.37 They include
(i) a low level of capacity to provide timely, well-argued policy advice to 

public decision makers;
(ii) a limited understanding of how to develop strategies to implement 

government policy, as well as poor follow-through; and
(iii) a lack of training in a range of areas, including policy development and 

strategic planning.

36 Government of Solomon Islands. 2008. Solomon Islands Public Service, Permanent Secretary—Review of 
Capabilities. Honiara.

37 Government of Solomon Islands, MPS, Interim Adviser. 2007. Ministry of the Public Service—Situational 
Analysis Report. 7 May. Honiara. 
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As it has been in the past, the formulation of policy and associated 
legislation is largely led by expatriate advisers. Much of the important leg-
islation in Solomon Islands precedes independence and is, consequently, 
regarded as foreign. An important negative consequence of this situation is 
that the government is distanced from the policy agenda it purportedly seeks 
to implement.

The government should be responsible for formulating policy, and it 
should not rely on outsiders to perform this task. It is not easy, however, to find 
people in Solomon Islands with the capacity to become good policy analysts. 
Partly because of this scarcity of talent, the rationale and intentions underlying 
most policies developed by expatriate advisers are usually lost on ministers, 
permanent secretaries, and politicians. This, in turn, makes it difficult for the 
government to convert policies into programs and to secure the implementation 
chain (i.e., inputs to outputs to outcomes or policy objectives). 

Information about costs should be systematically provided as part of 
new policy proposals. Currently, development budget documents, unlike the 
recurrent budget, do not include an assessment of the budget implications of 
new policy initiatives. There is a need for MFT and MPS to review submissions 
to determine the resource implications—and hence the affordability—of each 
proposed new policy.  

The strategy for providing policy-related capacity development is also 
an issue. Currently, capacity-development support is provided to only two or 
three policy officers in the Office of the Cabinet, and about seven in the whole 
public sector. In addition, capacity development is focused on policy review, 
although the real need is to build policy development capacity. There is a need 
to develop staff competencies so that there will be a “critical mass” of staff who, 
in the face of normal turnover, can pass on their competencies to newcomers. 
Three officers do not constitute that critical mass in the Office of the Cabinet. 
Policy capacity developed on a whole-of-government basis would ensure that 
line agencies, too, would be able to produce draft policy proposals for their 
ministers in a consistent way across the service. In short, it is important to 
ensure that capacity-development support is provided to the right people, in 
the right places, on the right subject.  

Public Financial Management

The government does not have a medium-term framework for budgeting. It 
does, however, produce a set of forward estimates that project the government’s 
capacity to continue funding its priority programs. The recurrent budget is 
prepared by MFT. The development budget is produced separately by the 
Ministry of Development Planning and Aid Coordination. Little coordination 
between the two agencies occurs. In addition, there is a lack of capacity to 
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implement the entire development budget effectively, resulting in significant 
underspending for the last 3 years.

There is an annual inputs budget, and reporting against it is made on a 
cash basis. The inputs budget is not yet linked to outputs and to expected levels 
of service delivery. There is little coordination between MFT’s Treasury Divi-
sion, which is responsible for the details of government financial management, 
and MPS about a manpower budget. Actual positions are not linked to the 
salary budget, and available human resources are not linked to the production 
of desired outputs. Budgets are not used as a management tool for ensuring 
that expenditures produce the intended outputs, but only as a tool to ensure 
that overall expenditures remain within budget. 

The public has little information or understanding about what the 
budget will deliver. The provisions for transparency, which would be satisfac-
tory for a developed country, are not adequate for Solomon Islands, a nation 
in which the vast majority of the population is rural, scattered across many 
islands, and only semi-literate. The practice of having a budget tabled in Parlia-
ment and reported in the press has little impact on information reaching rural 
villages. In addition, the budget gives no information about the outputs and 
standards of service that the population should expect. As a result, the rural 
population—even if it did receive a reasonable level of information about the 
budget—would have no idea what services and standards they could expect 
the government to deliver. Not surprisingly, the demand for accountability by 
the population at large is not well developed. 

The relationship between the population and the public service (which 
is supposed to be serving the people) needs to change. If the public received 
some explanation of the budget and what it is supposed to produce for dif-
ferent segments of the population, people might be more likely to demand 
accountability from the public service. With a more aware citizenry, public 
feedback—like that produced by the annual People’s Survey—would be a more 
accurate indicator of government performance and efficiency. 

There are a number of funds that operate outside the purview of the 
budget. They include special-purpose funds like the Civil Aviation Special 
Fund, Disaster Relief Special Fund, and National Disaster Fund. The Auditor 
General considers these funds to be ultra vires, or not in accordance with the 
requirements of the constitution and governing legislation. The OAG audit 
report found several anomalies in the Disaster Relief Special Fund, such as 
large payments to members of Parliament to deliver disaster relief without 
any government requirements to provide details about how the funds were 
spent (footnote 35). 

Funds are also funneled through politicians to finance small-scale  
development projects in their districts. Taipei,China provides the Constitu-
ency Micro-Project Fund, Millennium Constituency Development Fund, and 
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Rural Constituency Development Fund. According to a working paper for the 
Constitutional Congress,38 these funds provide SI$1 million for each member 
of Parliament to distribute to his or her constituency as he or she sees fit. The 
requirements for parliamentarians to account for their disbursements appear 
to be very relaxed. 

Further, expenditure management is handled in a centralized, conven-
tional manner. Line agencies only carry out a limited number of accounting 
functions in-house. The Treasury Division accounts in detail for all expendi-
ture, producing monthly and annual financial reports of expenditure against 
budget appropriations and cash flow projections for MFT. While line agencies 
do record revenue and commitments, they do not make cash forecasts. The 
majority of payment requests by agencies are for small amounts. Imprests (i.e., 
fungible pools of funds) of SI$10,000–SI$150,000 are provided for individual 
payments of less than SI$2,000. The size of the imprest depends on an agency’s 
capacity to manage it. 

Only two budget items are controlled at the agency level: payroll and 
operating expenditure. Permanent secretaries, as the designated accounting 
officers, have the financial authority to transfer operating expenditure between 
line items. Some budgeting flexibility might be desirable if an inputs budget 
was linked to the production of certain program outputs. Flexibility is less 
desirable, however, when transfers between line items can be made for purposes 
that bear little relationship to government programs. 

Payrolls are not reconciled with MPS records of actual staff employed. 
The 2007 MPS situational analysis reported that staff numbers are swollen by 
ghost workers (footnote 37). It would be very useful to develop an integrated, 
government-wide human resources management information system, linked 
to a MFT financial information system, to help control this problem. The 
Treasury Division is currently installing a new payroll system. Ideally, this will 
be linked to the database of personnel records.

Agencies are expected to keep their own sets of accounts, even though 
they have no delegated authority to manage their expenditure payments 
(other than those from their imprest accounts). The Treasury Division does 
not consider itself to have any responsibility for the quality of individual line 
agencies’ accounting, or for the capacity of the accounting officers working 
for them. In general, the quality of accounting in line agencies is poor, as is 
their compliance with financial procedures and regulations. The 2008 OAG 
report is filled with examples of lack of documentation. Internal controls are 
often ignored, and bank reconciliations are often not completed. There is a 
paucity of accountants in general, and especially in line agencies. Currently, 

38 T. Woods. 2008. Informal Political System of Government in Solomon Islands—Working Paper for the 
Constitutional Congress and Eminent Persons Advisory Council. Honiara: Constitutional Reform Unit.
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the internal audit unit in MFT has three staff members, while line agencies 
have none. Given this situation—the very low standard of compliance in line 
agencies coupled with the lack of trained accountants in Solomon Islands—it 
seems unrealistic and cumbersome to have an internal audit function at the 
line agency level. 

The reality of present organizational arrangements is that the Treasury 
Division provides outsourced accounting services to individual agencies. Com-
munication between the agencies and the Treasury Division is poor, because 
the Treasury Division does not believe it has a responsibility to advise agencies 
about budget and expenditure matters. This is consistent with the observa-
tion of the 2007 MPS situational analysis that central agencies have a limited 
understanding of the fact that their role is to provide a “service” to all agen-
cies (footnote 38). In Solomon Islands—a country with a small public service 
distributed across a large number of agencies and few qualified professional 
accountants—a strong case can be made for providing an outsourced, central-
ized accounting service. The Treasury Division could provide outsourced and 
outposted accounting services to line agencies, an arrangement that would be 
both efficient and effective. 

If the budget is to serve as a management tool as well as a financial 
tool, government program managers need to understand the unit cost for each 
output and know the number of outputs they are expected to deliver based on 
budget funds appropriated. To manage performance, they need timely, accu-
rate reports comparing the outputs produced by expenditure with a budgeted 
level of outputs for that expenditure. Such results-based reports would enable 
managers to monitor how well their programs are performing and to identify 
areas where performance is unsatisfactory. Where performance is unsatisfactory, 
managers could then develop action plans to address deficiencies. In Solomon 
Islands, none of this happens. There seems no reason why simple systems for 
monitoring performance cannot be introduced. A good starting point for im-
proving management practices would be for managers to align resource costs 
with outputs delivered, according to an agreed-upon operational plan. 

The 2008 OAG report notes that the Treasury Division has made sig-
nificant improvements in expenditure management. This achievement is the 
result of extensive use of capacity substitution, despite a considerable amount 
of capacity-development support over the years. The Treasury Division still 
has difficulty producing full sets of accounts signed by the permanent secretary 
within 6 months of the end of the financial year. The accounts for the years 
ending in 2004 and 2005 were not signed until 5 November 2007, and those 
for 2006 were completed on 15 May 2008. The accounts for 2007 were signed 
more quickly, that is, before the end of 2008.

In developed countries, it takes many years to train accountants and to 
qualify them professionally, and much longer for them to gain the experience 
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needed to manage an accounting function. Because past approaches to capacity 
development for the Treasury Division have so far failed, a new approach, in 
the context of a long-term plan to improve public financial management, might 
be needed to produce sustainable change. Meanwhile, there will continue to 
be a significant need for capacity substitution.

Finally, revenue management faces many of the same weaknesses 
as expenditure management. In 2008, the Auditor General was unable to  
account for all revenue.

Revenue is managed by MFT’s Inland Revenue Division. Unlike the 
Treasury Division, which mainly handles matters within the public sector, the 
Inland Revenue Division has to deal with the public at large. The environment is 
not promising. Taxation is an alien concept to the people of Solomon Islands: the 
traditional concept of reciprocity for a service provided or favor given does not 
extend to government services and the taxation system. Compliance problems 
exist with many businesses. With the presence of a large number of small and 
informal taxable entities, tax compliance in Solomon Islands is unavoidably quite 
low. One area of leakage stems from the power of ministers and the Customs and 
Excise Division to grant exemptions, which they have authority to do so without 
necessarily following due process. The Inland Revenue Division is currently try-
ing to change the environment in which exemptions are granted; a submission is 
due to be presented to the Cabinet in the near future. The intention is to make 
the scrutiny of the Duties Exemption Committee free of conflict of interest, 
so that it will be more difficult for the Customs and Excise Division to make 
contrary decisions about duties, and so that ministerial decisions overriding the 
advice of the committee will be transparent. The Inland Revenue Division is 
strategically placed. It is given the required technical support and commitment 
at the policy level, and should be able to take on the issue of self-serving business 
interests. It is widely believed that business interests have captured government, 
which in turn provides them with exemptions from many taxation levies and 
with impunity in evading other imposts. Business interests have access to the 
best financial and legal advice. In contrast, only 10% of the Inland Revenue 
Division’s workforce is full-time, and many of its staff members have occupied 
acting positions for 3 or more years. There are numerous staff vacancies. The 
division also faces a number of other handicaps: (i) it operates under a 1965 
Taxation Act that has never been substantively updated, (ii) it has weak local 
capacity for complex audits and investigations (apart from the services provided 
by expatriates), and (iii) it has no legal capacity to prosecute a case. 

Investigating major tax evaders and those who seek to corrupt the 
government should be a priority, as this would send a strong message about 
compliance and enforcement to the population at large. It would also eliminate 
a significant gap in the government’s capacity to raise revenue, which would be 
further enhanced by strengthening the Customs and Excise Division. 
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Management of the Public Service

The Solomon Islands Constitution clearly intends the public service to be free 
of political influence and to be merit-based. The Constitution specifies that 
personnel appointments were to be managed by an independent Public Service 
Commission. This is no longer the practice.

The Public Service Commission has delegated most of its powers to MPS 
and some to line agencies, without retaining a residual capacity to ensure that 
those delegated responsibilities are managed effectively. This change has had 
adverse consequences on the public service. The Public Service Commission 
now feels constant pressure to bend the merit-based rules in individual cases. 
This is consistent with the MPS situational analysis’ observation that the public 
service has been weakened over many years by the erosion of professionalism, 
institutional capacity, and morale (footnote 38). The commission has also been 
marginalized by its inadequate allocation of professional officers (there are only 
two) and by its isolated location in Honiara. The professional staffing level is 
insufficient to carry out the commission’s remaining duties, leading to delays 
in approvals. It also has no capacity to audit the personnel delegations it has 
made—after delegating authority on personnel matters, it cannot then check 
to ensure that the right decisions were made.

The various laws and regulations governing the public service do not 
provide a clear division of responsibility for its management.39 In addition to 
the Public Service Commission, there is the Minister of the Public Service, 
who is responsible for establishing organizational structures, posting officers, 
determining the terms and conditions of service, and monitoring the conduct 
of the public service. The minister and the commission are supported by MPS, 
which processes transactions and decisions made by the commission and au-
thorizes other transactions, such as grants of allowances for public servants. 

The performance of the public sector as a whole depends on the quality 
and professionalism of public service officers. Where human resources capacity 
remains weak, the Public Service Commission can play a significant role in raising 
the capacity of the public service. The government’s goal for the public service— 
“a professional, ethical, performance-based public service, with the key purpose 
of providing quality and timely service to the people of the Solomon Islands”—is 
exemplary.40 To achieve this goal, however, the public service as it is currently 
constituted will need to seriously pursue clear strategies and appropriately  
sequenced reform initiatives. The severe consequences of letting current public 
service practices continue unfettered have been recognized: the 10-year Pulic 
Service Improvement Program (PSIP) was developed to implement reforms. 

39 Government of Solomon Islands, Office of the Prime Minister. 1999. Proposed Public Sector Management 
Act, Discussion Paper 2. Honiara.

40 Government of Solomon Islands. 2006. Policy Translation and Implementation Document. Honiara.
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The MPS situational analysis correctly observed that the lack of public 
sector workforce planning is a major human resources management problem. 
The framework for workforce planning needs to address (i) what services the 
government can afford to deliver; and (ii) the most efficient, effective way for 
the government to deliver those services. Developing such a framework would 
require MPS to work closely with the Treasury Division. 

Presently, the machinery of government in Solomon Islands does not 
seem to be designed to deliver government services in the most effective,  
efficient manner. Efficiency and effectiveness require a clear relationship  
between the outputs anticipated by a budget and the availability of staff with the 
skills needed to deliver those outputs. A realistic assessment needs to be made 
of the cost of employing and retaining the staff required to deliver the outputs 
anticipated in the budget. Such an assessment would enable the government to 
identify priorities, determine which services it can afford to deliver, and consider 
alternative ways of providing services it cannot afford to deliver itself. 

As the PSIP seeks to improve the situation, it faces a poor human  
resources management situation that has been a number of years in the making. 
While the Public Service Commission is protected by the Constitution, it has 
the potential to be undermined by the government’s power to advise the Gov-
ernor General on appointments to the commission, and by the government’s 
ability to use the budget to restrict its capacity regardless of the impact that 
might have on the overall performance of the public service. A compliant Public 
Service Commission delegated its powers to the Public Service Department 
in the Office of the Prime Minister, with the understanding that it would 
retain oversight powers. The Public Service Department was then made into 
a ministry, giving it a higher profile. 

A key weakness of present organizational arrangements is that inde-
pendence is undermined by the ability of the Minister of the Public Service 
to direct the permanent secretary of a line agency to make decisions regarding 
appointments, promotions, discipline, and many other matters. Despite recent 
attempts to improve performance arrangements, this practice continues to 
expose the system to the risk of inappropriate decisions, especially when the 
permanent secretary (whose appointment is at the discretion of the minister) is 
expected to carry out such directives. It would be more effective to have these 
functions carried out by the chair of an independent commission such as the 
Public Service Commission, who would be protected by the statutory nature 
of his or her appointment. 

The MPS situational analysis revealed a number of problems with the 
current separation between the Public Service Commission and MPS (footnote 
37), including 
(i) duplication of effort, as staff at the Public Service Commission and MPS 

check and process the same submissions;
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(ii) inability of both agencies to engage in much-needed policy work;
(iii) inability of both agencies to plan for and manage current and emerging 

public service management issues; and
(iv) a lack of clarity about the leadership roles of the Public Service Com-

mission and MPS.

MPS itself faces several weaknesses, some of which were identified 
by the situational analysis. The ministry’s basic work is repetitious, making 
it difficult to attract outstanding staff. The out-of-date Public Service Act 
results in, among other things, a lack of clarity about who is responsible for 
what. MPS’s management and processing procedures are inefficient, resulting 
in serious delays in processing personnel transactions. There are no position 
descriptions, no staff members trained in job design and evaluation, and no 
one with specific responsibility for ensuring that jobs are carried out appro-
priately. Thus, MPS has very weak capacity in workforce planning and human 
resources development, and its responsibilities in this area are unclear. MPS 
also has no clear responsibility for developing policies about employment terms 
and conditions. Policies on human resources management are absent, old, or 
out-of-date—particularly in relation to retention of key staff, development of 
personnel for professional or specialist occupations, performance management, 
and human resources development. Most importantly, there is no body or 
person responsible for management reviews, management improvement, and 
the strengthening of service standards. The extent of these weaknesses makes 
the PSIP’s task challenging. 

A 2008 public financial management performance report noted that 
reformers face a number of challenges, almost all of which relate to human 
resources management. The report cited the public service recruitment process, 
long delays in making substantive appointments, and a high level of vacan-
cies. It also commented that the government has to compete with the private 
sector for a limited number of qualified personnel, and its ability to attract 
and retain experienced personnel (technical and managerial) is limited by the 
overall terms and conditions of service. Other reformers lack managerial sup-
port (footnote 20).

The PSIP was designed to focus initially on two tasks: (i) building the 
capacity of MPS staff in human resources management; and (ii) developing 
appropriate legislative, policy, and administrative frameworks for public service 
leadership and management. It is envisaged that as program implementation 
progresses, the program will assist all central and line agencies in strengthening 
their human resources management practices. Over the longer term, it will 
address similar deficiencies at the subnational level.

The government has established a training facility—the Institute of 
Public Administration and Management (IPAM). It is modeled on Singapore’s 
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Civil Service College, which trains public sector leaders in public policy and 
management, provides competency training to civil servants, and operates a 
consultancy arm that delivers management review and other services both to 
the Government of Singapore and internationally. The differences between the 
professional, well-resourced Civil Service College and IPAM are stark, which 
are unlikely to be reduced in the medium term. The director of IPAM report-
edly has recruited his first three permanent trainers—former primary school 
teachers whose staff classifications reflect their relatively junior status.

One of IPAM’s priorities is to address the weak middle-management 
capacity in the public service. The problem is that, as former primary school 
teachers, the trainers do not have the skills and training needed to instruct 
public service managers. Nor do other public servants—competent middle 
managers and senior managers are rare in Solomon Islands, and they cannot be 
spared for training purposes. With only three permanent trainers and one chief 
trainer yet to be appointed, IPAM is very vulnerable to normal staff turnover. 
Currently, most courses are taught by one or more of 30 associate trainers 
who hold positions in the public service. These staff members, however, are 
not trained trainers, and their availability depends on the workload of their 
full-time positions. A 2007 survey found that senior staff—IPAM’s major 
clients—believed that the institute was not yet ready to serve as the primary 
training body for the entire Solomon Islands public service.41 

IPAM will have a significant challenge if it is to provide necessary train-
ing courses and remain relevant. It is unlikely to be resourced effectively in the 
medium term and has little likelihood of attracting staff with the necessary 
qualifications and experience to meet all public service training requirements, 
especially those at management levels. It might be beneficial to review IPAM’s 
current business model and to develop a more realistic mix between homegrown 
training and that which can be delivered by training providers with a track 
record in the areas prioritized.

Service Delivery by Line Agencies

The budget appropriates funds to 21 line agencies. These line agencies  
require 21 permanent secretaries, each of which requires support. In addition,  
21 corporate service units are also needed, including 21 accountants, 21  
human resources management officers, and large numbers of staff members 
to provide registry and other common services. In Solomon Islands—a coun-
try with constraints both on the number of able and experienced managers 
and on the budget—these requirements are unrealistic. Even if government  

41 J. Winter et al. 2008. Annual Performance Report 2007/2008. A Report on the Performance of the Regional 
Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands. Honiara. 
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stability requires a Cabinet of 24, a similar number of independent agencies 
is not necessarily required. Many countries with similar constraints solve the 
problem by having “super” ministries in which one permanent secretary serves 
multiple ministers.

In addition to the lack of policy and program development capacity 
noted above, line agencies’ capacity to regulate is tenuous, and the public ser-
vice culture is not centered on service delivery. The MPS situational analysis 
found that staff members have little or no idea how to provide good customer 
service. High levels of absenteeism indicate that personnel are not committed 
to a high standard of service delivery. The situational analysis reported that 
there is a basic lack of understanding of what it means to be a public servant 
and of what such a position entails (footnote 37). 

Constraints on service delivery. Work attitudes are only one factor limiting 
service delivery—many other constraints also limit line agencies’ contributions 
to government programs. These constraints must be addressed if the govern-
ment is to deliver efficient and effective services to the population of Solomon 
Islands. Key constraints include the following:
(i) Weak policy analysis. Previously, the dearth of policy and program 

development capacity within the government has been mentioned. 
Draft policy papers tend to be prepared by expatriate advisers rather than 
by local officers. There is a backlog of good draft policies, and policy 
development is hampered by a largely out-of-date legal framework.42 
Agencies lack officers with the legal skills to review and amend acts, just 
as they lack staff with the skills to review and draft policy. Although 
there are current plans to train a small core group of officers (through 
the Office of the Cabinet), this is not likely to meet the government’s 
overall need for good policy development. With such a small number 
of trained officers, normal staff turnover could also be a threat.

(ii) Unclear objectives and poorly targeted plans. Under a former gov-
ernment, corporate (or strategic) planning was introduced to agencies. 
These plans were discontinued, but are now being reinstated. The former 
corporate plans had many problems, including the lack of a relationship 
to government priorities, and agencies failed to use them to plan and 
implement programs. The MPS situational analysis noted that there was 
a gap between agencies’ understanding of the direction of government 
policy and their development of realistic and timely implementation 

42 The section on MFT noted that the Taxation Act and the Customs Act are out-of-date. The Public 
Service Act is also out-of-date, as are major acts governing line agencies. For example, the Ministry of 
Infrastructure Development follows a road act that dates from 1956, with the most recent amendment 
made in 1978. This causes problems for the government over obstruction and use of road reserves. 
Similarly, the Traffic Act dates from 1956, and distances are expressed in miles rather than the currently 
used kilometers.
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strategies. While staff understood the policies, they were often baffled 
about how to develop good strategies (footnote 37). In all agencies, 
the concept of delivering a planned and costed set of outputs is largely 
absent. Because it is not related to the delivery of outputs, the budget 
is not used as a management tool. There is a strong need for a simple 
management accounting system that relates activities to costs. In addi-
tion, the previously developed corporate plans did not include internal 
objectives related to organizational health, operational capacity, staff 
improvement programs, succession planning, performance standards, 
and the operating environment of the agency. These issues also need to 
be costed out and provided for in the annual budget. 

(iii) Inadequate funding. There is a direct relationship between an 
organization’s capacity to meet its objectives and its annual funding. 
Most agencies in Solomon Islands face systemic problems and oper-
ate with budgets that are insufficient to accomplish their goals. In 
such situations, it is particularly important to relate budgets to the 
costs of the government’s program priorities. Lower-priority policies 
that are not affordable need to be discarded or changed. The key is 
to ensure that performance management is based on realistic targets, 
as performance suffers when targets cannot be achieved with the 
resources provided.

(iv) Incomplete analysis of stakeholder requirements. The two most 
prominent stakeholders in the public sector are the government and 
the citizens, but their importance is often overlooked. If stakeholder 
expectations are low, then demand for certain kinds of services or 
service improvements is not likely to be great. This includes demand 
for good policy formulation by government ministers and for financial 
reporting by permanent secretaries, as well as demand for high-quality 
teaching and health services. In any government improvement program, 
stakeholders should be key determinants of priorities and key drivers of 
change—they should not be ignored. 

In Solomon Islands, citizens are unaware of what government 
should do, and do not know how to express their demands for certain 
types of services. Large civil society institutions, such as churches, do 
not appear to be interested in government performance, even though 
they are involved in areas that overlap with government responsibilities, 
such as education. Consequently, there are little or no civil society pres-
sures on government to provide certain kinds of services or on agencies 
to improve service standards. The same strictures apply to politicians 
as customers of public services. Successive governments have shown 
little appreciation for the value of managers, accountants, agricultural 
extension officers, teachers, legal officers, human resources managers, 
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engineers, architects, and professionals. Likewise, politicians have shown 
little interest in ensuring that standards are high for officers entering 
into public service, that training and development are carefully planned, 
and that opportunities for promotion are based on merit. 

A public affairs program—aimed at overcoming apathy and 
raising the awareness of civil society about reasonable expectations for 
standards of government service—should be a priority. In Solomon 
Islands, where improving effectiveness is not high on the government’s 
agenda and citizens are unprepared to demand improved services, 
building customer demand for effective services would place pressure 
on the government to improve the performance of the public sector. 
The public affairs program should be carried out through nongovern-
ment organizations (NGOs), churches, and school curricula. It should 
have several components.

(a) One component should teach children how good government 
performs and what benefits improved service delivery would bring 
to the population. In many cases, schoolchildren can be a powerful 
influence at home, especially when parents are less educated. 

(b) A second component would provide information to the public 
about service delivery standards, including a mechanism to process 
complaints about unsatisfactory service. This is a proven, democratic 
approach for starting to put pressure on a government or agency 
to improve standards. There should also be a focus on equitable 
and transparent distribution of grants, such as those in the Rural 
Constituency Development Fund. Such a mechanism would pro-
vide a role for provincial governments, enabling them to focus on 
standards of service delivery without requiring significant input by 
highly qualified staff. The possibility of having provincial govern-
ments serve as “umpires” for standards of public service delivery in 
their areas might also be valuable.

(c) A third component would build NGO capacity to help improve 
government performance, since locally based NGOs need capac-
ity development as much as the public sector. Constituent and 
consumer groups should be encouraged. One advantage of such an 
approach is that pressure from civil society would seem to be free of 
donor involvement, giving it legitimacy in the eyes of the citizens. 

 A third important stakeholder in the public sector is employees, repre-
sented in Solomon Islands by the Public Service Union, a staff associa-
tion. The union does not appear to have had a role in current efforts 
to introduce change into the public service. The Public Service Union 
itself generates substantial funds, which it deploys on public relations 
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activities, training courses, and other initiatives that benefit its members. 
It has a powerful potential to change the work attitudes of its members, 
as long as members receive benefits in return. The Public Service Union 
represents a positive potential force for change that seems to have been 
ignored so far.

(v) Weak management. In Solomon Islands, developing a good manage-
ment culture remains challenging, given the large number of agencies 
and the shortage of officers with potential to be good managers. Basic  
requirements, such as keeping appropriate records, need to be  
significantly improved in many agencies before the delegation of financial 
authority can achieve its objectives. The delegation of authority for per-
sonnel matters has been made, but it is reported that many line agency 
managers are not fully exercising this authority, particularly with regards 
to discipline. The MPS situational analysis noted that there is much evi-
dence that managers at all levels ignore poor performance and that they 
do not follow through on serious disciplinary matters (footnote 42). 

In a good management culture, every unit has a work plan. The 
heads of units demand regular information about the performance of 
their units and report on that performance to their own managers. In 
Solomon Islands, this requirement seems to have been addressed by the 
development of corporate plans. As yet, however, there is no indication 
that the next step—cascading the corporate plans down through an 
agency in a delegation matrix—is being introduced. According to the 
MPS situational analysis, the public service operates in a very hierarchi-
cal fashion. There is no real understanding of how authority for deci-
sion making is delegated to staff members who hold line management 
positions. Much of the workload is unmanaged in a formal sense, and 
there appears to be little follow-up by supervisors to assess how tasks 
are being completed or to assign priority and urgency. The situational 
analysis also found a strong disconnect between planning and actual 
activity. The links between these two components are not well under-
stood, especially at the middle-management level. As a consequence, 
line agencies are not able to manage service delivery effectively.

Another key element in a good management culture is that 
managers accept responsibility for developing the competency of the 
people reporting to them (for senior managers, this means developing 
the management competency of junior managers who report to them). 
MPS rightly notes that managers at all levels do not fully appreciate their 
responsibility to manage workforce development activities. Incentive 
systems should be designed to encourage such development by managers 
at all levels, including expatriate advisors.
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The MPS situational analysis concluded that poor management 
practices are possibly one of the largest challenges facing the public sec-
tor (footnote 42). There is currently no systematic, government-wide 
program to address the overwhelming weakness in management. There 
is a belief that the Institute of Public Administration and Management 
(IPAM) might be the mechanism for raising management competen-
cies, although—as discussed previously—it does not currently have 
the capacity to address the issue effectively. There are, however, some 
expatriate advisers who would be excellent mentors in a government-
wide management development program. 

There are important systemic constraints to the effectiveness of 
any program to improve management practices. The most pressing 
is public sector salaries, which are not competitive with the broader 
market. There is no reason to have an excellent program to develop 
managers if they are likely to leave for better-paid jobs elsewhere once 
they have completed that development. 

Two donors are approaching the issue of management devel-
opment. One has a young professionals’ program associated with its 
program in Parliament. It provides 1 year of experience, which is insuf-
ficient to bring a graduate up to a junior management level. A second 
is considering introducing a graduate program. However, it is unclear 
if this initiative would be a full-scale, fast-track management develop-
ment program, which is what is required. Such a program would also 
ensure management capacity in policy development. 

There appear to be no plans for a similar fast-track program for 
officers with potential who are already employed within the public 
service. Both graduate intake and serving officer programs need to cre-
ate management elites, but if they are to be truly effective, they need 
to be managed skillfully. Performance standards for the participants in 
these graduate programs need to be established clearly and observed 
sympathetically but firmly. 

(vi) Weak management information systems. The first priority of an infor-
mation system is to collect and report the information that management 
needs to review and address performance issues and to plan future activi-
ties. Reporting systems are also needed to meet the reporting requirements 
of central agencies—which need information on national accounts, bud-
get expenditures, policy implementation, and personnel matters—and 
to meet the line agencies’ annual reporting requirements. 

The value of management information systems depends on the 
degree to which managers use the information to enhance their own 
performance. In Solomon Islands, there is little demand by managers 
for management information, although data are required for planning. 
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The Ministry of Infrastructure Development, for example, is concerned 
because it needs to update its registers (a task that has not been done for 
about 15 years), even though it has no systematic information about 
the state of roads, government housing, and public buildings. Because 
of management disinterest, information systems introduced with donor 
assistance have not been supported, the quality of information collected 
has been uncertain, and the reporting of information has been tardy. 

An effective management culture demands timely and accurate 
information to support management decisions. Until such a culture is in 
place, information systems—however well-designed and installed—are 
unlikely to have much impact on agency performance and are likely to 
be poorly maintained. For this reason, improved information systems 
need to be introduced as part of a broader program to improve man-
agement practices.

A second issue concerning management information systems is 
the retention and development of information and communication 
technology (ICT) staff. Once trained, ICT specialists in Solomon  
Islands can find better working conditions and higher salaries outside the 
public sector. To retain certain categories of professional staff, including 
ICT specialists, the public service needs to identify special categories of 
employees who may be difficult to retain and provide them with com-
petitive employment conditions. Alternatively, given that ICT per se is 
not a core activity of government but a support for core activities, ICT 
might be a prime candidate for outsourcing to the private sector. This 
would transfer the cost of training specialists to the private sector.  

(vii) Inefficient processes. A process can be conceptualized as a set of ac-
tivities that converts inputs to outputs. Poor sequencing of activities, 
unavailable materials, inappropriate supervision, overmanning, and high 
output costs are indicative of inefficient processes. These problems can 
lead to frustration on the part of the workforce and can materially affect 
workers’ enthusiasm for productivity. There are many examples of inef-
ficient processes at agencies in Solomon Islands. For example, the MPS 
situational analysis notes a lack of documented procedures for business 
processes. Many agencies have antiquated ICT systems or none at all. 
Processes, where they do exist, are not followed nor have low levels of 
compliance (footnote 42). At the most basic level, managers complain 
that a significant number of staff members do not know government 
rules and regulations, which must affect the efficiency of processes.

(viii) Inappropriate organizational structures. An agency needs to be  
responsible for determining the organizational structure best suited for 
delivering its own programs. A key requirement for the structure is to 
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ensure that each organizational unit is responsible for a discrete area of 
the agency’s activities. If a central agency is to establish the organizational 
structure (as MPS does in Solomon Islands), it needs to be responsive to 
the agency’s requests for changes that would improve the efficiency of 
service delivery. MPS, although it develops the organizational structures 
for other agencies, does not currently have organizational experts. Con-
sequently, it can be argued that agencies would probably do no worse; 
a set of criteria should be produced to help agencies develop their own 
organizational structures. 

(ix) Dispirited organizational cultures. Organizational cultures are very 
important determinants of the organizational health of an agency. There 
is likely to be a strong organizational culture and high standards of 
operational efficiency in an agency where staff members perceive that 
(i) they have the power to make decisions; (ii) there are incentives for 
good performance; (iii) many decisions that affect them in the work-
place are made in a fair, impartial, and professional way; (iv) manage-
ment is committed to meeting the objectives established for the unit in 
which they work; and (v) there is a clear description of the standards of 
performance they are expected to meet. The MPS situational analysis 
concluded that at the line agency level, these conditions do not exist. 
There is no real concept of service delivery, and, consequently, no vis-
ible service delivery culture in the public service. One indicator of a 
dispirited organizational culture is the level of absenteeism, which is 
rife in the Solomon Islands public service (footnote 42). According to 
the MPS situational analysis, staff morale has been compromised over 
the years, and it will take sustained effort to improve the performance 
of public servants. A starting point might be to clarify the standard of 
service expected in a certain area, such as a draft policy for a minister 
or the standard of health care provided to a rural community. 

(x) Staff limitations. Human resources capacity in central and line agen-
cies is low. The MPS situational analysis noted low levels of literacy and 
numeracy among junior personnel (footnote 42). A public service with 
budget constraints (as in Solomon Islands) cannot afford to carry staff 
members whose productivity is low or nonexistent. Further, there is no 
point in committing funds to train staff members who cannot attain 
higher productivity levels. While staff members remain in jobs beyond 
their capabilities, they can only contribute negatively to the culture of 
their units. Their own morale is also likely to suffer. Solomon Islands 
should have rules to facilitate the transfer of people in jobs beyond their 
levels of competence to jobs for which their capacity is better suited. 
The PSIP will address this issue.
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The Role of Provincial and Municipal Governments

In Solomon Islands, there are nine provinces, each with its own provincial 
government, as well as the Honiara City Council. A 2004 diagnostic study of 
provincial governments concluded that

The Solomon Islands Provincial Government system has been in decline 
for at least 10 years…Provinces suffer from poorly defined roles and 
functions, inadequate funding, isolation, and weak relationships with 
National Government. These factors have been exacerbated by the “Ten-
sions,” especially by the severe reductions in Provincial Service Grants, 
the principal source of revenue. Over the past 4 years, as National 
Government has centralized management and donors have sought 
to work directly with communities, Provinces have been increasingly 
marginalized from service delivery activities. Provinces are left managing 
little more than a payroll of their direct employees and are not able to 
execute their basic responsibilities. 

At the same time, Provincial Governments retain a political 
role in representing their constituencies and providing a focus for  
regional aspirations. It is imperative that this political role be included in  
nation-wide discussions of good governance reform, service delivery, 
and economic development.43 

Provincial governments in Solomon Islands are unable to perform most of the 
functions for which they are legally responsible, due to a lack of human and 
financial resources. One useful indicator of an organization’s capacity to man-
age at the most basic level is its capacity to prepare and manage a budget, but 
no province in Solomon Islands has yet developed this capacity. The central 
government has taken over the responsibility of the provision of most services 
in the provinces, including education, health, road maintenance, and transport. 
Funds transferred to provincial governments from the central government 
represent less than 3% of total recurrent expenditure.

Several donors are implementing projects at the provincial level. At 
least one of them, a joint United Nations–Australian Agency for International 
Development (AusAID) initiative, bypasses the provincial government level, 
working directly at the community level. Efforts are underway to strengthen 
provincial governments. The Provincial Capital Development Fund requires 
provinces to meet certain conditions to qualify for an annual grant. This 
qualification process represents a sensible way to help provincial governments 
learn to implement programs of their own. It will be some time, however,  

43 J. Cox and J. Morrison. 2004. Solomon Islands Provincial Government Diagnostic Study October–November 
2004. Canberra: Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID). 
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before provinces develop the capacity to carry out the responsibilities originally 
allocated to them. 

Meanwhile, there is one role provincial governments could fill— 
monitoring the delivery of national government services. Civil society in Solo-
mon Islands is weak. There is no separate organization or institution that can 
monitor how well national government programs are reaching their intended 
beneficiaries, or whether services are meeting delivery standards. Provincial 
governments could fill that role, while at the same time ensuring that their 
provinces receive services as planned. If services are not being provided as 
expected, there should be a mechanism for provinces to bring pressure on the 
national government to meet its commitments. Such a mechanism should also 
involve the local parliamentary representative.

Civil Society

Civil society organizations in Solomon Islands are few in number and 
relatively weak in capacity, but they could play a key role in improving 

governance by encouraging the population to take a more nation-oriented 
view of their country, their communities, and the way in which  

they are governed.

As previously stated, large civil society organizations, such as churches, have 
demonstrated relatively little interest in the affairs of state. There are few 
civil society organizations at the grassroots level that could help establish the 
practice of voting for candidates who promise future improvements in public 
service delivery, instead of candidates who offer immediate cash payments. 
Until a relationship can be demonstrated between an honest government and 
improvements to household livelihoods, money politics is likely to remain the 
best strategy for a politician seeking election to Parliament and for constituents 
who have little idea about the nature of good public services.

Given the present governance environment in Solomon Islands, there 
is a strong case for funding the type of public affairs program recommended 
previously. By raising the awareness of civil society about reasonable expecta-
tions for standards of government service, the program would place pressure 
on the government to improve the performance of the public sector. The 
program would also pay major dividends by encouraging the population to 
take a more nation-oriented view of their country, their communities, and the 
way in which they are governed.
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Driving a Successful Change Program

There is a pressing need for a whole-of-government change management 
program to address the issue of good governance. To be successful, the 

program must be driven by the government, not by donors.

There are several change management initiatives underway in Solomon Islands. 
Some progress has been made, but sustainability will remain an issue as long 
as there is only superficial buy-in from politicians and their supporters. Pres-
ent government strengthening interventions are predominantly donor-driven. 
While the government does make decisions about individual priorities, it de-
pends on donors to develop and to drive government improvement programs, 
just as it depends on donors to provide security and funding.

To achieve lasting success, a government change management program 
will require enduring political support and an effective, sustainable change 
process. Drivers of the planned changes need to be identified and activated, to 
ensure that the government strongly commits itself to each aspect of the pro-
gram, provides appropriate incentives, and maintains progress. The government 
does not yet appear to have directed systematic attention to establishing these 
drivers. Appendix Table A12 identifies potential drivers of change, including 
the Prime Minister, the Minister of Finance and Treasury, expenditure review 
and effectiveness review committees, and civil society organizations. The table 
outlines the roles of these drivers, and presents possible areas for action.

It is unclear whether the government would be willing to advocate for 
and to drive the change program prominently and publicly. The Medium-Term 
Development Strategy, 2008–2010 lists 13 national objectives, of which the 
ninth is to “...pursue public sector reform and shift resources towards private 
sector driven economic growth.”44 In the section on public sector development, 
the strategy says little about what development is to occur. It simply lists a 
number of indicators, some of which have little to do with improved public 
sector development. The strategy’s indicative costs of existing and new programs 
ignore public sector reform and capacity development, although activities in 
both of these areas would have costs, including taking staff from their work 
to participate in training; developing systems; employing change managers to 
improve procedures, processes, and competencies and to integrate them into 
new systems; and changing work cultures. 

With significant expatriate assistance, the Treasury Division of MFT 
could assess the costs of public sector reform and capacity development and 

44 Government of Solomon Islands, Ministry of Development Planning and Aid Coordination. 2008. 
Medium Term Development Strategy 2008–2010. Honiara.
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provide for them in the annual budget. This would provide the government 
with a powerful opportunity to endorse a change management program. A 
number of principles for effective capacity development are established in 
ADB’s Framework for Capacity Development in the Pacific.45 These principles 
are presented in Appendix Table A13, in the context of current programs and 
initiatives in Solomon Islands. This might provide a useful checklist to ensure 
that an overall program design addresses key criteria for success. 

The government should promote a clear vision of the objectives of 
the changes, outline where the expected changes will take the government, 
and endorse and prioritize a coherent plan that would demonstrate how the 
vision would be achieved. The government should promote the change pro-
gram very publicly, communicating with the population at large and with the 
public service, to involve all stakeholders in the process of strengthening the 
government.

It will be difficult to move from an environment in which the change 
program happens to the government to a situation in which the program is 
roundly endorsed by the government. The previous public sector reform pro-
gram in 1999, which was led by the Prime Minister, became deeply unpopular. 
Public sector redundancies were a major source of discontent. After this experi-
ence, any government supporting a change program will need to first be sure 
that a strong public relations initiative promotes the program, and that there 
are visible improvements in the delivery of public services.

Recommendations

Efforts to strengthen governance need to focus on creating a more conducive 
environment for the government to emphasize service improvements and on 

building its capacity to actually deliver those services.

Good governance is the most pressing issue to address if Solomon Islands is 
to move beyond the post-independence development stagnation outlined in 
Introduction (Chapter I). RAMSI’s presence has ensured law and order, which 
has enabled a legitimate government to be restored while building blocks are 
laid to improve the government’s capacity to deliver affordable services to the 
people. Nonetheless, at the political level, controlling corruption and promoting 
the independence of the public service remain major challenges. Government 
effectiveness is also limited by a weak public service. 

Solomon Islands needs to focus on three strategic areas. Two are aimed 
at creating a more conducive environment for the government to focus on 

45 ADB. 2008. Capacity Development in the Pacific—Learning from Success. Manila.
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service improvement, while the third is crucial to delivering those improved 
services. Actions in these three areas would be mutually reinforcing and have 
a beneficial impact on the governance environment. 
(i) Address the systemic problem of politicians putting constituency 

interest before national interest. This could be done in part by sup-
porting the Integrity Group Forum and by developing the capacity to 
audit and investigate the affairs of suspected tax evaders (concentrat-
ing first on those who impede good governance). The Inland Revenue 
Division would need to be provided with expertise on complex audits 
and investigations, and with access to legal specialists to prepare cases 
for prosecution. 

(ii) Progressively build the concepts of nationhood, good governance, 
and affordable public service delivery. To do this, a broad-based public 
affairs program described previously should be developed. It would be 
most appropriate for this program to operate from the Office of the 
Prime Minister, as this would serve as an indicator of the Prime Minister 
and the government’s commitment to change.

(iii) Address the weakness of management in the public service. One op-
tion is to reduce the number of ministries (although not necessarily the 
number of ministers), to make the number of managers to be developed 
more realistic and more structured. In addition, the proposal to develop a 
graduate scheme should be supported, which would be enhanced by the 
establishment of a fast-track system for developing a pool of competent 
managers. A parallel scheme targeting talented public servants should 
also be created. There are good models for such schemes, both for the 
public service (e.g., in the United Kingdom) and within multinational 
companies. These staff development initiatives could be attached to the 
PSIP, which would provide a mechanism to get the programs underway 
and support them over time.

At the tactical level, one approach would be to select a line agency (such as the 
Ministry of Infrastructure Development) to serve as a model and help it become 
an exemplar of good public service practices. RAMSI has been successful in 
making significant improvements in OAG’s capacity, and there is no reason 
why the same basic approach could not be successful in a line agency (assuming 
that central agency constraints can be addressed effectively first).

Actions in these three areas would help Solomon Islands move toward 
an environment in which the electorate can influence the government to deliver 
acceptable levels and quality of services. Conducting a review of legislation 
would also help, by prioritizing the legislation requiring amendments and the 
provision of resources to do so.
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Private Sector 
Development

In its Medium-Term Development Strategy, 2008–2010, the Government 
of Solomon Islands expressed its strong commitment to promoting private 
sector-led economic growth by reducing barriers to private sector activity. 
Nevertheless, doing business in Solomon Islands remains quite challenging. 
Although progress has been made since the last time ADB evaluated the en-
vironment for private sector development in Solomon Islands,46 many of the 
features essential for a good environment for entrepreneurship, investment, 
and risk taking still do not exist. Many of the institutions required to support 
the functioning of businesses and contracting are either absent or inadequate. 
Public administration capacity remains weak, while many in the private sector 
report bureaucratic interference in their businesses. 

This chapter discusses the constraints to private sector-led growth in 
Solomon Islands. Although this chapter is based on the premise that private 
sector development encompasses all parts of the economy, it also contains 
some discussion of specific sector issues that have a substantial impact on the 
economy as a whole. 

Constraints to Doing Business

Although the government has expressed a commitment to promoting 
private sector-led economic growth, there are still many constraints to doing 

business in Solomon Islands.

ADB’s 2005 private sector assessment for Solomon Islands identified the fol-
lowing constraints to private sector activity: 
(i) low-quality, costly infrastructure facilities and services, which are poorly 

maintained and even nonexistent in some parts of the country;

46 ADB. 2005. Solomon Islands Private Sector Assessment: Recovery through Private Sector-Led Growth.  
Manila.
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(ii) a high-cost, intrusive state presence in the economy, in the form of a sub-
stantial number of state-owned enterprises (SOEs), regulation of some ac-
tivities, barriers to foreign investment, and weak public administration;

(iii) very limited access to financial services and credit;
(iv) a tax system that discourages formality; 
(v) weak land property rights, resulting in uncertain land leases that are 

costly to negotiate, while penalizing landowners by offering insufficient 
flexibility in the adjustment of lease payments; and

(vi) a commercial legal framework that is outdated and does not meet the 
needs of businesses operating in Solomon Islands. 

Interviews with the private sector indicate that, although there have been some 
improvements in a few of these areas, much remains to be done. The following 
sections of this chapter discuss each of these issues in more detail. 

Infrastructure

Infrastructure provision is of poor quality, while costs are high. Improvements 
are urgently needed if the private sector is to develop and grow.

By any measure, infrastructure in Solomon Islands is inadequate, not only for 
private sector development, but even for the supply of basic services. Electricity, 
water, transport, and telecommunications services are not available to a large 
percentage of the population. Providing infrastructure in Solomon Islands, 
however, is particularly challenging. Even without considering the weaknesses of 
the public sector and of public administration, it is very difficult to supply even 
basic infrastructure services to numerous islands spread over a wide geographic 
area. This reality must be faced by any program that seeks to improve infra-
structure service provision. Nevertheless, a combination of inefficient public 
administration, the presence of monopolies in some key areas, and continued 
state ownership makes the task of upgrading infrastructure more difficult.

Ministry of Infrastructure Development and the National 
Transport Plan

The National Transport Plan, prepared by the Ministry of Infrastructure  
Development, sets out a strategy for transport sector development.47 The plan 
acknowledges that 

47 Government of Solomon Islands, Ministry of Infrastructure Development. 2006. The National Transport 
Plan. Honiara.
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…the growth of the transport-related private sector has been inhibited 
by inappropriate government interventions, government agencies pro-
viding competing services and inadequate management of programs by 
government agencies (footnote 47).

It also stipulates that, in the future, the government is to focus on its core 
roles. Government agencies are to be reorganized to serve as asset management 
and regulatory agencies. Service delivery functions, including maintenance of 
infrastructure, are to be outsourced to the private sector. 

The key components of the National Transport Plan are
(i) civil works to rehabilitate the core network of roads and rural wharves to 

bring them to a maintainable condition, with the government providing 
infrastructure and private operators using the infrastructure to provide 
marine transport services;

(ii) a franchised shipping service, to be established based on competitive 
tendering, that will provide subsidized services to remote areas; and

(iii) expenditure concentrated mainly on the rehabilitation and maintenance 
of existing infrastructure, with some new services to be established in 
priority areas. 

Most of the Ministry’s work on infrastructure development is donor-funded. 
The Solomon Islands Road Improvement Project is supported by ADB, 
AusAID, and New Zealand’s International Aid and Development Agency 
(NZAID). It focuses on the replacement or upgrade of about 30 water cross-
ings (i.e., bridges, culverts, and wet crossings), building of about 20 kilometers 
(km) of roads and associated bridge approaches, selective relocation of roads 
for climate change adaptation, and reconstruction and rehabilitation of about 
100 km of the public road network (which covers about 1,400 km on 30 
islands). There are plans to establish a National Road Fund to provide greater 
support for road maintenance, and the Ministry of Infrastructure Development 
has begun training and registering local companies to which maintenance work 
can be contracted. In addition, the Emergency Assistance Project, supported 
by ADB and the European Commission, is focusing on the rehabilitation of 
about 35 km of roads and 12 rural wharves. Anticipated future projects will 
continue this pattern.

Air Services

Competition has been introduced into the provision of international air 
services, and there has been a consequent drop in airfares. There are indica-
tions of some opening up in the provision of domestic air transport, as well. 
Starting in December 2008, Pacific Blue (Virgin) began flying into Honiara 
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from Australia, becoming the fifth airline to provide international connections 
(along with Air Niugini, Air Pacific, SkyAirWorld, and Sol Air). This increased 
competition will place greater commercial pressure on Sol Air—the national 
airline of Solomon Islands—that cross-subsidizes from its international routes 
to its domestic routes. Sol Air is a candidate for privatization.

Currently, domestic flights are intermittent and of poor quality. They 
do not provide links with international flights. SkyAirWorld had been granted 
permission to operate domestic flights between Honiara and Western Province, 
but these flights had not yet commenced before the airline ceased operations. 
Domestic airports are poorly maintained, and air traffic control at the interna-
tional airport does not meet international civil aviation safety standards. 

To improve access to rural areas and to promote the development 
of tourism and other sectors, it is vital for airports to be upgraded to meet  
international safety standards and for domestic air services to be improved. 
To do this, the government should facilitate the entry of private operators, 
and should design and implement a transparent tender system for contracts 
to service unprofitable routes.

Telecommunications

Telecommunications services in Solomon Islands lag behind most other Pacific  
developing member countries (DMCs) and remain among the most expensive 
in the world. The high cost and limited coverage of telecommunications are a 
major constraint to economic development and restrict the use of modern ap-
proaches to delivering services, such as health and education. These deficiencies 
are the result of a monopoly agreement under which Our Telekom is the only 
service provider, and outdated telecommunication legislation. Our Telekom 
argues that the spread of its services has been limited by land disputes and 
consequent difficulties in establishing relay towers. However, in a number of 
other Pacific DMCs (where land disputes are also common), new providers— 
especially Digicel—have been able to deal with land disputes effectively. 

An Act introducing competition in telecommunications was passed in late 
2009. A new entrant, beMOBILE, was granted a license in December 2009. The 
15-year license will require it to provide coverage to an increasing percentage of 
the Solomon Islands population. It must launch operation within 6 months and 
reach 81% of the population within 21 months of the issuance of the license. It 
has secured its coverage obligations with a $10 million performance bond, which 
will be released in phases as it meets interim coverage requirements. 

The benefits resulting from the introduction of mobile telephone com-
petition in Papua New Guinea provide an excellent example of what could be 
expected in Solomon Islands. In Papua New Guinea, such a change led to a 
large increase in the use of mobile telephones and a sharp decline in the cost of 
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calling. Some estimates suggest that it has added over two percentage points to 
Papua New Guinea’s gross domestic product (GDP) and brought many more 
people into the cash economy, since they need to earn money to pay for mobile 
telephone use. In addition, farmers and fishers are using their phones to find the 
highest prices for their products. 

Energy

The unreliability, poor coverage, and high cost of power in Solomon Islands 
are major constraints to private sector development. Over 80% of the rural 
population is without access to electricity. The high cost of imported fuel has 
led to a dramatic increase in the cost of electricity. Blackouts are quite common. 
While many businesses and government offices rely on standby generators, 
many small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and most microenterprises 
are unable to afford this option. 

In 2007, the Solomon Islands Electricity Authority generated 77 million 
kilowatt-hours.48 However, the supply of diesel-based electricity has become 
unsustainable. The high cost of diesel has contributed to frequent blackouts, 
because the Solomon Islands Electricity Authority has not been able to purchase 
enough fuel to operate its generators. Oil imports constitute almost one-fourth 
of the nation’s import bill. 

Rising energy costs have forced the government to explore alternatives, 
such as import substitution based on a combination of biofuels and renewable 
energy. Energy alternatives being considered include biodiesel from vegetable 
oils such as coconut oil or grasses such as jatropha, as well as hydropower, solar 
power, and wind power. The most promising solutions to the energy problem 
are hydropower, solar power, biofuels, and mini hydropower generators for pro-
vincial centers. A World Bank project aims to build a new hydropower project 
on Guadalcanal Island, while a new ADB regional technical assistance project 
is assisting the government with biofuels and mini hydropower generators. 

Improving Infrastructure: Outsourcing and Public–Private 
Partnerships

Infrastructure provision and maintenance could be quickly improved by 
using outsourcing and public–private partnerships. There are currently few 
local private firms that could effectively take on the task of building and 
maintaining infrastructure, however. To overcome this shortage, the Minis-
try of Infrastructure Development should seek expressions of interest from  

48 The major fuel consumers were the Solomon Islands Electricity Authority, Solomon Islands Water 
Authority, logging companies, fishing companies, Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil, aviation companies, 
RAMSI, and shipping companies, according to CBSI.
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foreign companies that could provide certain services, such as road repair and 
maintenance, in partnership with local companies. This could both fill the 
urgent need for better maintenance and assist in upgrading local skills. The 
establishment of local operations by a Fijian-owned company is a first step in 
this direction. Meanwhile, a new initiative is engaging rural communities and 
contractors in minor routine maintenance, under Ministry of Infrastructure 
Development supervision. 

A second way to improve infrastructure would be to rely on much more 
extensive use of public–private partnerships in areas such as the operation of  
international airports and harbors. Shipping services would also benefit greatly 
from such partnerships. Provincial governments could relinquish shipping services 
by selling existing vessels to the private sector, or by leasing them to private opera-
tors under a public–private partnership arrangement. The country’s experience 
during the 1998–2003 civil conflict shows just how effective this can be: when 
government-owned vessels stopped operating, private operators quickly filled the 
gap and have continued to operate effectively and efficiently since then.

The Role of the State

Although government action is needed to reduce constraints to doing 
business, the intrusive role of the state in Solomon Islands crowds out private 

companies and increases the costs and risks of investment  
and entrepreneurship.

The government is reducing the private sector’s contribution to higher growth 
and prosperity in two important ways. First, continued ownership of ineffi-
cient SOEs drains the budget and imposes substantial costs on the economy. 
Second, investment, productivity, and entrepreneurship are adversely affected 
by substantial regulation and by a tax regime that does not encourage busi-
nesses to formalize.

State-Owned Enterprises

The government’s policy commitment to undertake public sector reform and 
shift resources toward private sector-driven economic growth requires a range 
of policy responses, including close attention to its continued involvement in 
commercial activities through SOEs. The government holds majority stakes in 
11 SOEs, none of which provide a commercial return on investment. While 
the absence of updated financial accounts for many of the SOEs makes it dif-
ficult to calculate their net impact on the national budget, their consistently 
low returns present a poor use of scarce capital. 
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As in many Pacific DMCs, the SOE portfolio is composed of water 
and power providers, banks, an airline, a postal service provider, and a number 
of small commercial companies. Collectively, SOEs are estimated to employ 
less than 2,000 people. The issues associated with SOEs have been articulated 
elsewhere, but the main concerns are49

(i) continued financial losses from poorly performing and poorly managed 
enterprises, which drain government finances;

(ii) low levels of maintenance and reinvestment, which are needed to main-
tain performance;

(iii) an absence of financial records and monitoring by the government;
(iv) crowding out of the private sector in certain areas; and
(v) limited or no rationale for continued government involvement in a 

number of the SOEs.

The 2007 budget speech included specific policy commitments to all 
major elements of a recommended SOE reform program (footnote 49). Sub-
sequently, the government has made some progress toward divesting SOEs, 
including a new SOE Act that was passed in 2007. Other actions include the 
updating of financial accounts for nine SOEs; the development and publication 
of service delivery targets for all SOEs; a review of consumer protection laws; 
and the replacement of annual subvention payments with targeted subsidies 
for mandated services, conditional on proof of good governance and credible 
financial justification.

There is little reason for the government to stay involved in most existing 
SOEs. As such, promising steps have been undertaken in some areas. Solomon 
Islands Plantations ceased to exist as an operating entity during the 1998–2003 
civil conflict. The palm oil plantation is now under private sector and landowner 
ownership and management. Now registered as Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil, 
it is doing well in terms of both profitability and employment generation. 
The privatization of the Home Finance Corporation was completed in 2009, 
and the sale of Sasape Marina is expected in 2010. Soltai, a tuna fishing and 
processing company, is currently structuring a capital increase that will bring 
in private capital and reduce the government’s stake in the company to less 
than 20%. There are also strong arguments for advancing the privatization of 
Sol Air as well as several other SOEs.

In the energy sector, technical assistance is being provided by the 
World Bank to improve the performance of the Solomon Islands Electricity 
Authority. Similar restructuring measures are needed for the Solomon Islands 
Water Authority, which has a history of poor service delivery, dependence on 
government support, and nonpayment of its electricity bills.

49 ADB. 2007. Technical Assistance to Solomon Islands for State-Owned Enterprise Reforms and Private Sector 
Participation. Manila. 
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As mentioned, the passage of the SOE Act in 2007 has established a 
framework for more robust monitoring and oversight of the SOE sector, includ-
ing the selection, appointment, and responsibilities of directors. Implementa-
tion of the act, however, has proved difficult. Limited political support for full 
implementation and weak institutional capacity has meant that most SOEs 
have continued to operate with no effective oversight from the government. 
Full implementation of the act should be a matter of priority.

Regulation

The costs of regulation—including licensing requirements, labor laws, and 
taxation—are of particular concern to individual businesses, the Chamber of 
Commerce, and some public servants. They complain that unnecessary regu-
lation and inconsistent enforcement substantially increase the cost of doing 
business in Solomon Islands. International organizations’ governance indicators 
confirm these observations. For example, Solomon Islands scores poorly on 
the World Bank governance indicator for regulatory quality, which measures 
perceptions of a government’s ability to formulate and implement sound policies 
and regulations that promote private sector development (Figure 32).

Licensing

A high proportion of formal sector businesses operate without being registered. 
They do not possess a tax identification number, largely because the business 
environment is fragmented. The national government is responsible for business 
registration, while business licenses are provided by provincial governments 

Box 2: Restructuring the Commodities Export Marketing  
Authority—A Success Story

The experience of the Commodities Export Marketing Authority (CEMA) provides 
an excellent example of the potential benefits of removing the state from the 
operation of commercial entities in Solomon Islands. After becoming insolvent, 
CEMA ceased its commercial operations and refocused on core activities, in-
cluding regulation and quality control in the copra and cocoa markets.a Several 
private buyers subsequently entered the cocoa and copra markets. They are now 
operating profitably, and both sectors are expanding. This example, along with 
the privately operated shipping service, shows that private entrepreneurs will 
provide such services if they are not crowded out by state-owned enterprises.

a  Anonymous. 2008. A Scoping Study on the Reform of the Commodity Export Marketing Authority 
(CEMA), Solomon Islands. Prepared for the Ministry of Commerce, Industries and Employment 
and the Economic Reform Unit of the Ministry of Finance and Treasury.
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and the Honiara City Council. The Honiara City Council regards licensing 
as a revenue-raising device and consequently charges fees that are higher than 
the cost of administering the licenses. In addition, the institutional framework 
for business licensing encourages bribery, because it allows for discretionary 
decision making. License applications must be submitted in writing to a public 
official, who has the power to grant or reject the application. The law under 
which licensing fees can be charged (Section 40 of the Local Government Act) 
does not specify objective criteria for automatically granting a license. 

Business licensing needs to be reformed to align it with best practices. 
First, business licensing should be based on proof that the business is registered 
and that a tax identification number has been granted. The process for reviewing 
and judging applications should (i) fulfill legitimate regulatory purposes aimed 
at safeguarding the public interest and managing limited natural resources;  
(ii) be based upon clear legislation that makes the processes legal and enforce-
able; (iii) grant licenses on the condition that ex-ante qualifications are fulfilled 
(i.e., requiring proof only of the minimum qualifications necessary to ensure 
the competency of the operator and following simple, transparent, and nonbu-
reaucratic procedures); (iv) involve a clearly articulated sequence of procedures, 
including where activities require multiple licenses; and (v) establish licensing 
fees that do not exceed the cost of administering the license.50 Licensing reform 
should be undertaken in the context of medium- to long-term reforms aimed at 
broadening the taxation system, and should address the issue of compensating 

50 World Bank. 2006. Rural Growth in Solomon Islands: Opportunities, Constraints and Strategies. Prepared 
for the Solomon Islands Agriculture and Rural Development Strategy. Washington, DC.
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revenue flows to the provincial governments and the Honiara City Council. 
This recommendation is consistent with those made previously, including an 
ADB recommendation for a new national business licensing law.51 

Under the new Companies Act, business registration is now simplified. 
The act makes registration the responsibility of the Ministry of Commerce, 
Industries and Employment instead of the Registrar General. It also allows for 
registration in the provinces instead of only in Honiara, and it provides for 
electronic record keeping instead of only hard copy record keeping.

Labor Law Reform

Labor market regulation has undergone some reform in recent years, includ-
ing a 2006 simplification of procedures for processing expatriates’ work and 
residency permits. Amendments to the Labor and Immigration Act are still 
needed, however, to improve the efficiency of the new procedures.52 The 
private sector remains concerned about other aspects of labor legislation. For 
example, currently, each employee is entitled to assistance for the cost of annual 
travel to their “home island,” including assistance for a spouse and up to four 
dependents. This assistance is payable even if an employee has never actually 
lived on the “home island.” Employees are entitled to 22 sick days per year 
and 44 weeks of severance pay if they are retrenched. While enforcement of 
these provisions is weak, they add cost and uncertainty to the employment of 
workers in an economy where labor is unskilled and in excess supply. A full 
review of labor legislation is needed as a first step in designing a new, more 
appropriate law.

Private sector representatives also express misgivings about the approach 
of the National Union of Workers to workplace relations, which they regard as 
excessively militant, and its negative impact on business operations and invest-
ment. This is not uncommon in countries with small formal labor markets and 
extensive unionization of those who have formal sector jobs. The result of such 
labor arrangements is above-market wages for the relatively small number of 
formal employees, coupled with informal or subsistence employment for the 
large majority of the workforce. 

Foreign Investment Regulation and Tax Incentives

Openness to foreign business techniques and ideas is arguably the single 
most important determinant of a developing country’s success in using new 
technology and skills. On a dollar-for-dollar basis, foreign investment is the 

51 ADB. 2005. Solomon Islands: An Analysis of the Legal Framework for Private Sector Development.  
Manila.  

52 Government of Solomon Islands, MFT. 2008. The 2009 Budget Speech. Honiara. 
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quickest way to raise productivity and wages. Like many DMCs, however, 
Solomon Islands does not make it easy for foreign investors to establish busi-
nesses. The Foreign Investment Act of 2005 is a positive development in the 
institutional framework for foreign direct investment. The act provides for 
the Foreign Investment Facilitation Committee, whose principal function is 
to “...facilitate foreign investors who hold a certificate of registration, as well 
as domestic investors, to conduct their investment in Solomon Islands” (Part 
4, Clause 25).53 While the new Foreign investment Act is generally welcomed 
by the private sector, it deals only with registration and monitoring of foreign 
businesses and with ensuring that foreign investors do not undertake prohibited 
activities or any of the 14 activities on the reserved list. 

Despite these positive developments, however, complaints suggest that 
actually establishing a business under the Foreign Investment Act remains 
difficult and is subject to an opaque process and political interference, regard-
less of the existence of the facilitation committee. This is a specific example 
of how gaps can emerge between passage of a legal reform and on-the-ground 
implementation of that law. If politicians and public servants are not fully 
convinced of the reformist arguments, and/or do not have the capacity to 
implement reforms in the manner intended, new laws will not function  
effectively. A foreign direct investment registry was established at the Ministry 
of Commerce, Industries and Employment only a few years ago with donor 
support, but it does not operate properly.

The Foreign Investment Act and supporting regulations do not spe-
cifically address issues related to incentives and exemptions, apart from a 
provision that the incentives currently in place will not be extended beyond 
the period granted. Through vague and generalized wording, Regulation 11 
(under which the Foreign Investment Facilitation Committee operates) allows 
for considerable flexibility in the actions that the committee can take and the 
recommendations that it can make to the government or its agencies. The po-
tential remains for individual investors to negotiate exemptions or incentives 
under taxation and other legislation.

While incentives might sometimes help investors decide between alterna-
tive locations for an investment, international studies show that other factors are 
more important.54 According to the Foreign Investment Advisory Service, the 
most important factors are a stable political and macroeconomic environment; 
a simple and fair tax system; access to market inputs and reasonable quality 
services at competitive prices; easy business setup conditions with few admin-
istrative barriers; and secure property rights based on well-drafted investment, 

53 The committee is comprised of two ministers, two permanent secretaries, and the governor of the reserve 
bank.

54 Foreign Investment Advisory Service. 2005. Review of Investment Incentives: Solomon Islands. Washington, 
DC: World Bank Group.
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company, land, and bankruptcy laws. However, incentives cannot substitute for 
fundamental reform of the business environment. Solomon Islands’ incentives 
have been judged as failing to meet best practice criteria, which include a link 
to a clear, medium- to long-term investment policy; administrative simplicity; 
transparency; and equity and consistency in the treatment of investors.55

Incentives have also led to considerable revenue loss for the govern-
ment. In 2004, the estimated foregone revenue from various incentives totaled 
SI$169.3 million, including import duties of SI$48.2 million, export duties 
of SI$32.2 million, and goods tax revenue of SI$88.9 million. These figures 
do not include two of the country’s largest investments—Guadalcanal Plains 
Palm Oil and Gold Ridge Mining. The Foreign Investment Advisory Service 
gave qualified support to incentives for these two projects, because they were 
flagship projects demonstrating that investment is possible and worthwhile, 
even in an environment with weak governance.56 

In general, however, investment incentives should not be granted. If they 
are to be granted, they should be governed by transparent rules, subject to spe-
cific outcomes, and should be consistent with international best practices.

Access to Finance

Private sector credit has grown rapidly since 2003, but access to financial 
services remains extremely low, especially in rural areas. Recent measures 

taken by the government should improve the situation, but expanding access 
to credit will require services to be provided in rural areas. 

Private sector credit has grown rapidly since 2003. Reflecting increased busi-
ness confidence, there has been a shift toward longer-term lending. In 2003, 
loans with a term length of over 5 years accounted for just 23.9% of all loans, 
but in 2007, the figure increased to 53.5%.57 

55 The Foreign Investment Advisory Service concluded that the criterion of investors’ access to markets at 
world prices is met in Solomon Islands through exemptions from indirect taxes, but that this is difficult 
to administer, with the policy interpretation forced on customs officers (footnote 54).

56 Incentives for Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil included a 10-year company tax holiday, exemption from 
withholding tax on dividends in this 10-year period, the carry forward of losses, exemptions from import 
duties and goods taxes on capital assets and spare parts for 5 years, double deduction for expenditure on 
approved training, and compensation if a new tax or duty regime is introduced and adversely affects the 
company. Gold Ridge Mining successfully negotiated for the reactivation of incentives that had been 
granted to Ross Mining in 1996, arguing that this would save time and bring forward the start-up date 
for production. The major investment incentives granted included reduced export duty of 1.5% on the 
gross value of all gold (and silver) produced; exemption from import duties, with the exemption ending 
on first commercial production; and permanent exemption from fuel duties.

57 CBSI. 2008. Private Sector Credit in Solomon Islands: Key Trends and Implications for Growth. Honiara. 
www.cbsi.com.sb
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Figure 33 shows a breakdown of credit by sector for 2007. The data 
show that the agricultural sector is starved for credit. This problem—the lack of 
access to credit and financial services for farmers and small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) in rural areas—was the subject of the CBSI-hosted National 
Conference on Revitalizing Rural Finance in Solomon Islands in April 2005. 
At the time, it was estimated that only 20% of the population had access to 
financial services. Even when access was potentially available, loans often were 
not obtained because of applicants’ failure to satisfy lenders’ collateral and other 
requirements, such as business plans. 

The conference made a range of recommendations, many of which have 
been acted upon, as detailed in a recent ADB report on rural and microfinance.58 
In 2007, the government announced a partnership with ANZ to expand banking 
services to rural areas. Commercial bank mobile units have provided savings ser-
vices and, subsequently, microcredit to regular savers, although service provision 
is confined to areas with road access. An ANZ–Solomon Post partnership has 
extended ATM services and bank sub-branches. In addition, a loan guarantee 
scheme for SMEs (administered by CBSI) has expanded, although it is reported 
that the scheme has been dominated by businesses in Honiara and that the three 
sectors receiving the largest number of loans have been transport, construction, 
and retail (footnote 57). Other initiatives have included financial literacy train-
ing, technical assistance to the credit union movement, and work on revising 
the Credit Union Act. In off-road areas, nongovernment organizations (NGOs) 

58 ADB. 2008. Rural and Microfinance in the Solomon Islands. Manila.

Figure 33: Composition of Private Credit, 2009
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have encouraged the development of nonregistered savings groups, especially 
those with female members (footnote 58). 

Although these initiatives have increased coverage, CBSI reports that 
access to financial services remains extremely low (footnote 57). The major 
constraints to improving access, as identified by CBSI, are poor transport and 
communications infrastructure and low levels of financial literacy. Applications 
for loans may be ineffective because of an absence of bankable projects, which, 
in turn, reflects transport and marketing constraints, difficulties encountered by 
rural populations in formulating business proposals in an acceptable format, and 
a lack of suitable collateral (footnote 58). Implementation of the new Secured 
Transactions Act, which was passed in 2008, has commenced, and this should 
ease this constraint by establishing more secure property rights for movable 
property. An electronic secured transactions registry also began operation in 
September 2009, and an encouraging number of transitional and other notices 
were registered in the first few months.

To have an impact on access to finance in the provinces, the CBSI- 
administered loan guarantee scheme for SMEs would have to extend its cover-
age beyond Honiara and into the primary sectors and rural tourism, while the 
credit unions will require substantial assistance due to their many managerial, 
financial, and legal deficiencies (footnote 58). Currently, microfinance provi-
sion is limited in scale. Before microfinance can grow, providers will need  
(i) better management expertise and institutional capacity; (ii) a compulsory 
savings requirement; (iii) the ability to charge market rates of interest; (iv) a 
comprehensive package of support services, including business skills training 
and on-demand advisory support services; (v) a network of microfinance prac-
titioners; (vi) resources to be mobilized to reduce the institutions’ dependency 
on grants and subsidies; and (vii) the government to create a conducive policy 
and legislative environment. 

It has proven to be difficult for microfinance institutions in Pacific 
DMCs to achieve operational self-sufficiency.59 Relying on the Development 
Bank of Solomon Islands is not the way to increase access to credit, as it has a 
checkered history and—according to CBSI—“...a government-run develop-
ment bank is an ineffective and inappropriate mechanism for credit delivery 
in the country (footnote 57).” 

The best prospect for improving financial services in the provinces is 
ANZ’s extension of rural banking services based on a “savings first–borrowing 
second” approach. It is recommended that credit, including microcredit, be 
left to commercial banks and other organizations such as savings clubs, rather 
than becoming a government-provided service (e.g., by recapitalizing the 
Development Bank of Solomon Islands).

59 ADB. 2001. Financial Sector Development in the Pacific Developing Member Countries. Vol. 1: The Regional 
Report. Manila.
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Taxation

Despite recent improvements, the tax system remains ineffective 
and distortionary. Further taxation reform is needed to enhance the 

competitiveness of businesses in Solomon Islands.

The total tax rate on profits remains high, at 36.3% (compared with no profits 
tax in Vanuatu and a profits tax rate of about 12% in Samoa), indicating that 
further taxation reform is needed to enhance the competitiveness of Solomon 
Islands businesses. In 2007–2008, greater transparency was introduced into 
the tax and duty exemption process. The result was that the value of goods tax 
exemptions approved fell and exemptions denied rose, although there is still a 
need to ensure that transparency includes the customs duty exemption process.60 
The Ministry of Finance and Treasury (MFT) considers the tax system to be 
ineffective and distortionary; it plans to broaden the tax base in the medium 
to long term, shift away from direct taxes, and simplify tax administration. 

Land and Private Sector Development

If land reform efforts are to succeed, the Land Reform Unit must 
be strengthened, the land-related activities of various agencies and 

organizations must be coordinated, and the government must provide long-
term support for the process of determining tribal boundaries.

About 87% of land in Solomon Islands is under customary tenure, 8% is 
public land, and 5% is held by perpetual estates.61 Customary land is com-
monly considered to be a major constraint to development, primarily because 
disputes over land ownership can delay access to land for commercial purposes. 
ADB’s 2008 country performance assessment observed that property rights 
are generally poorly defined and enforced in Solomon Islands, and that this is 
especially true for land leases.62

In relation to agricultural production, however, an alternative view has 
been advanced: 

60 As noted in Chapter III, actions are underway in this regard.
61 AusAID. 2008. Making Land Work, Vol. 1. Canberra.
62 ADB. 2008. Solomon Islands Country Performance Assessment. Manila.
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It is sometimes suggested that land tenure arrangements are a con-
straint to agricultural production. Rural villagers grow virtually all 
subsistence food, domestically marketed food, and betel nut and 
export cash crops on land that they access through customary land 
tenure arrangements….Overall, customary land tenure arrangements 
work well for the villagers who generate most agricultural produce 
in [Solomon Islands]. There are some tensions and land disputes in 
some places from time to time, but this does not have significant  
impacts on agricultural production. Most food consumed in [Solomon 
Islands] is produced within the country, cocoa production levels are at 
record levels, copra production has increased rapidly after collapsing in  
2001–2002, and domestic food marketing remains vibrant.63 

As in other Pacific DMCs, customary land in Solomon Islands is held as com-
mon property for the benefit of the community. Much informal sector activity, 
which underpins rural livelihoods, takes place on this land. The challenge is 
to retain the benefits that flow from the land tenure system, while also having 
in place procedures that facilitate leasehold access to land for development 
purposes without disadvantaging traditional owners. In particular, a system 
must be developed that minimizes the potential for ownership disputes, which 
are costly and time-consuming to resolve. 

To address these issues, in 2007, the government established a Land 
Reform Unit in the Department of Lands and Surveys. This unit has com-
menced the land tenure reform program by drafting new land legislation, 
which is currently with the Attorney General. The main purposes of the 
legislation are to recognize traditional landowners and to secure their titles 
for customary land.

The first step in implementing this program is to establish a Land Reform 
Division Office in each province. This task is scheduled for completion in 2010, 
after which the following principal activities are planned: (i) compile lists of 
major tribes by province, (ii) identify and determine tribal lands and tribal 
land boundaries, and (iii) map all tribal lands.64 The people themselves will be 
involved in identifying and surveying tribal boundaries, with assistance from 
the Land Reform Division Office. The new land legislation will recognize the 
major tribes as the owners of land, and land negotiations would be undertaken 
with the chief and council of elders. The proponents of the reform program 
believe that this system will result in far fewer disputes over land. 

63 AusAID. 2006. Solomon Islands Smallholder Agriculture Study. Vol. 1: Main Findings and Recommendations. 
Canberra.

64 L. Maenu’u. 2007. A Report on Land Reforms and Implementing Programmes. Honiara: Land Reform 
Unit.
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Three matters need to be addressed if the land reform program is to 
succeed.
(i) The Land Reform Unit needs to be strengthened. The unit’s work is 

severely constrained by budget limitations. It receives no donor support 
at this time, but has expressed a need for such support, particularly for 
mapping. Strengthening the unit should be a high priority—it is an 
urgent necessity if land reform is to proceed.

(ii) The activities of groups involved in land reform need to be coordinated. 
A number of land reform activities are underway. AusAID is supporting 
a land registration project, while the Ministry of Rural Development is 
working on a legislative proposal under which customary landowners can 
register land, since this process is not provided for in the current Lands 
and Titles Act. There is considerable potential for conflicting policies to 
be brought before the government. It is crucial for these activities and 
related initiatives to be coordinated; this should be the responsibility of 
the Land Reform Unit. A strong case can also be made for establishing a 
Cabinet subcommittee with responsibility for land reform.

(iii) The government needs to commit to long-term support for the pro-
cess of determining tribal boundaries. Gaining agreement on tribal 
boundaries will almost certainly be a lengthy process, notwithstanding 
the active involvement of the tribes themselves. 

The Commercial Legal Framework 

The government has initiated a far-reaching reform of laws governing 
commercial activity. These reforms should be advanced as rapidly as 

possible, with a minimum of amendments.

An analysis of the legal business environment in Solomon Islands indicates 
that private sector development is limited by outdated, inappropriate laws 
governing economic transactions (footnote 51). The key legal areas of company 
formation, contracting, dispute resolution, and insolvency do not function well. 
Laws in these areas are uncertain and poorly enforced, and most are based on 
foreign laws that were transplanted prior to the country’s independence and 
do not reflect or promote many of the unique aspects of an island economy. 
The laws increase transaction costs for business and do very little to provide 
the legal platform necessary to support a robust, developing private sector. 
These outdated laws are not relevant to the majority of the population and do 
not foster the growth of community groups, women’s groups, associations of 
small farmers, and local entrepreneurs.
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The government is modernizing the commercial legal framework, with 
assistance from ADB. The Secured Transactions Act was passed in August 2008, 
and an associated asset registry was established in September 2009, which 
will make it simple for borrowers to pledge their movable assets to banks as 
security. The new Companies Act, also passed in 2009, allows the registration 
of “community companies,” a special type of company that is designed for kin 
groups. These companies enable community assets to be used in a way that 
benefits all members of the community, including women’s groups and farming 
and fishing cooperatives, while at the same time removing the potential for 
abuse. A new company registry is being designed and will be implemented by 
the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Employment in 2010. Finally, the 
Companies (Insolvency and Receiverships) Act was passed in 2009, and a new 
Trustee Act should also be passed in 2010. 

Informality and Private Sector Development 

The Solomon Islands economy contains a large informal sector. To raise 
productivity and increase growth, it is essential to bring this informal activity 

into the formal sector.

The economy of Solomon Islands contains a large informal sector, that is, 
activity outside the public sector and formal private sector businesses that 
were registered, held appropriate business licenses, complied with taxation 
requirements, and followed employment and other rules established by the 
government.65 In 2004, 28% of the country’s GDP was the result of informal 
private sector activity.66 The informal private sector includes semi-subsistence 
production by the rural population, which produces nearly all agriculture value 
added, 40.7% of fishing value added, 55.2% of construction value added, and 
also makes small contributions to manufacturing (e.g., handicrafts) and forestry 
production. The informal sector includes value added by both rural and urban 
populations to transport (54.1%) and trade (10.8%). Besides value added by 
nonregistered small producers, it also reflects illegal, unrecorded activities by 
business entities that are of substantial size and are evading taxes either by not 
registering or by misreporting profits.67 

Informality tends to arise for two reasons. First, if the cost of incor-
porating is high compared to the benefits of doing so, businesses—particu-

65 A. Portes and W. Haller. 2005. The Informal Economy. In N. Smelser and R. Swedberg, eds. Handbook 
of Economic Sociology. 2nd ed. New York: Russell Sage Foundation.

66 Calculated from data from footnote 6.
67 The Inland Revenue Division estimates that there is 30% tax compliance in terms of taxable entities.
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larly smaller ones—operate outside the formal sector. The decision to remain 
informal generally reflects transaction costs for formality (e.g., taxation and 
compliance with labor, health and safety, and payroll regulations) that out-
weigh the transaction costs of informality (e.g., payment of bribes to officials; 
poor information; and lack of access to finance, the legal system, and public 
goods).68 As discussed in previous sections of this chapter, under current cir-
cumstances, businesses have very limited access to finance and find the legal 
system costly to use. Second, if the tax system distorts and penalizes produc-
tive activity, businesses will go to great lengths to avoid taxes, including both 
failing to incorporate and not declaring income. The tax system in Solomon 
Islands does not promote investment and entrepreneurship, and businesses 
respond accordingly.

In all countries, the productivity of informal activity tends to be low—
poor total factor productivity is highly correlated with the size of the informal 
sector. Therefore, to raise productivity and increase growth, it is essential to 
bring informal activity into the formal sector. While incentives to formalize 
in Solomon Islands are currently low, legal changes (as described in the previ-
ous section) will reduce the cost of incorporation, will ensure that company 
structures are tailored to the forms of organization found in Solomon Islands, 
and should increase access to finance.

Reform Implementation

The government has initiated a program to reform the business environment. 
If carried through, these reforms have the potential to substantially improve 

the country’s attractiveness as a place in which to do business.

While the business environment in Solomon Islands remains costly and dif-
ficult, there are signs that it is improving. Over the past several years, the 
government has initiated several important reforms that—over a period of 
time—will make the country a friendlier place for doing business. Reforms have 
been initiated to improve the governance of SOEs, restructure the tax system, 
bring about land reform, introduce competition in telecommunications, reduce 
the number of business activities reserved for residents of Solomon Islands, and

68 Local vendors in Honiara pay SI$5 per day for a booth in the central market, but these are not regarded 
as “businesses,” despite their participation in commercial activity. The vendors are not required to register, 
hold a business license, or obtain a tax identification number. Because of the administrative costs and 
disincentive effects of joining the formal sector, the vendors prefer to operate as part of the informal 
economy.
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initiate a substantial program of commercial legal reforms. If carried through, 
this reform program has the potential to substantially improve the country’s 
attractiveness as a place in which to do business. Table 5 summarizes reform 
initiatives and the timetable for their implementation.

Table 5: Business Environment Reform Initiatives

Issue Current Actions Status and Timeframe

Reform of the for-
eign investment 
regime

New Foreign Investment Act of 2005 Completed—new act promulgated 
in 2005 

New foreign investment regulations In place—introduced in 2006 

Removal of list of 
reserved activities 

Reduction of list of reserved activities 
from 8 pages to 14 activities

Completed—included in Foreign 
Investment Regulations 2006 

SOE reform New SOE Act of 2007 Promulgated in 2007

SOE audit Ongoing

Privatization of Sasape Marina and 
Home Finance Corporation 

Home Finance Corporation com-
pleted; Sasape Marina ongoing

Negotiation of management con-
tract for Solomon Islands Electricity 
Authority

Ongoing

Establishment of SOE Monitoring Unit 
within MFT 

To be established in 2009

Reform of the  
Companies Act

New Companies Act Passed in March 2009 

New Companies (Insolvency and Re-
ceivership) Act 

Passed in March 2009 

New Trustees Act Bill prepared; passage expected in 
early 2010

Establishment of company registry  
under the Ministry of Commerce, 
Industries and Employment 

To be established in 2010 

Taxation reform Reports from the Pacific Financial 
Technical Assistance Centre

Reports prepared 

Development of a modern tax system 
with transparent tax and duty exemp-
tion systems

Work underway in Economic Reform 
Unit; further taxation reform to be 
pursued

Secured transac-
tions reform

New Secured Transactions Act Completed—legislation passed 
by Parliament in August 2008;  
commenced September 2009

Electronic asset registry Designed and went onl ine in  
September 2009 

Land reform Establishment of Land Reform Unit to 
address the issue 

Unit established; land reform  
program commenced in 2007 

Customary and tribal lands legisla-
tion

New legislation drafted; being  
reviewed by Attorney General 

Reduction of tele-
communications 
costs 

Review of Our Telekom monopoly License agreement finalized, and 
the market has been opened up to 
additional players.

Bill to allow competition Telecommunications Act passed  
in 2009

MFT = Ministry of Finance and Treasury, SOE = state-owned enterprise.

Source: ADB.
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Sector Issues

The government needs to address problems in many sectors, including 
agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mining, and tourism. 

Aside from the actions to improve the general business environment that have 
been discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, there are sector-specific 
issues that impact the private sector in Solomon Islands. These issues, and 
government actions that might be taken to address them, are discussed briefly 
in this section. A recent International Finance Corporation study on sources 
of growth provides more in-depth information and analysis. 

Agriculture

Agriculture in Solomon Islands has seen a general recovery since the arrival of 
RAMSI, but there is room for further growth in several subsectors. Appendix 
Tables A15 and A16 show the production levels and export values of principal 
primary sector commodities. 

There is considerable potential for coconuts to assume an even more 
significant role in the economy. In July 2008, Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil 
submitted a proposal to the government to establish a copra pressing plant that 
would have the capacity to press all of the nation’s copra, thereby increasing 
domestic value added. Without this investment, copra exports are likely to cease 
in the near future because of the high costs of transporting this low-value, high-
volume commodity. Oil extraction within the country, with the private sector 
absorbing the purchasing and marketing risks, would provide substantial benefits 
to the economy and to smallholder copra producers. Thus, this proposal should 
be reviewed as a matter of priority. Current copra buyers and exporters may 
provide some opposition to the proposal, but this resistance might be overcome 
by arranging for them to work as agents for the oil plant if it is established. 

Until 1998, palm oil was the most successful export industry of  
Solomon Islands. The industry was decimated by the 1998–2003 civil conflict, 
but beginning in 2005, Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil has undertaken rehabilita-
tion of the plantation and processing facilities. The company replanted 2,000 
hectares (ha) of palms, returned all the land to landowners and then leased it 
back from them, and provided 20% equity to landowners. Landowners also 
receive royalties. The company’s goal is to increase plantings by around 1,000 ha 
per year to a total of 12,000–13,000 ha of plantation, along with 3,000–4,000 
ha of out-grower plantings. Production in 2009 will exceed pre-1998 produc-
tion levels, while planned output for 2015 is 40,000–50,000 tons of crude palm 
oil and more than 4,000 tons of palm kernel oil. Expansion is currently held  
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up by the government’s refusal to return to landowners the land that has been 
reserved for rice. 

Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil’s presence generates other, nonfinancial 
benefits for landowners and for 2,000 company employees, their families, and 
residents of the surrounding area. These benefits include roads, housing, bank-
ing services, power and other infrastructure, and health clinics in each housing 
settlement. The company also administers a community investment fund on 
behalf of landowners, which—after 2 years of operation—contains more than 
SI$7 million. The company is a model for private sector-led development, which 
might be reproduced elsewhere in Solomon Islands if suitable areas of land 
are available. There have been discussions about oil palm in Malaita Province, 
although any developments there appear to be some years off. 

Finally, the development of Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil illustrates the 
importance of strategic support from donors and the government. A critical 
factor in the company’s success was the rehabilitation of the road between the 
plantation and Honiara, which vastly reduced travel times and wear-and-tear 
on equipment, and subsequently facilitated input deliveries and oil transfers 
to Point Cruz docks in Honiara. The rehabilitation of the road, which was 
funded by ADB, also greatly improved access to domestic produce markets in 
Honiara for residents of the Guadalcanal Plain. 

In recent years, Taipei,China has provided technical and financial sup-
port to the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock for rice production. Rice 
has a history of failure in Solomon Islands, however, and is very unlikely to 
become a commercial success in the future. As noted in a 2006 World Bank 
report,  production may be as low as 30 to 50 tonnes…for the entire country….
provincial reports indicate a pattern of low yields, a dependency on subsidized 
imported inputs, subsidized extension services, and major pest and disease 
problems (footnote 50). 

This situation illustrates the dangers of misguided, donor-promoted 
projects that are not based on a country’s comparative advantages. Resources 
allocated to rice production should be transferred to support commercial 
crops that have proven successful, and to improve productivity in traditional 
crops that increase food security and offer opportunities to earn cash. Land 
reserved for rice should be returned to landowners for use in other enterprises, 
such as palm oil.

About 90% of households outside Honiara produce sweet potatoes, the 
country’s most important subsistence crop (Table 6). Problems are developing, 
however. According to a smallholder agriculture study, there are shortened 
fallow periods and reduced yields as a result of population pressures, pests, 
diseases, and destructive logging in some areas (footnote 63). There is a need 
to ensure that subsistence production keeps pace with population growth and 
allows for cash sales. This is best achieved by increasing productivity through the 
use of superior varieties (mainly sourced from Papua New Guinea), improved 
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husbandry practices, extension services, and research into food production in 
the wet climatic conditions that are common in Solomon Islands, particularly 
in areas such as the weather coast of Guadalcanal. 

Livestock production in Solomon Islands is comprised principally 
of small-scale and village-level pig and poultry farms. Some commercial pig 
production occurs in Guadalcanal and Malaita provinces, destined for the  
Honiara market, and some medium-scale broiler production and commercial 
egg production occurs in Guadalcanal Province, also for the Honiara market. 
Past efforts to develop a smallholder cattle industry have failed. Cattle produc-
tion was supposed to have begun at Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil and may 
occur at other plantations, but it should be left to commercial enterprises and 
should not receive direct support from the government.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock should focus on improving 
its capacity to conduct relevant research and extension services, because these 
services have been inadequate for decades. The 2008 People’s Survey reports 
that more than 85% of respondents had no access to agricultural programs 
(footnote 16). Extension efforts will be supported by the Rural Development 
Project, which is coordinated by the Ministry of Development Planning and 
Aid Coordination. The project will provide outboard motors, fuel, and other 
resources. The Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock will emphasize on-farm 
demonstrations, relying on a broadened network of extension officers. The goal 
is to have one officer in each of the nation’s 50 political constituencies. 

Following a 2008 training needs analysis, capacity building for  
extension officers will also be emphasized, supported by the donor-sponsored 
Agriculture and Rural Development Strategy that commenced in 2007. The 
strategy has three main components:69 (i) improving rural infrastructure and 
local governance; (ii) enhancing service delivery, such as instructing farmers in 
more efficient techniques, particularly through agricultural extension services; 

69 Government of Solomon Islands, Ministry of Development Planning and Aid Coordination. 2007. 
Solomon Islands: Agriculture and Rural Development Strategy. Honiara.

Table 6: Production of Staple Food Crops

Crop Metric Tons %

Sweet potato 280,000 64.8

Cassava 51,000 11.8

Banana 34,000 7.9

Taro 32,000 7.4

Coconut 26,000 6.0

Yam and pana 7,000 1.6

Others 2,000 0.5

Source: AusAID. 2006. Solomon Islands Smallholder Agriculture Study. Vol. 1: Main Find-
ings and Recommendations. Canberra.
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and (iii) providing a supplementary equity facility for rural enterprises through 
the commercial banks. 

Forestry

The problems of forestry industry are described in Chapter II. The natural 
forest has been mined; there is now increasing pressure for reentry logging in 
areas that may have been logged only 15 years ago, even though the preferred 
rotation period for natural forests is about 45 years. Rapid reentry degrades 
the structure of the forest, slows forest recovery, and negatively affects future 
timber yields. There is also increasing concern over the forest industry’s entry 
into marginal areas and steeper landscapes. Logging of the East Rennell World 
Heritage Area—where access roads are currently under construction—is also 
a significant threat.

There are several urgent priorities in forestry: developing a national forest 
policy, finalizing and promulgating appropriate forestry legislation, prohibiting 
reentry logging in areas logged within the past 40 years, preventing logging in 
the East Rennell World Heritage Area and other sensitive sites, and conserving 
the remaining primary forest in locations such as Tetepare.

An updated forest resources assessment, support for which has been 
planned by the Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI), 
would help Solomon Islands pursue these priorities. Plantation forestry covers 
a total area of around 20,000 ha on government land. Kolombangara Forest 
Products and Eagon Pacific Plantation in New Georgia are receiving support 
for replanting and rehabilitation from the Sustainable Forestry Project of the 
European Union,70 while the European Investment Bank is providing a soft 
loan to Kolombangara Forest Products to replace the harvesting fleet. European 
Union support is also being provided to Eagon Pacific Plantation to seek Forest 
Stewardship Council certification as a sustainable plantation.71 

An estimated 15,000 smallholder woodlots also exist, covering an area of 
around 6,000 ha. Smallholder plantings of teak and mahogany, totaling around 
500 ha per year, are now a target of the Ministry of Forestry and Research. To 
achieve this level of plantings, the ministry will have to change its focus from 
inspections to extension activities. In the medium to long term, it would be 

70 A range of forestry-related activities is supported under the European Union’s Sustainable Forestry Proj-
ect, including support to Conservation International and the World Wide Fund for Nature for certain 
conservation activities, micro project grants in support of forest conservation activities, establishment 
of a legal unit for customary landowners (within the Office of the Public Solicitor), mapping through 
the use of geographic information systems in the ministry, and refurbishment of the Poitete Forestry 
Training School on Kolombangara. The European Union is also supporting work to be undertaken by 
VeriForm, an international forest verification program.

71 Kolombangara Forest Products is currently the only plantation in the South Pacific to hold Forest 
Stewardship Council certification.
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worth investigating the potential for marketing carbon sequestration through 
schemes such as the Reduce Emissions from Degradation and Deforestation 
Methodology Project.

Fisheries

The fisheries sector in Solomon Islands consists of two subsectors: (i) industrial 
fisheries for tuna harvesting and processing; and (ii) inshore fisheries for both 
subsistence and cash income, including reef and other finfish, crustaceans, 
bêche-de-mer, and trochus. The inshore fisheries are vulnerable to overfish-
ing and therefore require careful management. The Ministry of Fisheries and 
Marine Resources intends to develop community-based strategies for this 
purpose. Export possibilities are confined to high-value species such as bêche-
de-mer and trochus. 

Tuna fishing has the potential to make a bigger contribution to the 
economy in general and to employment in particular, because the country 
is located within the most productive tuna fishery in the world. The local 
industry currently has two main subcomponents: (i) the Noro tuna cannery 
and loining operation, which is supplied mainly by purse seine vessels operated 
by National Fisheries Development; and (ii) distant-water fishing nations that 
exploit the country’s tuna quota of 120,000 tons per annum, paying access 
fees for the right to fish in national waters. Development of the tuna industry 
will require the following:
(i) Capacity development in the Ministry of Fisheries and Marine 

Resources. This will put in place necessary organizational and institu-
tional arrangements (including legislation) and to ensure availability of 
appropriately skilled staff. Capacity development is currently supported 
by funding from NZAID. 

(ii) An injection of private sector equity into Soltai. Soltai is a  
government-owned tuna fishing and processing company, and needs 
funds to rehabilitate, upgrade, and expand the Noro cannery and to 
strengthen the company’s balance sheet.

(iii) Development of further onshore facilities to render the country’s 
tuna more competitive. Such facilities, funded by private investment, 
would increase local value added and reduce the cost of transport to 
canneries in Guam and Pago Pago. 

(iv) Continued examination of strategies for retaining a greater propor-
tion of the benefits from exploitation of tuna resources in Solomon 
Islands.

A private company has expressed interest in investing in Soltai. Such 
an investment would increase cannery output beyond the estimated break-
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even throughput of 50 tons per day and, in the medium term, would increase 
employment from the current level of around 600 to an estimated 3,000. 
Following the private investor’s provision of management services, it would be 
desirable to secure an injection of equity (from the private company or other 
investors) to underwrite future Soltai operations. 

There is considerable potential for additional privately funded onshore 
processing activities for the tuna industry. These processing activities would 
lead to added value within Solomon Islands, create a significant number of 
jobs, result in a greater proportion of the benefits of the tuna catch being 
retained within the nation, reduce transport costs for tuna, and create eco-
nomic spin-offs. The government should facilitate the development of one or 
more tuna loining plants, which offer the greatest potential to achieve these 
benefits. The Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources is seeking to obtain 
land in Guadalcanal and Malaita provinces for this purpose; a memorandum 
of understanding has been signed with landowners of the preferred site in  
Guadalcanal Province. Three international firms with appropriate experi-
ence and backing (from the Republic of Korea, Papua New Guinea, and 
Taipei,China) have expressed interest. 

A draft tuna management plan has been completed, with a focus on 
obtaining the greatest possible benefit for Solomon Islands from the exploitation 
of tuna. National Fisheries Development has also introduced three pump boats 
as a trial for the use of smaller vessels for tuna fishing by local people. A fisheries 
policy has not yet been developed, but the government has drafted fisheries 
legislation, which it expects to table in Parliament in 2009. This legislation 
will provide the legal framework for fisheries activities, including community 
management of inshore resources, and should be dealt with expeditiously.

Mining and Minerals

Gold, nickel, and bauxite are the minerals with development potential in  
Solomon Islands. There is a proven gold deposit at Gold Ridge Mine in  
Guadalcanal Province and a proven nickel prospect in Isabel Province.72 From 
2005 through June 2008, 65 prospecting licenses were granted for terrestrial 
and offshore exploration, but mining production has not recovered to the pre-
conflict level. There has been some growth in alluvial gold mining, however. 

Chances are slim that Gold Ridge Mining will start operations before 
2011, partly because construction and operation of the mine have been delayed 
by government inaction on certain matters. The Gold Ridge Reactivation Task 
Force was established by the government and required to report by the end 

72 A nickel deposit in Isabel is ready to go to tender but is being held up by a High Court challenge. If the 
legal dispute is resolved, nickel mining might commence around 2014.
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of October 2008, but it is unclear when the task force will actually report. 
Government undertakings, such as helping relocate people squatting on the 
site, have not been carried out on schedule, but they are underway. 

Gold production would help improve the country’s balance of payments 
position, while also providing income to the government, landowners, and 
the province. It would catalyze employment and increase economic activity in 
supporting industries. Consequently, even though the global economic crisis 
has created uncertainty about whether the Gold Ridge project will proceed, 
the government should urgently attend to any outstanding commitments that 
might delay the commencement of mining at Gold Ridge. 

The government’s regulatory capacity would be severely tested if mining 
exploration and production increased. The Mines Division and the Geologi-
cal Division in the Ministry of Mines, Energy and Rural Electrification are 
responsible for mining and minerals matters, including inspecting prospect-
ing sites, monitoring the activities of prospectors, and taking the lead in land 
negotiations for access to exploration areas. However, the Mines Division is 
short-staffed, with only 5 of 16 established positions filled following an exo-
dus of government mining officers to the private sector, principally to work 
on mineral exploration. The Geological Division has undertaken geological 
mapping in Isabel and Malaita provinces and is mapping Makira Province, 
but does not have the funding required to print maps. 

In addition, it is crucial for Solomon Islands to avoid a repeat of its 
experience in the forestry sector. The country needs to obtain a fair share of 
resource rents from future mining development (i.e., the difference between the 
sale value of the extracted resource and the costs of that extraction, including 
a normal profit margin). This paper strongly supports the Economic Reform 
Unit’s plans to formulate a resource tax regime.

Tourism

The number of visitors to Solomon Islands is recovering, moving past its pre-
conflict level (Figure 34). Only about one-third of the visitors are thought to 
be genuine tourists, who come for scuba diving, sport fishing, and touring 
World War II sites.73 In 2004, the country’s share of the South Pacific tourism 
market was only 0.51%.74 The tourism sector has the potential to contribute 
more to the economy by increasing employment in both urban and rural areas, 
generating government revenue, and encouraging conservation of the natural 
environment. These potential contributions should not be overstated, however, 
given the small base from which any growth will begin. 

73 Commonwealth Secretariat. 2006. Solomon Islands Tourism Sector Strategic Plan. London. 
74 South Pacific Tourism Organization data; quoted in footnote 73.
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Tourism development has been constrained by the impact of the 
civil conflict and consequent concerns about political instability and personal  
security. As these concerns fade under RAMSI’s presence, other constraints are 
becoming obvious. Accommodations are limited and mostly very basic, with 
a little over 700 rooms available nationwide. Since 2003, additional rooms 
have been established in existing hotels, a new resort has been established near 
Gizo, and a new business hotel is nearing completion in Honiara. The former 
Anuha Resort in the Florida Islands is to be redeveloped. However, further 
expanding the availability and variety of accommodations would be needed 
to support tourism growth.

Further expansion of tourism is also hampered by inadequate domestic 
air service, poor telecommunications, and a general lack of infrastructure. 
Tourism projects currently need to have back-up power generation, because 
main power—even when it is available—is unreliable. Back-up water systems 
are required for the same reason. Other supporting services also need to be 
improved. For example, the availability of rental cars is limited, costs are high, 
and there are difficulties with credit card payments.

Staff members working in the various components of the tourism sector 
also need wide-ranging training (footnote 73). The Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism is holding discussions with international tourism training providers 
and plans to establish tourism training within the Solomon Islands College of 
Higher Education. Moreover, the tropical environment of Solomon Islands is 

Figure 34: Visitors to Solomon Islands
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a major attraction, but environmental management remains weak. As noted 
in a recent study of the tourism sector: the [government], through Cabinet-
level decisions, needs to ensure ongoing political will and recognition that 
the natural and environmental heritage of the [country] are its most precious 
tourism assets. These need to be protected through legislation, enforcement of 
regulations, and careful monitoring to ensure the sustainability of the tourism 
sector and the general economy (footnote 73).

It is imperative that the government develop and enforce appropriate 
environmental protocols to ensure that tourism development is sustainable. The 
donor community will need to provide support for the preparation of a national 
environmental policy, followed by the development and implementation of 
sound, enforceable environmental legislation. The Ministry of Environment, 
Conservation and Meteorology will need capacity-building support to develop 
and implement the policy and legislation. In conjunction with a national  
environmental assessment, the National Environmental Capacity Development 
Action Plan, 2008–2012 has been formulated, as has a national program of 
action to adapt to climate changes and rising sea levels.75 

Successful implementation of environmental policies and programs 
is dependent on political will. As noted in the 2008 state of environment  
report, “...without high level commitment to change, the fundamental trend of  
environmental destruction will continue unabated until widespread collapse 
is experienced” (footnote 75). 

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

Private sector development is essential for generating employment and 
income-earning opportunities. The government should focus on its core 
roles—policy development, regulation, and infrastructure development— 

while relinquishing and staying out of commercial activities.

Given the economic realities facing Solomon Islands, it is imperative that the 
government do all it can to facilitate private sector investment and develop-
ment. The following recommendations are consistent with the government’s 
stated commitment to private sector development and with its policy focus 
on rural development. 

75 Government of Solomon Islands, Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Meteorology. 2008. 
Solomon Islands State of Environment Report 2008. Honiara; Government of Solomon Islands, 
Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Meteorology. 2008. Solomon Islands National Adaptation 
Programs of Action. Honiara; Government of Solomon Islands, Ministry of Environment, Conservation 
and Meteorology. 2008. National Environmental Capacity Development Action Plan. Honiara.
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Infrastructure. Infrastructure constraints limit private sector development. 
Far greater use of contracting out and public–private partnerships could bring 
rapid improvements in the country’s infrastructure. The government should 
seek expressions of interest to operate domestic air services, ensuring that they 
are linked with international services. In addition, a transparent tender system 
for contracts to service unprofitable routes should be adopted, and airport 
infrastructure should be upgraded to meet international safety standards. The 
telecommunications monopoly held by Our Telekom should be terminated 
and competition allowed in the telecommunications sector. Road infrastructure 
also requires urgent upgrading and better maintenance, which can best be  
addressed through public–private partnerships and contracting out.

State-owned enterprise reform. Implementing the SOE reform program is 
crucial for improving service delivery. The government should seek to divest 
itself of commercial activities as far as possible, leaving them to the private 
sector. Privatization of Sol Air should be a high priority, and management 
contracts should be put in place for the Solomon Islands Electricity Authority 
and Solomon Islands Water Authority.

Regulatory framework. The government should further strengthen the regula-
tory framework for business, by reforming the business licensing system (within 
the context of the planned taxation reform) and by updating labor legislation. In 
general, investment incentives should not be granted. If they are to be granted 
in special cases, transparent criteria should be applied.

Financial services. Access to credit should improve as the personal property 
securities system is fully implemented. However, to increase access to financial 
services, services will have to be provided in rural areas. This process has com-
menced, but will require significant further expansion. This paper strongly 
discourages expansion of the Development Bank of Solomon Islands.

Land reform. Immediate, sustained support is required for land reform. The 
Land Reform Unit needs to be strengthened. In addition, the activities of vari-
ous agencies working on land reform and land registration should be better 
coordinated, and the unit should be given responsibility for this coordination, 
under the direction of a Cabinet subcommittee on land reform. The govern-
ment also needs to commit to long-term support for the process of determining 
tribal boundaries.

Laws governing commercial activities. The government has initiated a far-
reaching reform of laws governing commercial activity. A significant number 
of bills have entered the parliamentary process, and is expected to be enacted 
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in 2010. This paper strongly recommends that the legislation be passed with 
a minimum of amendments.  

Sector-specific reforms. Specific recommendations for the primary sectors 
and tourism are as follows: 
• Palm oil production and processing. The government should immediately 

review the Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil proposal to establish a coconut 
oil plant, and should support any efforts by the company to expand palm 
oil production. Land on Guadalcanal Plain that is reserved for rice should 
be returned to landowners so that the owners, if they choose to do so, can 
use it for smallholder oil palm planting.

• Commercial rice and smallholder cattle production. These activities 
should not be a priority, since they do not have a history of success 
in Solomon Islands. Resources devoted to these enterprises should be  
diverted, focusing instead on expanding extension services and improving 
productivity in traditional crops, preferably through contracting out.

• Forestry. The priorities for forestry should be to develop a national forest 
policy and to finalize and promulgate appropriate forestry legislation. 
The government should prohibit reentry logging in areas that have been 
logged within the past 40 years, in the East Rennell World Heritage Area 
and other sensitive sites. Conservation of the remaining primary forest, in 
locations with ecotourism potential (e.g., Tetepare), should be pursued. 

• Fisheries. Immediate action should be taken to arrange for the injection 
of private sector equity to accelerate the rehabilitation and expansion of 
the Soltai plant in Noro. The current efforts of the Ministry of Fisheries 
and Marine Resources to facilitate private sector development of one or 
more tuna loining plants should be supported.

• Mining and minerals. It is urgent to attend to any outstanding 
government commitments that might delay the commencement of 
mining at Gold Ridge. Capacity development for the Mining Divi-
sion and Geological Division of the Ministry of Mines, Energy and 
Rural Electrification should be considered, to improve the govern-
ment’s ability to regulate future mining development. In the event of  
medium-term mining developments, it is important that the government 
capture (and use wisely) a reasonable share of the resource rent from 
mining. Work on development of a resource taxation regime has been 
identified as a need by MFT’s Economic Reform Unit, but support from 
a team of international negotiators may be needed to make deals with 
multinational companies.
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Conclusions

The Economy

Strong economic growth in 2003–2008 was largely the result of 
unsustainable harvesting of forests and a surge in aid flows. The global 

economic crisis is placing immediate pressure on the economy of  
Solomon Islands, which now faces a fiscal crunch and emerging balance of 

payments concerns.

There has been little economic and social progress since independence in  
Solomon Islands, primarily because of the government’s failure to ensure sound 
economic and natural resources management and because of poor public 
administration. Economic growth was strong from 2003 to 2008; major con-
tributions came from the largely aid-driven services sector (2004–2006) and 
from the primary sector (2007–2008). The forestry sector’s contribution, while 
significant, has been based on harvesting at five times the sustainable rate. 

The economic outlook. The global economic crisis has placed immediate 
pressure on the Solomon Islands economy. The crisis’s impact on demand for 
timber exports in 2009, the postponement of gold mining, and the almost 
complete depletion of natural forests will cause lower growth in 2009–2013 and 
place pressure on the government budget. The fiscal crunch and emerging of 
payments pressures demands a coordinated macroeconomic policy response.

Policy response. As the situation evolves, the government will have to  
develop a policy mix that combines some of the following elements: restraints on 
recurrent expenditure, prudent monetary policy, accumulation of external ar-
rears, imposition of administrative controls on imports, and special external 
grants and loans.
• Fiscal policy. Government recurrent spending needs to be restrained. 

Actions should go beyond administrative measures; a reprioritization of 
government expenditure will probably be needed. A public expenditure 
review being carried out in conjunction with the World Bank may assist 
in this process. The government needs to (i) reexamine the quality and  
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composition of government spending needs; (ii) reduce unproductive  
spending; (iii) exercise public service wage restraint; and (iv) shift  
expenditure from the recurrent budget to the development budget, where 
possible, which would help support employment and growth, particularly 
in rural areas.

• Monetary policy. Macroeconomic stability will require the Central Bank 
of Solomon Islands (CBSI) to commit to maintaining inflation at moder-
ate levels. Loose monetary policy while international commodity prices 
spiraled in 2007–2008 contributed to increasing inflation to very high 
levels, severely aggravating economic hardship for most of the population. 
As inflation has fallen over 2009, the room for easing monetary policy has 
increased. In this context, the loosening of monetary policy over 2009 has 
been appropriate in supporting economic activity. CBSI should, however, 
carefully monitor price developments, particularly fuel and food prices, 
and review its monetary policy settings if inflationary pressures reemerge 
or if foreign reserves come under renewed pressure. The government 
must stay away from central bank financing of deficit spending to avoid 
undermining tighter monetary policy. Monetary financing of a budget 
deficit (which has not occurred so far) would exacerbate inflationary and 
balance of payments pressures. 

Instead, the government should focus on (i) controlling pub-
lic expenditure in 2009–2010 to ensure a recurrent budget surplus,  
(ii) ensuring that medium-term expenditure growth is consistent with fiscal 
sustainability, and (iii) increasing the elasticity of tax revenue with respect 
to GDP growth by implementing planned improvements in tax adminis-
tration. Recent budgets have targeted improvements in tax administration 
but did not fund sufficient additional staff members to work in this area. 
The government should employ more, not fewer, public servants to collect 
taxes, especially export and import duties. In addition, it should accelerate 
efforts to broaden the tax base, by reducing exemptions and ensuring that 
increases in revenue are as nondistortionary as possible.

• External assistance and infrastructure investment. While expenditure-
reducing and expenditure-switching policies are essential components of 
a response to the external economic shock caused by the global economic 
crisis, external assistance will be needed to resolve the fiscal crisis and 
emerging balance of payments pressures. The government has held dis-
cussions with donors and other multilateral institutions about bringing 
forward the already programmed infrastructure projects. Policy advice and 
other assistance has also been requested and provided by organizations 
such as ADB and IMF. Many donors have provided or are in the process 
of providing additional budget support to help preserve expenditure on 
essential services.
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Poor medium-term export prospects should stimulate more urgent 
implementation of structural reforms aimed at encouraging foreign and 
domestic investment and improving the enabling environment for the 
private sector. Grant-funded infrastructure development is crucial; it will 
need to play a key role in supporting growth and employment, given the 
decline in exports and the need to reduce government expenditure. Infra-
structure projects, especially labor-intensive projects, should be brought 
forward where possible.

The Government and Governance

Long-term, sustainable economic growth will require Solomon Islands to 
address the issue of good governance. There is a pressing need for a whole-

of-government change management program aimed at improving the 
governance environment and enhancing standards of service delivery.

The government, and the public service that supports it, are generally inexperi-
enced and underresourced. Significant capacity building is required in a number 
of critical areas, including management, policy and program development, and 
service delivery. A particular weakness is that the public service is not necessar-
ily merit-based, although a number of excellent officers have made their way to 
senior positions and to the top of the public service. There is significant political 
interference in the execution of government business, although this problem is 
starting to be addressed. According to the Office of the Auditor General (OAG), 
this interference frequently results in politicians misspending funds appropriated 
for specific purposes. Structurally, the machinery of government contains a large 
number of ministries (25 including the Office of the Prime Minister and the 
Office of the Cabinet), which imposes a substantial cost burden. 

A number of challenges need to be overcome before the government will 
be able to efficiently and effectively carry out its overall policy agenda. There 
are no easy or ready solutions, but a whole-of-government change management 
strategy is needed. This strategy, which should systematically and consistently 
progress along a number of fronts, needs to address three important issues. 
(i) Deal effectively with “killer” risks. These are constraints or barriers 

to change that, if they are not eased or removed, threaten to prevent 
sustainable change. The most pressing of these risks is the ability of 
well-resourced sectional interests to exercise undue influence over the 
government, thus corrupting government business. There is evidence 
that all is not necessarily improving in the area of good governance.

(ii) Identify and activate a number of drivers for the planned changes. This 
will ensure that the government strongly commits itself to each aspect 
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of the change program, provides appropriate incentives, and maintains 
progress. Appendix Table A12 contains an illustrative set of drivers of 
change for a public sector change management program.

(iii) Develop and focus on a set of key success factors. These must be man-
aged effectively across the whole of the change program. Appendix Table 
A13 illustrates a number of key success factors that typically apply to a 
change management program.

One way to advance the overall program would be to lock the govern-
ment into a coherent change management approach through the budget. The 
present donor-funded machinery of government program logically needs to 
lead the program, but the general change management approach should be 
agreed upon by other programs working on reform. 

Currently, there are several change management initiatives underway, 
including OAG’s excellent career planning approach, which offers a good 
change management model. In other areas, career planning does not yet fea-
ture strongly, as evidenced by the judicial system’s current problems. There is 
an emphasis on improving human resources management, which should be 
extended to service delivery, since it is one of the core purposes of government. 
Capacity substitution remains prevalent; capacity-building efforts primarily rely 
on training, rather than following the OAG approach of developing strong 
working units.

A whole-of-government change management program should first 
address the issue of good governance. Some progress has been made, but 
sustainability will remain an issue as long as there is only superficial buy-in 
from politicians and their supporters. There is still work to be done to address 
systemic constraints to improved governance. 

Progress also has been made in restoring legitimate government, while 
also laying down building blocks to improve the government’s capacity to de-
liver affordable services. Human resources management needs to be a central 
element of the change management program, although its importance should 
not be exaggerated to the detriment of other program initiatives. 

There are many areas that could and should be addressed in a whole-
of-government change management program, but three are of particular note. 
The program needs to (i) marginalize those interested in subverting good gover-
nance; (ii) address the very important issue of nation building by ensuring the 
commitment of the Prime Minister, a major driver of any public sector change 
program, and enhancing his office; and (iii) improve the management capacity 
of the public service, since this is its major weakness. Actions in these three areas 
would be mutually reinforcing, would improve governance, and would help 
Solomon Islands establish an environment in which the electorate can influence 
the government to deliver an acceptable level and quality of service.

To address the first issue, support needs to be provided to the Integrity 
Group Forum. The starting point should be to develop the Inland Revenue 
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Division’s capacity to audit and investigate the affairs of suspected tax evaders, 
concentrating first on those who are believed to undermine good governance. 
This initiative would benefit if it were linked to parallel initiatives by the 
Leadership Code Commission to address corrupt practices by government 
leaders. In both cases, strategic attention should be given to ensuring that early 
prosecutions have a very high likelihood of success.

To deal with the second issue, a broad-based public affairs program needs 
to be established, making imaginative use of diverse media. The purpose of the 
program would be to build up a sense of nationhood, promote good governance, 
and encourage affordable and predictable standards of service delivery by the 
government. At present, the orientation and loyalties of the population tend 
to be local rather than national. A general shared understanding of nationhood 
would enhance the public’s expectations of the national government, shape an 
interest in government performance, and improve the chances for successful 
implementation of a public sector change management program. The public 
affairs program should pull together the disparate interventions now being 
conducted by various donors. It might be appropriate for it to be run from 
the Office of the Prime Minister, to underpin his commitment to the overall 
change program.

Third, the change management program needs to address the general 
weakness of management capacity in the public service, which is an important 
underlying cause of poor standards of service delivery. Ideally, the number 
of ministries (although not necessarily the number of ministers) should be 
reduced. Many ministries are so small that they do not need a full-time senior 
executive. Additionally, the proposal to develop a graduate intake scheme 
should be supported. It should operate in parallel with a scheme targeting 
public servants with the potential to become strong senior managers. The 
program would be enhanced by a fast-track system for developing a pool of 
competent managers. 

Private Sector Development

Although the government has expressed a commitment to promoting private 
sector-led growth, there are still many constraints to doing business in 

Solomon Islands. Government policy should focus on removing  
these constraints.

Private sector development is essential to the generation of employment and 
income-earning opportunities for the country’s fast-growing population. The 
government should focus on its core roles—policy development, regulation, 
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and infrastructure development—while relinquishing and staying out of com-
mercial activities.

Infrastructure. Infrastructure constraints limit private sector development. 
Far greater use of contracting out and public–private partnerships could 
lead to rapid improvements in infrastructure provision and maintenance. 
The government should (i) seek expressions of interest to operate domestic 
air services, which should be linked with international services; (ii) adopt 
a transparent tender system for contracts to service unprofitable air routes;  
(iii) upgrade airport infrastructure to meet international safety standards; and 
(iv) terminate the telecommunications monopoly held by Our Telekom and 
allow competition in the telecommunications sector. In addition, road infra-
structure requires urgent upgrading and better maintenance, which could best 
be addressed through public–private partnerships and contracting out. 

State-owned enterprise reform. SOE reform is crucial to improving the deliv-
ery of public services. The government should seek to divest itself of commercial 
activities as far as possible, leaving them to the private sector. Privatization of 
Sol Air should be a high priority, and performance-based management contracts 
should be established for the Solomon Islands Electricity Authority and the 
Solomon Islands Water Authority. 

Regulation. The regulatory framework for business could be strengthened fur-
ther by reforming the business licensing system (within the context of planned 
taxation reform) and by updating labor legislation. In general, investment 
incentives should not be granted; if they are to be granted in special cases, a 
set of transparent criteria should be applied. 

Access to finance. Access to credit should improve with the full implementa-
tion of the personal property securities system. However, increasing access to 
financial services will require services to be provided in rural areas. Efforts in 
this area have begun but will require significant further expansion. Further 
development of rural banking offers the best hope for improving the delivery 
of financial services to the provinces. Expanding the Development Bank of 
Solomon Islands is strongly discouraged. 

Land reform. Land reform requires immediate and sustained support. It is 
a high-priority issue—current government initiatives deserve immediate and 
sustained support. First, the Land Reform Unit needs to be strengthened. 
Second, the activities of various agencies involved in land reform and land 
registration need to be coordinated. The Land Reform Unit (under the direc-
tion of a Cabinet subcommittee) should be responsible for this coordination. 
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Third, the government needs to commit to long-term support for the process 
of determining tribal boundaries. 

Commercial legal framework. The government has initiated a far-reaching 
reform of laws governing commercial activity. A significant number of Acts has 
been passed and should be implemented during 2010. This paper recommends 
strongly that the legislation be passed with a minimum of amendments.  

Sector-specific reforms. These are as follows: 
• Agriculture. The focus should be on improving extension and research, 

including raising the productivity of traditional crop production. The 
government should immediately review the Guadalcanal Plains Palm Oil 
proposal to establish a coconut oil plant, and should support any other 
efforts by the company to expand palm oil production and to introduce 
coconut oil processing. Commercial rice and smallholder cattle produc-
tion should not be priorities, since they do not have a history of success 
in Solomon Islands. 

• Forestry. The priorities for forestry should be to develop a national forest 
policy and to finalize and promulgate appropriate forestry legislation. The 
government should prohibit reentry logging and logging in the East Ren-
nell World Heritage Area, and should pursue conservation of the remain-
ing primary forest in locations with ecotourism potential. Environmental 
management in general needs to be strengthened.

• Fisheries. Immediate action should be taken to arrange for the injection 
of private sector equity to accelerate the rehabilitation and expansion of 
the Soltai plant in Noro. Current efforts to facilitate private sector devel-
opment of one or more tuna loining plants should be supported.

• Mining and minerals. It is urgent to attend to any outstanding govern-
ment commitments and remove domestic impediments that might delay 
the commencement of mining at Gold Ridge. Capacity development for 
the Mining Division and Geological Division of the Ministry of Mines, 
Energy and Rural Electrification should be considered, to improve the 
government’s ability to regulate future mining development. If mining 
development resumes, it will be important for the government to capture 
(and use wisely) a reasonable share of the resource rent from mining. Plans 
for a resource taxation regime should be supported, although support 
from a team of international negotiators may be needed to make deals 
with multinational companies.
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Appendix

Table A1: Country Economic Indicators

Item 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

A. National Accounts

1.  GDP growth  
(% per annum,  
constant market prices)  

4.90 5.42 6.94 8.70 6.90 0.00 2.00 

2.  GDP per capita growth  
(% per annum,  
constant prices)

2.21 2.93 4.32 6.08 4.38 –2.19 –0.37

B. Money and Prices

1.  Inflation rate (% per 
annum, average of 
period; Honiara retail 
price index)

6.9 7.3 8.4 7.6 17.3 8.3 7.3 

2.  Liquidity (M2) growth 
(% change, end  
of period)

19.5 42.4 25.9 23.3 6.1 3.1 …

C. Balance of Payments

1.  Current account  
balance ($ million)

67.12 –11.75 –24.99 –75.62 –120.18 –135.09 –132.89

2.  Current account  
balance (% of GDP)

17.89 –2.84 –5.47 –14.32 –18.61 –20.00 –18.00

3.  Foreign direct invest-
ment, net ($ million)

5.66 18.15 19.18 56.93 112.06 … …

D. External Indicators

1.  External debt  
($ million)

153.24 145.49 154.95 149.41 135.45 133.65 …

2.  External debt  
(% of GDP)

40.85 35.16 33.92 28.29 20.98 19.79 …

3.  External debt service 
(% of exports of goods 
and services)

5.90 7.20 4.30 4.30 … … …

4.  Exchange rate (annual 
average; SI$ per $)

7.48 7.53 7.61 7.65 7.77 8.05 …

5.  Gross official reserves 
($ million)

79.66 77.93 103.60 118.41 88.13 144.23 …

E. Government Finance

1.  Central government 
expenditure (% of GDP)

27.20 45.00 46.10 50.10 48.90 47.40 …

2.  Central government 
revenue (% of GDP)

33.60 46.90 47.30 50.60 47.10 47.40 …

3.  Overall budget  
balance (% of GDP)

6.4 1.9 1.2 0.5 –1.70 0.00 …

… = data not available, GDP = gross domestic product, M2 = broad money.

Source: ADB. 2010. Asian Development Outlook 2010. Manila.
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Table A2: Millennium Development Goals

1980–1985 1990 2000 2005
Target 
2015

MDG Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger

Prevalence of child malnutrition  
(% under age 5 years)

… 21 21 … 11

MDG Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education

Net enrollment ratio in primary 
education

… 83 74 80 100

MDG Goal 3: Promote gender equality

Ratio of girls to boys in primary 
school (%)

… 0.86 0.92 0.97 1

Ratio of girls to boys in secondary 
school (%)

… 0.63 0.78 0.81 1

% of seats in national Parliament 
held by women

… 0 2 0 …

MDG Goal 4: Reduce child mortality

Infant mortality rate  
(per 1,000 live births)

70 (1970) 38 36 24 25

Under age 5 years mortality rate  
(per 1,000)

97 (1970) 63 60 29 12

MDG Goal 5: Improve maternal health

Maternal mortality rate  
(per 100,000 live births)

… 550 130 220 …

Births attended by skilled health 
staff members (%)

… … 85 87 …

MDG Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria, and other diseases

Incidence of malaria  
(per 100,000)

… 45,000 15,172 19,600 Less 
than 

8,000

Incidence of tuberculosis  
(per 100,000)

… 134 73 201 …

MDG Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability

Forest area  
(% of total land area)

… 99 91 78 …

Nationally protected areas  
(% of total land area)

… … 0 0.3 …

Carbon dioxide emissions  
(tons per capita)

… 0.5 0.4 0.4 …

Access to an improved water 
source (%)

… 68.5 71 70 100

Access to improved  
sanitation (%)

… … 30 31 …

MDG Goal 8: Develop a global partnership for development

Fixed line and mobile telephones  
(per 1,000)

… 15 21 16 …

Personal computers  
(per 1,000)

… … 38 43 …

… = data not available, MDG = Millennium Development Goal.

Sources: International Monetary Fund. 2007. Solomon Islands: 2007 Article IV Consultation—Staff Report. Washington, 
DC, Table V.1; United Nations Development Programme. 2007. Human Development Report 2007/2008. Fighting 
Climate Change: Human Solidarity in a Changing World. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
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Table A3: Government Finances 
(consolidated budget, SI$ million)

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

2009 
Revised 
Estimate

2010 
Budget 

Estimate

Total Revenue 
and Grants

548.7 710.9 780.4 941.1 1,228.9 1,557.5 1,611.4 1,917.0

Local revenue 373.4 509.9 655.9 822.1 1,112.2 1,377.5 1,420.4 1,664.0

External funding 175.3 201.0 124.5 119.0 116.7 180.0 191.0 253.0

Budget support … … 30.0 47.9 28.6 100.0 101.0 173.0

Donor funding, 
consolidated 
development

175.3 201.0 94.5 71.1 88.1 80.0 90.0 80.0

Total  
Expenditure

519.4 596.3 760.4 914.1 1,241.6 1,652.5 1,611.4 1,997.0

Recurrent  
expenditure

379.5 493.7 619.3 829.1 1,075.7 1,375.5 1,321.4 1,622.0

 Payroll 170.3 173.5 232.9 248.9 353.5 432.0 455.5 486.7

 Other charges 168.2 252.6 304.7 449.2 562.3 799.0 755.9 1,015.3

 Debt servicing 40.9 67.6 81.7 131.1 159.9 144.5 110.0 120.0

Development 
expenditure

139.9 102.6 141.2 85.0 165.9 277.0 290.0 375.0

  Government-  
 funded 

… … … 13.9 71.7 197.0 200.0 295.0

 Donor-funded … … … 71.1 88.1 80.0 90.0 80.0

Recurrent  
balance

–6.1 16.2 66.6 40.9 65.1 102.0 200.0 215.0

Overall Balance 29.3 114.6 19.9 27.0 –12.7 –95.0 0.0 –80.0

Overall balance  
(% of GDP)

1.2 4.1 0.6 0.8 –0.3 –1.9 0.0 …

GDP 2,498 2,808 3,117 3,475 4,102 5,065 5,604 …

Memorandum 
Items: National 
Debt

 Domestic debt 574.3 606.8 520.2 457.3 428.4 389.0 … …

 External debt 1,108.6 1,149.3 1,080.5 1,155.3 1,128.6 1,115.0 … …

Total Debt 1,682.8 1,756.2 1,600.6 1,612.6 1,557.0 1,504.0 … …

… = data not available, GDP = gross domestic product.

Sources: Central Bank of Solomon Islands. Quarterly Review, September 2009. Honiara; and Government of Solomon  
Islands, Ministry of Finance and Treasury. 2008. Solomon Islands Budget 2009: Budget Strategy and Outlook. 
Honiara.
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Table A6: Balance of Payments 
(SI$ million)

2006 2007 2008 2009

Current Account −324.5 −619.3 −959.7 −973.2

 Trade balance −621.6 −745.8 −635.6 −610.3

 Services −114.1 −289.1 −440.5 −212.9

 Income −141.8 −293.6 −735.1 −1,008.8

 Current transfers 552.9 709.2 851.6 858.7

Capital and Financial Account 314.4 612.3 771.6 1,372.8

Source: Central Bank of Solomon Islands. 2009 CBSI Annual Report. Honiara.

Table A7: Foreign Reserves

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

$ million 18 36 80 95 101 120 88

SI$ million 131 272 601 716 770 918 705

Source: Central Bank of Solomon Islands. 

Table A8: Exchange Rates and Terms of Trade

Period Nominal Effective Real Effective Terms of Trade

2002 100.0 100.0 100.0

2003 119.3 119.5 85.6

2004 129.1 118.4 76.3

2005 130.8 114.4 74.3

2006 129.0 106.9 62.7

2007 135.5 114.7 57.9

2008 139.2 122.2 50.2

Source: Central Bank of Solomon Islands. 

Table A9: Honiara Retail Price Index 
(1992 = 100)

Period
Local Items  

(602)
Imported Items  

(398)
All Items  
(1,000)

2001 257.3 178.6 223.3

2002 278.0 197.6 244.2

2003 291.8 238.7 268.0

2004 313.0 251.5 287.1

2005 335.9 262.6 308.2

2006 367.8 283.6 342.8

2007 369.0 316.0 369.0

2008 487.7 393.7 433.0

Source: Central Bank of Solomon Islands.  
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Table A11: Sector Distribution of Commercial Bank Credit  
(SI$ ’000)

Period Primary Industry Services

2002 22,897 54,497 96,628

2003 48,076 45,548 124,436

2004 47,007 41,883 152,410

2005 74,506 81,293 242,862

2006 175,829 131,494 416,122

2007 168,799 182,519 607,224

2008 190,310 233,163 797,519

2009a 203,373 207,022 768,549

a September quarter.

Source: Central Bank of Solomon Islands. Quarterly Review, September 2009. Honiara. 

Table A12: A Framework to Drive Change

Drivers of 
Reform Process Possible Role Areas for Action

Prime Minister Leads the program, presents a  
vision of the destination of change, 
develops a plan to get there, and 
applies effective use of incentives 
and sanctions to achieve results.

Currently, there is no vision, no articulated 
overall plan, and little publicity about a 
change program to the electorate at large 
and to the public service. The Office of the 
Prime Minister needs strengthening to 
focus on the change program.

Minister of  
Finance

Supports the Prime Minister by 
maintaining budgetary discipline 
and applying financial incentives 
to the change program.

Increasing attention is being paid to 
budgetary discipline, though it has yet 
to be applied to delivering a measurable 
program. There are few financial incentives 
associated with the change program. The 
United Nations Development Programme’s 
Provincial Capital Development Fund is an 
exception.

Minister of the 
Public Service (or, 
ideally, the Prime 
Minister)

Focuses on the public service. 
Develops and sustains a vision for 
the public service and articulates 
an overall cost plan to get there. 
Gets the public service unions on 
the side of the vision and plan. 
Applies incentives and sanctions 
to achieve results.

RAMSI is supporting the 10-year Public 
Service Improvement Program, which will 
start by addressing weaknesses in human 
resources management across the govern-
ment. What is perhaps a higher priority is 
to instill a service delivery culture in the 
public service.

Expenditure  
Review Committee

Locks key ministers and agencies 
into the change program so that 
they provide leadership. Focuses 
expenditure on key services, and 
rewards performance by applying 
budgetary incentives. Drives ef-
ficiency, and reviews the structure 
of government. Closely monitors 
the performance improvement 
achieved in the change program. 
Binds ministers into the change 
program.

The Minister of Finance appears to be 
solely in charge of the budget. Line agen-
cies are treated alike and at arm’s length. 
There is no idea of a more corporate ap-
proach to change.

continued on next page
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Drivers of 
Reform Process Possible Role Areas for Action

Effectiveness  
Review  
Committee

Coordinates and manages donor  
inputs to the overall change pro-
gram, ensuring that donors sup-
port government priorities and 
approach the change management 
program in an agreed-upon and 
harmonized manner. Reviews the 
performance of agencies, and 
terminates permanent secretaries 
who fail to meet given perfor-
mance targets. Binds ministers into 
the change program.

Donors individually manage their own 
programs with little scrutiny from the 
government. The permanent secretary of 
the Office of the Cabinet is establishing a 
review process for permanent secretaries, 
but as a development exercise rather than 
as a performance exercise. Government 
performance is an area of great interest 
to a Prime Minister and his senior Cabinet 
members who, as the customers, should 
assess the performance of permanent 
secretaries.

Permanent  
Secretary’s Forum

Enables the Prime Minister to keep 
permanent secretaries informed of 
progress, concerns, and new policy 
initiatives.

There is a permanent secretary’s forum, 
but it is more focused on Cabinet issues 
than on the overall change program. It is 
also managed by the permanent secretary 
of the Office of Cabinet rather than by the 
Prime Minister.

Integrity Group 
Forum

Attacks the major constraint on 
government efficiency and effec-
tiveness: corruption. 

An informal integrity group forum has 
been established but needs a lot of protec-
tion if it is to be sustainable.

Civil Society Maintains public support for the 
change program and pressure 
on the government to fulfill its 
promises about the results of the 
program in terms of improved 
services.

Very weak voice.

Donor Agencies Provide the right kind of assistance 
responsively where it is priori-
tized. Maintain pressure to ensure 
budgetary discipline. Maintains 
direction by making assistance 
dependent on progress being 
sustained.

There is some coherence provided by 
RAMSI, simply due to the extent of its 
reach across the change program. RAMSI 
has tended to be opportunistic in the 
order in which it has built up to what 
is now beginning to appear as a more 
comprehensive program. An overall plan 
would be helpful, both for the government 
and for RAMSI itself, in planning its future  
operations and an exit strategy. Such a plan 
would benefit from addressing the change 
management approach being followed by 
donors, to ensure harmonization.a

RAMSI = Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands.
a   Authors of the RAMSI Annual Performance Report 2007/08 wrote: “While programs report with varying degrees 

of coherence on the range of capacity development activities they support, most are not yet able to articulate 
their overall approach to organizational capacity development beyond the provision of training, or to assess its 
impact. Use of change management or institutional strengthening strategies is not as widespread as it needs to 
be.” (J. Winter et al. 2008. Annual Performance Report 2007/2008. A Report on the Performance of the Regional 
Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands. Honiara. p. 34).

Table A12: continued
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Table A13: ADB Principles for Capacity Development

Principle Discussion Present Situation in Solomon Islands

The government 
should drive the 
programs.

The government should prepare 
at least a statement of the im-
provement objectives it wants 
to achieve and what it will 
contribute to that achievement. 
The statement should address 
the whole of the public service 
or public sector, specifying the 
areas of the public sector to be 
improved and by how much.

Budget priorities for 2008 were reconcilia-
tion and rehabilitation, national security and 
foreign relations, infrastructure development, 
social services sector, economic (productive) 
sector, and civic affairs. There was only a pass-
ing reference to strengthening government 
institutions and structures in the 2008 budget 
speech. There is little evidence of the govern-
ment driving the program or understanding 
what such a program requires.

The government 
s h o u l d  h a v e 
a  d i s c i p l i n e d  
approach. 

Free gifts, in the form of donor 
assistance, carry a risk of en-
couraging dependencies. 

Governments should be expect-
ed to make resource contribu-
tions to an intervention.

There has been a massive infusion of donor 
aid directed at capacity development, led 
by RAMSI. While counterparts are assigned 
to the expatriates charged with capacity 
development, there is little in the way of 
government budget contribution to the 
program other than increased staff in some 
integrity agencies.

I n t e r v e n t i o n s 
should be driven 
by the manage-
ment team in the 
agency in which 
an intervention 
occurs.

Each agency management team 
should specify terms of refer-
ence for an intervention.

Agencies should have the final 
say in the selection of con-
sultants.

Agencies are not specifying the assistance 
that they require. Much of the assistance is 
accepted, but not driven by them. 

Agencies are beginning to participate in the 
selection of consultants, which is a positive 
step.

I n t e r v e n t i o n s 
should be based 
on  consu l tant 
supporting agen-
cy teams, except 
w h e r e  c a p a c -
ity substitution is 
necessary.

Agency teams need to drive  
capacity development so that 
they can sustain the direction 
of the changes after the con-
sultants have departed.

Where consultants do not sup-
port agency teams but guide 
or direct them, it often fol-
lows that the consultants do 
too much of the work for the 
agency teams and capacity 
substitution occurs rather than 
capacity development. 

Agency teams with consultants working for 
them are uncommon in the capacity devel-
opment program. The Office of the Auditor 
General is a conspicuous exception. Capacity, 
though, is so low in most agencies that the 
formation of a credible team would be dif-
ficult if the agency were to remain engaged 
with its own operational work. Budgets are 
therefore required to hire contract staff to 
perform recurrent work.

There is credible evidence that many of the 
expatriate consultants or appointments are 
performing the work of the government 
rather than supporting local teams to do 
that work.

Local consultants 
should be de-
veloped to take 
over interventions 
once the major 
c h a n g e s  h a v e 
been achieved.

It is valuable to leave behind ca-
pacity to continue the capacity 
development after the end of a 
program. Internally appointed 
public servants are likely to 
move to other positions. Local 
consultants, therefore, provide 
a useful resource to continue 
the work. 

There are no private firms of local consul-
tants. Local people who may be regarded 
as having that potential are fully employed 
by donors. There has been no attempt to 
develop a viable private sector consultancy 
industry.

continued on next page
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Principle Discussion Present Situation in Solomon Islands

I n t e r v e n t i o n s 
should always be 
funded to com-
plete the job, as-
suming that con-
dit ions remain 
favorable.

Overly optimistic expectations 
are a major factor in disap-
pointing capacity development 
projects.

RAMSI is the major driver of change and 
appears set to remain for the long term. 
The Public Service Improvement Program, 
for example, is programmed for a minimum 
of 10 years. Donors seem happy with these  
arrangements. For example, the planned New 
Zealand’s International Aid and Development 
Agency assistance to Inland Revenue Divi-
sion requires no government contribution 
until 2012, despite the fact that capacity 
development should be an ongoing cost to 
the government.

All interventions 
should require 
the government 
to demonstrate its 
continuing com-
mitment to the 
achievement of 
the specified out-
comes.

Government ownership and 
commitment is a key condition 
of effective, sustainable capac-
ity development.

Maintaining budget support for 
the change program is an im-
portant way for a government 
to demonstrate its continuing 
commitment.

The government makes very few official 
statements about the importance of im-
proved public service performance and, as 
mentioned above, there is no specific budget 
contribution to it.

Where govern-
ment commitment 
evaporates, do-
nors should aban-
don the interven-
tion unless there 
are extenuating 
circumstances.

There is little value in support-
ing capacity development when 
a government is not interested 
in the program.

Government ministers, individually, do give 
expressions of support for capacity devel-
opment. Commitment, however, appears 
lukewarm. RAMSI has little alternative but 
to support the government with capacity 
development. The lack of strong commitment 
on the part of the government suggests the 
importance of a public affairs program to 
engage civil society in pushing for improved 
government services.

RAMSI = Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands.

Table A13: continued
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Table A14: Doing Business Indicators, 2009 
(data as of 1 June 2008)

Indicator Components of Indicator
Solomon 
Islands Samoa Singapore

Doing Business Rank 89 64 1

Starting a Business Rank
Procedures (number)
Duration (days)
Cost (% income per capita)
Paid in minimum capital (% income 
per capita)

99
7

57
53.6

0

132
9

35
39.8

0

9
5
5

0.8
0

Dealing with Construc-
tion Permits

Rank
Procedures (number)
Duration (days)
Cost (% income per capita)

35
1

62
471.1

47
18
88

90.9

5
11

102
22.9

Employing Workers Rank
Rigidity of employment index
Firing costs (weeks of salary)

42
10
44

16
20

9

1
0
4

Registering Property Rank
Procedures (number)
Duration (days)
Costs (% property value)

169
10

297
4.8

72
5

147
1.7

13
3
9

2.8

Getting Credit Rank
Legal rights index
Credit information index
Public registry coverage (% adults)
Private bureau coverage (% adults)

145
4
0
0
0

123
6
0
0
0

7
9
4
0

42.7

Protecting Investors Rank
Investor protection index

53
5.7

24
6.3

2
9.3

Paying Taxes Rank
Time (hours)
Total tax rate (% profit)
Payments (number)

47
80

36.3
33

60
224

11.9
37

2
49

5.0
23.2

Trading across Borders Rank
Documents for export (number)
Time for export (days)
Cost for export ($ per container)
Documents for import (number
Time for import (number)
Cost to import ($ per container)

80
7

24
1,011

4
21

1,194

86
7

27
820

7
31

848

1
4
5

416
4
3

367

Enforcing Contracts Rank
Procedures (number)
Duration (days)
Cost (% of claim)

108
37

455
78.9

79
44

455
19.7

4
22

170
2.8

Closing Business Rank
Time (years)
Cost (% of estate)
Recovery rate (cents on the dollar)

104
1.0
38

23.6

136
2.5
38

14.3

2
0.8

1
91.3

Sources: World Bank Group. 2008. Doing Business 2009. Washington, DC; World Bank Group. 2008. Doing Business 
2009: Country Profile Solomon Islands. Washington, DC.
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Table A15: Production of Principal Commodities, 1992–2007

Year
Copra
(m.t)

Coconut 
Oil

(m.t)
Palm Oil

(m.t)

Palm 
Kernel
(m.t)

Palm Oil 
and Kernel

(m.t)
Cocoa
(m.t)

Fish Catch
(m.t)

Timber
(‘000 m3)

1992 29,073 … 30,854 6,781 37,635 4,159 39,996 640

1993 29,057 … 30,986 7,043 38,029 3,297 32,486 547

1994 22,500 … 29,737 7,183 36,920 3,338 39,005 659

1995 26,148 … 29,562 6,861 36,423 2,482 56,133 749

1996 21,989 … 28,680 6,834 35,514 2,464 41,179 791

1997 28,679 … 29,420 6,472 35,892 3,907 40,654 650

1998 26,971 … 30,169 6,731 36,900 3,454 49,391 604

1999 23,242 … 0 0 0 2,395 47,962 611

2000 19,004 8,553 0 0 0 2,316 21,163 536

2001 1,701 117 0 0 0 2,038 17,720 534

2002 1,731 … 0 0 0 2,907 18,520 550

2003 14,848 … 0 0 0 4,587 28,072 714

2004 21,831 … … … 0 4,181 27,249 1,043

2005 26,182 … … … 0 4,928 23,853 1,118

2006 21,213 122 5,427 1,236 6,663 3,835 29,597 1,073

2007 27,903 741 17,151 4,829 21,980 4,470 21,196 1,446

… = data not available, m3 = cubic meter, m.t = metric ton.

Source: Central Bank of Solomon Islands.

Table A16: Value of Agriculture Sector Exports 
(SI$ ‘000)

Period Fish Timber Copra
Coconut  

Oil
Palm Oil 

and Kernel Cocoa
Marine 
Shells

1990 53,185 60,811 10,936 2,467 19,320 11,375 6,305

1991 106,417 53,557 10,369 1,886 20,868 13,728 2,719

1992 88,101 110,458 22,795 4,049 33,862 13,387 1,478

1993 82,891 231,715 18,533 4,356 38,079 16,805 905

1994 99,068 276,856 19,770 2,013 44,215 12,549 1,282

1995 144,777 282,953 32,852 4,122 72,036 13,423 5,568

1996 105,319 349,363 23,510 5,689 62,955 12,855 330

1997 129,819 290,674 36,787 12,562 74,399 17,034 2,027

1998 129,050 164,892 27,476 19,326 94,187 22,812 5,379

1999 … … … … … … …

2000 … … … … … … …

2001 111,677 85,334 865 514 0 7,579 793

2002 42,564 152,524 1,020 109 0 25,488 476

2003 39,817 252,511 10,665 157 0 45,358 3,481

2004 104,484 374,668 24,870 471 0 34,011 5,976

2005 124,847 447,966 27,509 2,109 0 36,025 6,430

2006 129,847 624,630 19,874 1,928 16,195 30,827 993

2007 168,099 805,564 41,407 3,455 106,928 54,210 3,827

… = data not available.

Source: Central Bank of Solomon Islands.
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Table A17: Real Gross Domestic Product Growth Projections

Sector 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Agriculture, Fisheries,  
 and Forestry

1,277.60 1,298.59 1,307.33 1,320.36 1,337.44

Agriculture and hunting 733.16 762.48 792.98 824.70 857.69

Forestry and logging 302.38 287.26 258.54 232.68 209.41

Fishing 242.07 248.84 255.81 262.98 270.34

Industry 314.72 323.40 332.33 341.50 350.94

Mining and quarrying 1.55 1.61 1.66 1.72 1.78

Manufacturing 201.92 206.97 212.15 217.45 222.89

Electricity and water 66.23 68.55 70.95 73.43 76.00

Construction 45.01 46.27 47.57 48.90 50.27

Services 1,978.94 2,054.96 2,134.01 2,216.24 2,301.77

Trade 425.79 442.82 460.53 478.96 498.11

Hotels and restaurants 79.48 82.66 85.96 89.40 92.98

Transport and storage 230.20 240.33 250.91 261.95 273.47

Communications 75.00 79.50 84.27 89.33 94.69

Financial intermediation 66.47 69.13 71.90 74.77 77.76

Insurance services 20.62 21.44 22.30 23.19 24.12

Real estate and renting 131.96 135.92 140.00 144.20 148.52

Owner-occupied dwellings 287.57 296.19 305.08 314.23 323.66

Business services 22.38 23.05 23.74 24.45 25.19

Public administration  
 and defense

238.00 245.14 252.50 260.07 267.87

Education 162.39 170.51 179.04 187.99 197.39

Health 53.86 56.55 59.38 62.35 65.46

Other services 185.22 191.71 198.42 205.36 212.55

Taxes on products less subsidies 114.87 114.58 117.97 121.08 124.43

Less imputed bank  
 charges

–29.80 –29.72 –30.60 –31.41 –32.28

GDP 3,656.33 3,761.80 3,861.04 3,967.77 4,082.30

Percentage change –0.10 2.88 2.64 2.76 2.89

GDP at Factor Cost 3,571.26 3,676.95 3,773.67 3,878.10 3,990.15

Percentage change 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03

Non-log GDP 3,353.95 3,474.54 3,602.50 3,735.09 3,872.89

GDP growth excluding  
 forestry (%)

3.9 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7

Real GDP per Capita 6,971.70 6,977.50 6,966.50 6,964.00 6,969.90 

GDP = gross domestic product.

Source: Consultants’ calculations.
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Table A18: Solomon Islands Diagnostic Medium-Term Scenario, 2009–2011

Estimated Projected

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Growth and Inflation

Real GDP growth (%) 8.7 6.4 –0.1 2.9 2.6 

Non-timber GDP growth (%) 7.0 5.6 3.9 3.6 3.7 

CPI inflation  
(period average, %)

7.6 18.0 12.0 9.0 8.0 

Fiscal Accounts (SI$ million)

Total revenue and grants 1,228.9 1,595.3 1,681.4 1,831.4 1,974.3 

Recurrent revenue 1,140.8 1,496.7 1,582.9 1,732.9 1,875.8 

External grants 88.1 98.6 98.5 98.5 98.5 

Total expenditure and net lending 1,235.5 1,877.3 1,971.1 1,871.4 2,063.7 

Recurrent expenditure 1,075.7 1,450.1 1,580.9 1,772.9 1,965.2 

Development expenditure 159.8 427.2 390.2 98.5 98.5 

Overall fiscal balance –6.6 –282.0 –289.7 –40.0 –89.4 

Overall excluding grants –123.3 –504.9 –489.2 –239.5 –288.9 

Recurrent balance 65.1 46.6 2.0 –40.0 –89.4 

Recurrent balance  
 (% of GDP)

1.6 0.9 0.0 –0.6 –1.3 

Overall balance  
 (% of GDP)

–0.2 –5.5 –5.1 –0.6 –1.3 

Monetary Survey

Broad money 1,353.0 1,698.1 1,899.9 2,130.6 2,361.8 

(Percentage change) 23.9 25.5 11.9 12.1 10.8 

Net domestic assets 513.4 992.4 1,668.1 2,568.0 3,663.7 

Domestic credit 957.5 1,434.5 2,112.2 3,014.1 4,111.8 

Government –19.4 42.0 331.7 371.7 461.1 

Private sector 976.9 1,254.0 1,780.4 2,642.4 3,650.7 

Net foreign assets 839.6 705.7 231.8 –437.4 –1,301.9

Balance of Payments 

Current account –82.6 –247.5 –574.0 –772.2 –970.3

Merchandise trade balance –543.9 –730.9 –1,073.3 –1,275.6 –1,477.4

Exports 1,292.1 1,547.4 1,346.5 1,438.1 1,530.7 

Imports 1,836.0 2,278.3 2,419.8 2,713.7 3,008.1 

Capital account balance 275.4 337.7 337.3 347.1 356.2 

Financial account balance –159.9 –301.0 –237.2 –244.1 –250.5

Errors and omissions 97.2 –63.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Overall balance 130.1 –210.8 –473.9 –669.2 –864.6

Overall balance  
 (% of GDP)

3.2 –4.1 –8.3 –10.5 –12.2

Memorandum Items

Nominal GDP  
 (SI$ million)

4,065.1 5,102.2 5,708.5 6,401.8 7,096.3 

continued on next page
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Estimated Projected

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Gross reserves 916.5 705.7 231.8 –437.4 –1,301.9 

(In months of imports) 6.0 3.7 1.1 –1.9 –5.2

Exchange rate, average  
 (SI$ to $1)

7.7 8.0 8.9 9.6 10.2 

CPI = consumer price index, GDP = gross domestic product.

Note: The figures in this table are illustrative of the scenarios described in The Economy section. For the latest actual 
data and projections, please see Appendix Table A1. The scenario presented in this table is “diagnostic” rather than 
“consistent.” That is, the running down of foreign reserves to negative levels cannot occur in practice. The govern-
ment would be forced to rein in its expansionary fiscal and monetary policies, impose administrative controls on 
imports, arrange for special loans, allow a large devaluation of the currency, or fail to make agreed payments. In 
reality, some factor would have to change allowing the accounting identity underlying the balance of payments to 
be satisfied (i.e., a consistent forecast).

Source: Authors’ calculations.

Table A18: continued
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